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Abstract
The sustainability challenges associated with climate change and the depletion of natural
resources require a far-reaching transition of the energy sector in the 21st century. This
transition not only involves a radical change towards more sustainable modes of energy
production and consumption, but also a transformation of the grid infrastructure towards a
smart grid.
For policy makers pursuing sustainability goals, it is crucial to understand the underlying
mechanisms of such transformations to design appropriate policies. Equally, decision makers
in businesses are interested in understanding how such transitions unfold to allow them to
design successful strategies in times of major change.
In recent years, academic research has made significant progress explaining the sector-level
processes taking place in transitions. Especially the concepts of ‘innovation systems’ and the
‘multi-level perspective’ have greatly contributed to our understanding of the processes going
on in such transitions. Building on evolutionary theory, they conceptualize sectors as sociotechnical systems made of actors, institutional structures and technologies. As drivers of
change they identified exogenous shocks, developments in niches or new technological
developments.
While these concepts have significantly increased our understanding of the dynamics and
particularities at the system level, they have not provided many insights into the influence of
(individual) actors on developments of socio-technical systems.
This thesis contributes to closing this gap by analyzing: How do different types of actors
influence sustainability transitions in general and the transformation towards a smarter grid in
particular? Each of the papers included in this thesis contributes to answering this overall
research question.
To answer this question, this thesis analyzes the transition towards a smart grid. It uses an
explorative, qualitative research design which is recommended for analyzing such complex
temporary phenomena that are not yet well studied. It uses a longitudinal approach, studying
the development of smart grids in Europe over a time frame of 14 years.
As a result, this thesis proposes to conceptualize different types of actors. In addition to the
commonly distinguished incumbents and new entrants, it proposes to add ‘adjacents’ as a
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specific type of new entrant from neighboring sectors. Moreover, it proposes to distinguish
between technology users as opposed to technology providers. The thesis shows that both
adjacents and large users can have game changing effects on sectoral transitions. In the case
of adjacents, this capacity is attributed to their different resource endowments,
complementary assets and cognitive frames, which enable them to come up with more radical
innovative solutions than incumbents. In the case of large users, it attributes the game
changing effect to their diverging interests and their large market power. In addition to these
factors, both types of actors (adjacents and large users) possess significant amounts of
financial, organizational and political resources that allow them to change the rules of the
game of entire sectors. This distinguishes them from start-ups and small users (end
consumers), which were in the focus of the scholarly debate so far.
Secondly, the thesis proposes standardization strategies and the resulting standards as a link
between the firm and the sector level. Standards are important institutions in socio-technical
systems. As such, they influence the action of actors in the field. At the same time, they are
targets of strategic action of these actors as they have crucial impact on the competitive
position and the value of resources in a sector. Specifically, this thesis shows, how the
interaction of standardization strategies of different groups of firms, impact key processes
taking place in emerging innovation systems. For example, when they prevent positive field
effects (such as convergence to a dominant standard) of standards from occurring.
Furthermore, this thesis shows how the (open) standardization strategies of large users
changed the rules of the game in the sector, making proprietary strategies of technology
providers unviable.
From an empirical perspective, this thesis generates insights for policymakers and decision
makers in business. It identifies several blocking points for the development of smart grids:
Firstly, missing convergence towards a dominant standard prevents economies of scales from
being realized. Secondly, a lack of interoperability among standards makes it more difficult
for complement providers to enter the market. Thirdly, the restricted data rates of installed
communication technologies can become a bottleneck for the further development of smart
grids. Beyond this, the thesis provides transparency about the progress of smart grids in
Europe. Not only does it provide an overview about existing smart grid projects and the
involved actors, it also compares different smart meter communication standards against
technical and non-technical criteria.
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Zusammenfassung
Der Klimawandel und die Knappheit natürlicher Ressourcen erfordern weitreichende
Veränderungen im Energiesektor. Diese Veränderungen beinhalten nicht nur einen Ausbau
erneuerbarer Energien und Maßnahmen zur Energieeffizienz, sondern auch einen Umbau der
Netzinfrastruktur zu einem sogenannten ‚Smart Grid’.
Damit dieser Wandel zu mehr Nachhaltigkeit gelingt, ist es für politische Entscheidungsträger
wichtig zu verstehen, wie solche komplexen Veränderungsprozesse ganzer Sektoren ablaufen.
Nur so können sie wirkungsvolle Gesetze und Regelungen entwickeln, die diese Entwicklung
fördern bzw. Blockaden auflösen. Auch für Manager in Unternehmen ist es wichtig, die
Mechanismen dieses Wandels zu antizipieren, um erfolgreiche Unternehmensstrategien
entwickeln zu können.
In den letzten Jahren hat die akademische Forschung erhebliche Fortschritte gemacht, solche
Veränderungsprozesse auf Sektorebene zu erklären. Insbesondere haben Konzepte wie
"Innovationssysteme"

und

die

"Multi-Level-Perspektive"

dazu

beigetragen,

die

darunterliegenden Mechanismen zu identifizieren. Abgeleitet aus der Evolutionstheorie,
betrachten diese Konzepte Sektoren als sozio-technische Systeme, die aus Akteuren,
institutionelle

Strukturen

und

Technologien

bestehen.

Als

Treiber

für

sektorale

Veränderungsprozesse identifizieren sie exogene Schocks, Entwicklungen in Nischen oder
neue technologische Entwicklungen.
Während sich diese Konzepte auf das Verständnis der Dynamiken auf Sektorebene fokussiert
haben, wurde die Rolle von unterschiedlichen (Einzel-)Akteuren bzw. der Einfluss ihrer
Strategien auf sektorale Prozesse weniger detailliert analysiert.
Diese Dissertation trägt dazu bei, diese Lücke zu schließen, indem sie der Frage nachgeht:
Wie beeinflussen verschiedene Akteure sektorale Veränderungsprozesse im Allgemeinen und
die Transformation hin zu einem intelligenteren Stromnetz im Besonderen? Alle vier in dieser
Arbeit enthaltenen Artikel beantworten einen Teil dieser übergeordneten Forschungsfrage.
Zur Beantwortung dieser Frage analysiert diese Arbeit die Entwicklung von Smart Grids in
Europa über einen Zeitraum von 14 Jahren. Entsprechend der Empfehlung für die
Untersuchung von komplexen, zeitgenössischen Phänomenen, wurde ein qualitatives
Forschungsdesign gewählt.
iv

Als Ergebnis empfiehlt diese Arbeit, verschiedene Arten von Akteuren konzeptionell zu
unterscheiden. Zusätzlich zu den bisher genannten etablierten Firmen aus dem Fokussektor
(‚Incumbents’) und einer allgemeinen Kategorie von neuen Firmen (‚New Entrants’), wird
vorgeschlagen, zwei Typen von neuen Firmen getrennt zu betrachten: Start-ups und
‚Adjacents’. Während Start-ups neugegründete Firmen sind, handelt es sich bei ‚Adjacents’
um etablierte Firmen aus benachbarten Sektoren. Darüber hinaus wird empfohlen,
Technologieanwender von Technologieanbietern als separate Typen von Akteuren zu
unterscheiden.
Die Arbeit zeigt, dass sowohl ‚Adjacents’ als auch große Technologieanwender Auslöser für
wegweisende Veränderungen von Sektoren sein können. Im Fall von ‚Adjacents’ wird dieser
wegweisende Charakter auf die, im Verhältnis zu etablierten Firmen, unterschiedliche
Ausstattung mit Ressourcen und komplementären Gütern sowie auf die unterschiedlichen
kognitiven Eigenschaften zurückgeführt. Sie ermöglichen es ‚Adjacents’, radikalere und
innovativere Lösungen zu entwickeln. Im Fall von großen Technologieanwendern werden die
divergierenden Interessen und ihre große Marktmacht als Gründe für den Einfluss auf die
sektorale Entwicklung identifiziert. Zusätzlich zu diesen Faktoren, verfügen beide Arten von
Akteuren (‚Adjacents’ und große Technologieanwender) über erhebliche finanzielle,
organisatorische und politische Ressourcen, die es ihnen erlauben, Spielregeln ganzer
Sektoren zu ändern. Diese Ausstattung mit Ressourcen unterscheidet sie von Start-ups und
von

kleinen

Anwendern

(z.B.

Endverbrauchern),

welche

bisher

im

Fokus

der

wissenschaftlichen Diskussion standen.
Darüber hinaus entwickelt diese Dissertation einen konzeptionellen Rahmen, welcher
Standardisierungsstrategien und die daraus resultierenden Standards als Bindeglied zwischen
der Akteurs- und der Sektorebene vorschlägt. Standards sind wichtige Institutionen in soziotechnischen Systemen. Als solche beeinflussen sie das Handeln von Akteuren. Gleichzeitig
sind Standards Ziele des strategischen Handelns eben dieser Akteure, da sie entscheidenden
Einfluss auf deren Wettbewerbsposition und den Wert ihrer Ressourcen haben. Diese Arbeit
zeigt, wie konkurrierende Standardisierungsstrategien verschiedener Akteure sich auf
sektorale Veränderungsprozesse auswirken, z.B. wenn sich aufgrund des Wettbewerbs keine
Konvergenz zu einem dominanten Standard entwickelt und Skaleneffekte nicht realisiert
werden

können.

Darüber

hinaus

zeigt

diese

Arbeit,

wie

die

(offenen)

Standardisierungsstrategien von großen Technologieanwendern dazu führen, dass proprietäre
Strategien von Technologieanbieter scheitern.
v

In Bezug auf den Ausbau intelligenter Stromnetze liefert diese Arbeit Erkenntnisse für
politische und wirtschaftliche Entscheidungsträger. Sie identifiziert mehrere Hürden für die
Entwicklung von Smart Grids in Europa: Erstens führt das Fehlen eines einheitlichen
Europäischen Standards zu höheren Preisen mangels Skaleneffekten. Zweitens erschwert die
fehlende Interoperabilität von Standards die Entwicklung von komplementären Produkten und
Lösungen für den Europäischen Markt. Drittens kann die geringe Datenübertragungsrate der
implementierten Kommunikationslösungen zum limitierenden Faktor für den weiteren
Ausbau von Smart Grids werden. Ausserdem trägt die Arbeit zur Transparenz über den Stand
des Ausbaus von Smart Grids bei. Sie liefert nicht nur einen Überblick über existierende
Smart Grid Projekte und über die beteiligten Akteure, sondern auch einen Vergleich
verschiedener Technologien und Standards im Bereich Smart-Meter-Kommunikation.
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How different types of actors influence sustainability
transitions – the case of smart grids
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Introduction

Climate change and the depletion of natural resources impose fundamental challenges for the
energy sector in the 21st century. Far-reaching sectoral transformations are necessary to limit
global warming while maintaining the security of supply and economic viability.
Transforming the energy sector requires not only a radical change towards more sustainable
modes of energy production and consumption (Foxon et al., 2005; Stephens and Jiusto, 2010;
Geels, 2011), but also a transition towards a smarter grid infrastructure that enables the
integration of intermittent and potentially distributed power sources (Farhangi, 2010; Faruqui
et al., 2010; Fox-Penner, 2010).
Understanding the underlying mechanisms of how these transformations develop is of high
interest for academic research and for policy makers interested in designing policies to
accelerate the process. While many studies have analyzed the inducement and blocking points
related to the diffusion of renewable energy sources (e.g. Negro et al., 2012) and energy
efficiency technologies (e.g. Rennings et al., 2013), academic scholars have hardly studied the
transformation towards a smarter grid infrastructure, so far.
This is surprising for several reasons: Firstly, it has been widely acknowledged by policy
makers and technical experts that smarter grids are a necessary pre-condition for integrating
high shares of fluctuating, distributed energy sources into the grid. Secondly, smarter grids
promise efficiency gains and CO2 reductions e.g. through reduced transport losses. Finally,
the transformation of the highly regulated, large-scale grid infrastructure is a very complex
undertaking as the changes need to be performed during full operation of the system.
From a theoretical perspective, concepts such as the multi-level perspective, large technical
systems and innovation systems have been developed to study such far reaching transitions of
entire sectors (Markard, 2011; Markard et al., 2012). These concepts share a systemic
perspective. They conceptualize sectors as socio-technical systems (Jacobsson and Johnson,
2000; Malerba, 2002; Geels, 2007; Geels and Kemp, 2007) that include actors such as firms,
users or policy makers, institutional structures such as laws, habits or regulations and specific
1

technologies. Transformations of such systems are described as non-linear re-configuration
processes, involving both technological innovations and fundamental changes in the
institutional structures of sectors (Geels, 2002; Markard and Truffer, 2008a).
While these concepts contributed greatly to our understanding of sectoral change on a
systemic level, they have so-far not provided much insights how the individual and collective
activities of actors influence these system level processes (Farla et al., 2012). While it has
been acknowledged that such a linkage between firm- and field-level concepts has the
potential to create additional explanatory power (Markard and Truffer, 2008b; Musiolik and
Markard, 2011), only few studies were dedicated to this topic. A notable example is the
special issue edited by Farla et al. (2012) in Technological Forecasting and Social Change
which starts to address this topic.
Against this background, this thesis makes two contributions: Firstly, it contributes to closing
the conceptual gap between the system level and the actor level. Secondly, it enriches our
empirical understanding of the mechanisms driving or hampering the transformation towards
a smarter grid. Each of the included papers contributes to answering the overall research
question guiding this thesis: how do different types of actors influence sustainability
transitions in general and the transformation towards a smarter grid in particular?
Towards this end, the thesis analyzes, over a period of more than ten years, the activities and
strategies of different types of actors in the emerging field. As a result it proposes to add
certain types of actors as a fourth mechanism driving transformations of socio-technical
systems, in addition to the three previously proposed mechanisms landscape pressures (Geels
and Kemp, 2007), niche break-throughs (Geels and Raven, 2006) and the transformative
capacity of technology (Dolata, 2009). More specifically, it proposes that different types of
actors, incumbents, new entrants from adjacent sectors, start-ups and large users have
different transformative capacities (Paper I and IV). Furthermore, it proposes standards as
firm-made institutions as an inroad for conceptually linking the firm- and the field-level of
analysis (Paper III and IV).
From an empirical perspective, this thesis generates insights for policy makers and decision
makers in business. It identifies potential blocking mechanisms in the development of a
smarter grid. Moreover, it compares different technologies and provides transparency on the
positioning of actors active in the field of smart grid overall and more specifically for smart
meter communication standards (Paper I, II and III).
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This thesis is structured as follows. Next, I will introduce the objectives and theoretical
background. In section 3, I introduce the research site and describe the methodological
approach used to answer the specific research question of each paper. Section 5 summarizes
the results of each paper. Section 6 concludes and gives an outlook for further research.
Section 7 provides an overview of the papers included in this thesis.

2

Theoretical Background

This section introduces the theoretical foundation for this thesis. It starts by providing
theoretical background on sectoral transformation process. It then conceptualizes different
types of actors and their role in sectoral transformations. Finally, it introduces theoretical
background on technical standards as institutional structures of technological fields and
standardization strategies of firms. It proposes standards as a link between sustainability
transformation on the meso-level and actor strategies on the micro-level.

2.1

Sectoral transformations

This thesis aims at contributing to the growing body of literature in the field of transition
studies that analyzes transformation processes at the sectoral level. Routed in evolutionary
theory, the concepts of sustainability transitions and more specifically the concept of
innovation systems (Carlsson et al., 2002; Malerba, 2004; Markard and Truffer, 2008a) and
the multi-level perspective (MLP) (Geels, 2002; Farla et al., 2012) have been developed to
explain such innovation processes. While the concept of technological innovation systems
(TIS) focuses on explaining the emergence of new technological fields and the diffusion of a
particular technology1, the MLP aims at explaining radical innovation processes transforming
entire economic sectors (Markard and Truffer, 2008a). Both concepts share a systemic view
(Jacobsson and Johnson, 2000; Malerba, 2002; Geels and Kemp, 2007; Geels and Schot,
2007); they conceptualize transformations as non-linear reconfiguration processes of sociotechnical systems.
Beyond mere technical innovations, this view encompasses institutions like laws and
regulations, user practices or standards. These institutions can also be described as ‘the rules
1

Innovation systems have also been defined at the national and sectoral level (Carlsson and Stankiewicz 1991),

depending on the purpose of analysis.
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of the game’ (Geels, 2011); they are taken for granted by actors (Beckert, 2010). Jointly, they
build the structures that stabilize socio-technical systems. They cause sector development
along continuous trajectories, creating path dependencies or even lock-ins (Unruh, 2000).
More fundamental changes in socio-technical systems, so-called transitions, require changes
in the institutional structures of these systems. Such changes can be triggered and catalyzed
through several mechanisms. The concept of the multi-level perspective distinguishes two
mechanisms: landscape pressures (Geels and Schot, 2007) and emerging niches that breakthrough to the regime level (Geels and Raven, 2006). In his work on sectoral change Dolata
(2009) adds a third mechanism: technologies developed in other sectors that exert influence
from outside.
Firstly, landscape pressures are changes in the exogenous environment that are beyond the
direct influence of actors. Typically, these changes are gradual and take decades, but they can
also take the form of shocks as for example in the case of the nuclear accident in Fukushima
in 2011. Such pressures destabilize regime structures and open opportunities for change) in
the socio-technical system).
Secondly, innovations in niches might gain momentum and break-through to the regime level
(Geels and Raven, 2006). To gain such momentum niches need to build institutional
structures that allow for growth and stability. Such a break-through of niches can be assisted
by landscape pressures that already destabilized the regime.
Finally, technologies developed elsewhere (e.g. in other sectors) can unfold transformative
capacity (Dolata, 2009). In this case, transformative capacity is the pressure that a specific
new technology can exert on a specific sector. According to Dolata (2009) the mode of the
transformation – i.e. how turbulent or smooth such a transition unfolds – depends on the
interplay between this pressure and the adaptability of the sector.
While these mechanisms are well described at the system-level (meso-level), the influence of
actors given their agency, is less well understood (Farla et al., 2012). The goal of this thesis is
to respond to this gap and increase our understanding of how the intentional or emerging
strategies of actors influence transition processes at the system-level.

2.2

The role of actors in sustainability transitions

As discussed above, sustainability transitions require changes in the institutional structures of
socio-technical systems. Such changes can involve changes in habits and social acceptance as
4

well as changes in laws and regulations or technological standards. Especially in the latter
category, different actors including policymakers and firms play an important role in actively
creating and changing these institutions, while at the same time being embedded in exactly
these institutional structures (Garud et al., 2002; Maguire et al., 2004; Leca et al., 2008). This
active role of different actors in shaping institutional structures such as laws, regulations or
standards provides a link between actors’ strategic activities and changes at the system-level.
To establish this link, a more careful conceptualization of different types of actors and their
strategies is necessary (Farla et al., 2012). Actors with different resource endowments
(Barney, 1991), complementary assets (Tripsas, 1997; Rothaermel, 2001) and cognitive
frames (Kaplan and Tripsas, 2008) can be expected to pursue different strategies and driving
institutional change in different directions, favorable for their strategies.
So far, the term ‘actor’, as used in transitions literature, is a very general term encompassing
e.g. individuals, policymakers, profit-oriented firms or social movements. Farla et al. (2012)
propose a first differentiation between policymakers, firms and individuals. Some studies
further distinguish between two types of firms: incumbents and new entrants (mostly startups) (Geels and Schot, 2007; Geels, 2010; Hockerts and Wüstenhagen, 2010; Smink et al.,
2013). Incumbents are thought to be established firms with a long history in the focal sector.
They are also referred to as regime actors as they are highly intertwined with the value chain,
the core technologies and user-practices of the regime. In contrast, new entrants only recently
entered the focal sector. Often they are start-ups that were recently founded. They typically
occupy positions in niche markets (Geels and Schot, 2007). Because of their recent entry in
the sector, they are rather independent from the path dependencies and lock-ins of the regime
(Geels and Schot, 2007). Start-ups may therefore more easily create radical innovations that
deviate substantially from existing business practices. But they often lack financial resources
and political influence to change the sector as might be needed for their innovations to grow.
In this thesis, I argue that an explicit conceptualization of different types of actors makes
sense especially if actors display large differences in resources endowments, complementary
assets, cognitive frames, path dependencies and interests. I therefore propose to explicitly
distinguish incumbents and start-ups (rather than new entrants in general2) as well as two
additional types of actors. Firstly, I distinguish a specific type of new entrants, namely
incumbents from adjacent sectors that enter the focal sector. I will refer to these actors as
2

New entrants is a very broad category which could also include large incumbent firms that diversify into other

sectors.
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adjacents. Like incumbents from the focal sector, adjacents dispose of significant resources
and political influence. But they dispose of different resource endowments, complementary
assets and cognitive frames. Moreover, they are not intertwined with the institutional
structures of the focal sector. Instead, they follow the technological trajectory of the adjacent
sector with its own path dependencies.
Secondly, I distinguish between technology users and technology providers as these two types
of actors have partly opposing interests, e.g. when it comes to the openness of standards.
More particularly, I highlight the role of large, influential users (i.e. large corporations) who
in contrast to small users (end consumers) can assert their interests. While small users face
coordination problems and possess few resources and competencies (Hawkins, 1995), large
users possess the necessary resources and accumulate significant amounts of market share
(and thereby power) (Schutz, 1988; Koehorst et al., 1999; Lyytinen and Fomin, 2002).
Examples are car or aircraft manufacturers or telecommunication service providers. They use
advanced technologies to design and build their products and services.

2.3

Standards as actor-made institutions, linking meso- and micro-level

Technological standards are specific types of institutions that are typically explicitly defined
and promoted by actors. Standards have been defined as “rule(s) for common and voluntary
use, decided by one or several people or organizations.” (Brunsson et al., 2012). This
definition highlights that standards are explicitly formulated (in the form of a rule) and
offered for broader use by a large number of potential adopters who are free to decide whether
to follow a standard or not (ibid.). The definition also includes a focus on standards that are
purposefully developed by one or several actors, in contrast to standards that emerge in the
course of innovation diffusion.
Standards have received quite some scholarly attention, both in innovation studies and in
strategic management research, because they have a significant impact on the development of
technological fields and they can be decisive for firm strategies. As formal institutions,
technology standards are part of the institutional structures of technological fields (Lawrence,
1999). As such they facilitate the coordination among different actors, thereby reducing
variety and generating economies of scale (e.g. Brunsson et al., 2012). In doing so, they affect
the strategies of organizations. At the same time they are being produced, reproduced and
changed by these organizations in acts of institutional work (Brunsson et al., 2012; Slager et
al., 2012; Lawrence et al., 2013). From a strategic management perspective, standards are of
6

major strategic importance for firms as they affect the distribution of resources and the
relative positions of actors in organizational fields (Brunsson et al., 2012; Garud, Jain, &
Kumaraswamy, 2002; T. B. Lawrence, 1999).
Despite this interrelatedness of standardization strategies of organizations and developments
at the system-level, these two perspectives (the firm-level and the system-level perspective)
have been treated mostly separately in academic studies (Narayanan and Chen, 2012). Few
studies have analyzed how firm standardization strategies have impacted developments on the
field level or vice versa (ibid). In the following, we review the major insights of the two
perspectives separately before we propose a combined research framework for this thesis (cf.
section 2.4).
Standards as institutions in socio-technical systems (meso-level)
Standards play a key role in the development of technological fields for several reasons:
Firstly, interoperability standards integrate a range of different technological components
such as computer platforms, periphery devices and software or cell phones and base stations
into coherent systems (van de Kaa et al., 2011; Jain, 2012). Secondly, from an economic
perspective, they reduce variety, lower transaction costs (Brunsson et al., 2012) and generate
economies of scale (West, 2007). From a sociological perspective, standards are institutional
structures that facilitate coordination among actors (Lawrence, 1999; Timmermans and
Epstein, 2010).
As formal institutions, standards are part of the institutional structures that make up sociotechnical systems. Like other institutions, standards need to be developed and adapted for
innovation and sectoral transformation to take place. More particularly, technology standards
play a key role in TIS processes that take place when new technological fields emerge. These
processes have been termed functions of technological innovation systems (Hekkert et al.,
2007; Bergek et al., 2008). For example, commonly adopted standards positively contribute to
the ‘market formation’ and positively ‘influence the direction of search’ (Bergek et al., 2008).
A lack investment in standard development or the missing convergence towards one dominant
standard can therefore become a blocking mechanism for the development of emerging fields.
Standardization strategies of firms (micro-level)
For firms, standards can be of major strategic importance, as standards can become a source
of competitive advantage. Winning a battle over standard dominance can make a firm’s
resources and complementary assets more valuable (Narayanan and Chen, 2012) and it can
7

create barriers for entry for others (Garud and Kumaraswamy, 1993; McWilliams et al., 2002;
West, 2007).
Firms can pursue several standardization strategies to achieve such competitive advantages.
On the two extreme ends, there is a proprietary strategy and an open strategy and in-between
many shades of grey (West, 2007). Microsoft’s operating system ‘Windows’ is an example
for the former (Windrum, 2004), SUN’s Java technology an example for the latter (Garud et
al., 2002) and the case of mobile phone standards (such as GSM and UMTS) is a case inbetween (Funk and Methe, 2001). While ‘Windows’ was developed by Microsoft as an
individual firm, Java, GSM and UMTS have been collectively developed by several firms
collectively.
In recent years, academic research has identified several factors that influence the outcome of
battles over standard dominance (see also van de Kaa et al., (2011) for a review). These
factors include the standard’s current and expected installed base (Funk and Methe, 2001;
Suarez, 2004), the flexibility of the standard to adapt (Jain, 2012; van den Ende et al., 2012),
the openness of the standard specifications (Garud et al., 2002; West, 2003) and the
organization of collective action in standard development organizations (Garud et al., 2002;
Lyytinen and Fomin, 2002).
In summary, standards can be viewed as institutions that actors intentionally shape and
change to gain competitive advantage. In doing so, actors change the institutional structures
of socio-technical systems and thereby also the course of sustainability transitions.

2.4

Conceptual framework and research questions

The main objective of this thesis is to enhance our understanding of the link between the
micro- and the meso-level of sustainability transitions. The framework in Figure 1 illustrates
the links between different types of actors at the micro-level and the meso-level. Moreover, it
depicts standards as actor-made institutions linking the two levels.
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Figure 1: Theoretical frame of thesis, standards as link between the micro- and the meso-level

The numbers shown in the figures indicate the papers and their respective contribution to the
overall question raised in this thesis. More specifically each paper addresses a sub-question
within this overall framework (see Table 1). Together with co-authors, I answered these subquestions, each in a separate publication (see also Table 7).
Table 1: Title and research questions of papers included in this thesis

No.

Title

Research questions

I

Smart grids and the transformation of
the electricity sector: ICT firms as
potential catalysts for sectoral change

How can entrants from outside the focal
sector drive or even accelerate sectoral
transformation?

II

Smart meter communication standards in
Europe – a comparison

How do European smart meter
communication standards compare against
technical and non-technical criteria?

III

Smart meter communication standards how firms' standardization strategies
influence the transformation towards a
smarter grid

How do firms' standardization strategies
influence the development of the
technological field of smart meters?

IV

Technology users as game changers:
Standardization strategies in the field of
smart grid technology

Why do users decide to become standard
sponsors, which strategies do they pursue
and how do their strategies affect the
emerging technological field?

Paper I analyzes the influence of entrants from the ICT sector on the broader field of smart
grids. Paper II-IV narrow down on smart meter communication technologies and the related
standards. Paper II provides transparency on the different standards by comparing them
against technical and non-technical criteria. Paper III analyzes the influence of the different
actor types’ standardization strategies on the development of the emerging field. Finally,
Paper IV focuses on the standardization strategies of large users (in this case utilities).
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3

Methods and Data

The influence of different actors on the transition towards a smarter grid is a complex
phenomenon, which is so far not well-studied. An explorative, qualitative research design is
therefore an appropriate means for this thesis (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Eisenhardt and
Graebner, 2007). More specifically, for Paper I, I build a database of European smart grid
projects to analyze the role of ICT firms and to derive theoretical conclusions. Paper II,
derives empirical insights from a technical review and comparison. Paper III and IV use a
qualitative case study approach to generalize from empirical observations to a theoretical
contribution in a process of induction (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). Table 2 provides an
overview of the methodological approaches used in each paper.
The overall research design for this thesis comprises three main elements: the selection of a
suitable research site, the determination of the study scope and an approach for data gathering
and analysis.
Table 2: Overview methods, data sources and scope per paper
Geographical
Scope

Time
Frame

Secondary data on
smart grid projects

Europe

2000-2010

Review and
comparison

Secondary data and
expert interviews

Europe

2012

III

Smart meter communication
standards - how firms'
standardization strategies
influence the transformation
towards a smarter grid

Qualitative case
study

Secondary data and
expert interviews

Europe

2001-2012

IV

Technology users as game
changers: Standardization
strategies in the field of smart
grid technology

Qualitative case
study: longitudinal
analysis

Secondary data
(esp. historic
archival
documents), 'in
situ' observations
and interviews

Europe

2000-2013

No. Title

Method

Data Sources

I

Smart grids and the
transformation of the electricity
sector: ICT firms as potential
catalysts for sectoral change

Quantitative
database analysis

II

Smart meter communication
standards in Europe – a
comparison

3.1

Research site

The smart grid is an advanced electricity network infrastructure characterized by a two-way
flow of information and in many cases also a two-way flow of electricity (Farhangi, 2010;
OECD / IEA, 2011). A smart grid can be characterized as a network architecture that is
flexible, reliable, efficient and able to cope with new challenges such as distributed
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generation, “prosumers3“, intermittent energy sources (such as renewable energies), new
forms of energy demand (such as electric vehicles) and storage possibilities. This definition
explicitly focuses on the electricity grid; it excludes energy production, storage and
consumption itself as well as extensions or renovations of the traditional electricity grid.4
Figure 2 depicts the traditional grid versus the smart grid architecture.
Traditional grid

Smart grid

Figure 2: Traditional versus smart grid

The term smart meter describes meters that are equipped with two-way communication
technologies. Like conventional meters, smart meters primarily serve billing purposes.
Through the introduction of two-way communication, remote meter reading, flexible tariff
schemes and other use cases such as demand response can be enabled. Through two-way
communication smart meters then become an integral part of a wider smart grid system.
The development of a smarter grid and the diffusion of smart meters is a particular interesting
field to study because it represents an ongoing sustainability transformation. This not only
increases the practical relevance of this thesis for policy makers and business, but also allows
for the observation of an ongoing transformation on a real time basis.
The technological field of smart grids is well suited to investigate the research questions
raised in this thesis for several reasons. Firstly, the technological field is located at the
intersection of two sectors, the energy and the ICT sector. As a consequence, previously
unrelated actors, start interacting and proposing complementary or competing solutions in the
field of smart grid. This setting is suitable for investigating the role of new entrants in such a

3

“Prosumers” are actors that produce and consume energy.

4

Our boundary definition is in line with that of the smart grid catalogue issued by the Joint Research Center of

the European Commission (Giordano et al., 2011).
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sectoral transition in general (Paper I) and with regard to standardization strategies in
particular (Paper III).
Secondly, technological standards are of crucial importance for the development of smart
grids, as an emerging, networked technology (OECD / IEA, 2011). At the same time, actors
with backgrounds in different sectors (ICT and energy) propose many different, competing
standards and fight a fierce battle over standard dominance. The resulting (nontransparent)
situation not only calls for a comparison of advantages and disadvantages of different
standards (Paper II); it also makes the research site suitable for analyzing how competing
standardization strategies of firms influence the development of the broader technological
field (Paper III).
Finally, the field of smart grid in Europe exhibits another particularity in terms of actors. It is
characterized by the presence of very large technology users, the utilities. These utilities
control entire national markets and thereby large shares of the European market e.g. for smart
metering. ERDF in France and Enel in Italy for example deploy more than 30 million
electricity meters each, representing more than 80% of their national markets and more than
10% of the European market. The technological field is therefore well suited to investigate the
role of the large users on standard battles in the field (Paper IV).

3.2

Scope of study

Since sustainability transformations take decades rather than years (Geels and Schot, 2007) a
longitudinal study design is suitable for this thesis. While the term smart grid was only coined
in 2005, the development of smart grids can be traced back to the year 2000, when Italy
decided to roll-out smart meters. The scope of this thesis therefore covers the time horizons
from the year 2000 until most recently, i.e. 2013.
From a geographical perspective, this thesis focuses on Europe. Given the increasing
involvement of the European Commission in target setting (e.g. 20-20-20 targets and targets
for smart meter roll-outs) and policy making (e.g. the ENTSO-E network code), European
countries exhibit some degree of coherence with respect to the transformation towards a
smarter grid. In contrast, the developments of smart grids for example in North America has
fundamentally different starting points and drivers (Coll-Mayor et al., 2007; European
Commission, 2012). Technical standards are for example completely different in Europe and
in the USA.
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3.3

Data gathering and analysis

The papers comprised in this thesis draw from different data sources. While Paper I is based
on the quantitative analysis of a Microsoft Access database with secondary data on smart grid
projects, the results of Paper II-IV build on a combination of secondary and primary data. The
results of all four papers benefit from a unique access to several data sources including ‘in
situ’ observations, longitudinal archival material and expert interviews. These different data
sources not only allowed me to build rich case studies, they also served us as a means for
triangulation.
Firstly, I had the unique opportunity to observe interactions of major actors in the field ‘in
situ’. These observations were possible thanks to the possibility to attend the leading industry
fair for smart grids in three subsequent years (2011-2013) and thanks to the possibility to
attend several strategy meetings of a leading firm in the market. Both occasions offered
multiple opportunities for informal discussions and the clarification of open questions with
experts in the field (Paper I-IV).
Secondly, I had unique access to longitudinal archival data. In addition to publicly available
documents such as annual reports, websites etc, they included non-public information on 400
smart grid projects in Europe (Paper I), a database with dedicated daily news clippings on the
smart grid market between 2006 and 2012 (Paper III) and an archive of conference
presentations (2005-2013) held on the leading industry fair in Europe (Paper IV).
Thirdly, I conducted a total of 30 interviews with experts in the field (Paper II-IV). Given the
focus on smart meter standards and standardization strategies, I selected informants that were
directly involved in strategic decisions around standardization strategies and in standard
development. Moreover, I made sure that all actor groups were represented, especially ICT
firms and start-ups (Paper III) and users (Paper IV).
For each interview I developed tailored interview guidelines, based on the previous analysis
of secondary data. In all interviews I asked not only about the firm’s own strategy, but also
about strategies of partners and competitors. This approach was particularly effective to
differentiate between the ‘marketing story’ and the underlying competitive strategy (esp.
Paper III and IV). Moreover, it served as a means for triangulation.
The interviews were conducted between October 2012 and November 2013. They lasted
between 60 and 90 minutes. They were conducted in person, if possible or otherwise by
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phone. If informants agreed, the interviews were recorded. In all cases, extensive interview
notes were taken during the interviews and a protocol was completed immediately after.
Following the recommendations for analytical induction (Manning, 1982), the data analysis
was characterized by iterations between empirical data and theoretical constructs (Glaser and
Strauss 1967). For paper II-IV, the members of the research team reviewed the interview
protocols, identifying statements relating to the theoretical constructs elaborated in the
respective paper. They extracted quotes from the interview notes that related to the respective
research question of the paper. In the few cases where the results of the review of the
interview protocols yielded contradictions or unclear points (e.g. about the openness of the
standard), the researchers went back to the interviewees for clarification. These clarifications
were generally done by phone.

4

Summary of Results

4.1

Paper 1: Smart grids and the transformation of the electricity sector: ICT
firms as potential catalysts for sectoral change

Paper 1 investigates the question how entrants from adjacent sectors influence sectoral
transformations. More specifically, it analyzes the role of ICT firms in the transformation
towards a smarter grid.
The analysis of more than 450 smart grid projects over a period of 11 years (2000-2011)
shows that as many start-ups, adjacents (ICT firms) and incumbents entered the field of smart
grid. Incumbents initially clearly dominated the field. Incumbents participated in almost all of
the 450 projects, whereas ICT firms were only part of one quarter of the projects. But the
presence and influence of ICT firms was growing over time from selected participation in the
early years to more than 30% in 2009. Figure 3 shows the number of new projects started in
each year, comparing projects without ICT players (bars on the left) and projects in which
ICT firms participate (bars on the right).
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Figure 3: Number of project with and without participation of ICT firms.

The presence and influence of ICT firms has not only been growing over time, these firms
have also proposed alternative technological solutions (e.g. in terms of communication
networks and software) and business models (e.g. as system integrators and service
providers). In doing so, they have created variety in the field. Moreover, the results show that
adjacents compete with incumbents and start-ups, each offering different solutions to the
same problem. While incumbents for example develop new power line communication
networks for smart metering, adjacents (mostly telecom providers) promote the usage of their
existing mobile phone networks to read meter data.
In this context, the rising number of acquisitions of small technology start-ups by incumbent
firms (cf. Figure 4) can be understood as a reaction of incumbents to the pressure created by
the entrance of large and potent ICT firms. Furthermore, it shows that incumbents are not
passive or even opposed to the transformation of the field as previously suggested by
literature (Christensen, 1997; Geels et al., 2008).
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Figure 4: Number of acquisitions by adjacents and incumbents per year

From a theoretical perspective, we propose that adjacents have a high transformative capacity,
even higher than start-ups, because they dispose of both, the ability to create variety and the
ability to withstand selection pressures from the focal regime (cf. Table 3). Adjacents are part
of the trajectory and path dependencies of their own sector. With this ‘heritage’ they bring
variety to the focal sector in a powerful way, i.e. with many resources and a stable embedding
in their existing structures. Thereby they challenge the established trajectory of the focal
sector and positively contribute to the transformation.
Table 3: Transformative capacity of different actor groups

Actor group

Characteristics
Ability to create variety
Ability to withstand or
reinforce selection pressures
Transformative capacity

Incumbents:
Established actors of
the focal sector

Start-ups: Newly
founded actors
entering the focal
sector

Adjacents:
Established actors of
another sector

-

+

+

+ (reinforce)

- (withstand)

+ (withstand)

Low

Medium

High

Beyond this direct influence, we also propose that adjacents have an indirect influence on the
development of the field as they trigger reactions of incumbents. Adjacents successfully
entering a field represent new competitors and an actual threat for incumbents. Incumbents
are therefore pressured to make strategic decisions about their targeted role in the emerging
field. A ‘wait and see’ strategy or a strategy of active opposition to transformation entails
more risks for incumbents.
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In summary, Paper I shows that an actor focus and the explicit distinction of adjacents as an
actor group provides additional explanatory power for sectoral transformation processes.

4.2

Paper 2: Smart meter communication standards in Europe – a comparison

Paper 2 compares smart meter communication standards against technical and non-technical
criteria relevant for utilities’ decision making.
The comparison is focused on standards for local area networks (LAN) as this part of the
network is highly debated in academic studies and among practitioners (see Figure 5 for the
distinction between wide area network (WAN), LAN and home area network (HAN)).

Figure 5: Differentiation between different communication links along energy value chain (WAN, LAN, HAN)

We identify 17 standards that can be used for smart meter LAN connections in Europe.
Eleven of these standards are already deployed in significant numbers whereas six are newly
developed and not deployed yet. They include wired standards that modulate communication
signals onto powerlines as well as wireless standards that use radio waves for signal transport.
Moreover, they include standards for the application layers5. The analysis showed that despite
the availability of existing standards (esp. mobile phone communication), alternative, smart
meter specific communication standards have been developed.
For utilities, the selection among these alternative standards has turned out to be a complex
task. A multitude of technical and non-technical criteria determines which standard suits best
the needs of a specific utility. Our paper provides a systematic review of the relevant criteria
for standard selection (see Table 4). It identifies seven technical and four non-technical
criteria. The technical criteria include reach inside buildings, range, frequency bands, data
rates / latencies, robustness, interoperability and semantics / data models. As non-technical
criteria we identified: The current and expected installed base, the openness and the
conformity to EU directives of a standard, the ownership of the network, and the cost

5

Layer six and seven of the OSI model
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efficiency. These criteria can serve as guidance for utilities also in the future when existing
standards change or new standards emerge.
Table 4: Overview technical and non-technical selection criteria and categories
Ranking
Selection Criteria
Technical
1 Reach nodes inside buildings
2 Range
3 Dedicated / licensed frequency band
4 High data rates / low latencies
5 Robustness
6 Interoperability
7 Horizontal data model / semantics
Non-technical
1 Current installed base
2 Expected installed base
3 Openness and M/441 EU endorsement
4 Ownership of the network
Cost efficient for selective replacement
5
Cost efficient for comprehensive roll-out

++
always
>5km
dedicated license-free band
> 1Mbps
robust architecture and protocol
between different vendors
designed for many sectors
>5mio
>5mio
open and EU endorsed

Categories
+

o

generally yes
1-5km
dedicated licensed band
10-1000 kbps
robust architecture (+ a ) or
robust modulation /protocol (+ m )
backwards interoperability
specific energy sector features

not always
< 1km
shared, unlicensed band
<10kbps
not interoperable
designed for energy sector

deployed
planned deployement known
open
Utility can own network

piloted/not deployed
no deployment plans decided
proprietary
Utility cannot own network

mostly yes

mostly no

none

The comparison of the 17 standards against these criteria shows that no standard is superior in
all aspects. While PLC standards achieve generally lower data rates than wireless (point-topoint) standards, they are more reliable in reaching meters inside buildings than wireless
standards.
Moreover, standards with a proven track record from a large installed base do not rank as high
on technical performance criteria than more recently developed standards that have not yet
been field proven. Each utility will have to resolve these trade-offs given their regulatory and
geographic environment and their strategic preference e.g. to own and operate their metering
communication network.
For the broader development of technological field, the study shows that a majority of
standards use the powerline as communication channel. This choice might be more cost
effective in the short term, but it risks limiting future functionalities and use cases (such as
demand response), due to limited data rates and latencies. In the longer run, this can make the
further development of the broader smart grid more complex and expensive. The results also
show that convergence towards one dominant standard and interoperability between different
parts of the grid are not in sight. These are potential blocking points for the field, as users
cannot benefit from economies of scale to the full extend and complement providers face
difficulties developing compatible complementary products when faced with such a large
variety of standards that are not interoperable.
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4.3

Paper 3: Smart meter communication standards – how firms’
standardization strategies influence the transformation towards a smarter
grid

Paper 3 analyzes the influence of competing standardization strategies of different actor
groups on the development of the technological field of smart meters. More specifically, it
analyzes standardization strategies of incumbent meter manufacturers, new meter
manufacturers, telecommunication providers and utilities.
To analyze this complex phenomenon, we apply a theoretical lens that draws from theoretical
contributions of two streams of literature: Firstly, literature on sustainability transititons
provides insights on the developments on the field level. Secondly, strategic management
literature provides insights in the strategic interests of firms concerning standardization.
Bridging these two streams of literature, the paper proposes a theoretical framework (see
Figure 6) that establishes a conceptual link between actor strategies at the micro-level and
field developments at the meso-level. The conceptual link consists in four key criteria
(standard development activities, openness, convergence and ‘future proofness’) that are
relevant both for firm strategies and for the development of the field. More particularly, these
criteria play an important role in key processes (so-called functions of innovation systems)
that take place when new technological fields emerge (Bergek et al., 2008).

Figure 6: Framework proposing standards as conceptual link between firm and field level
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Empirically, the paper shows that battles over standard dominance in smart meter
communication positively influence two of the four criteria, i.e. ‘standard development
activities’ and over time also ‘openness’. At the same time, it negatively influences standard
‘convergence’ and ‘future proofness’, becoming a blocking mechanism by preventing positive
effects for field development (such as guidance of search or market formation) to emerge. We
attribute these negative effects to the different sources of competitive advantages of the four
actor groups (resources and complementary assets). Telecommunication providers for
example try to leverage their existing mobile communication network and their competencies
in network management, a strategy hard to imitate by other groups of actors who do not
possess such infrastructure and competencies.
Theoretically, this paper provides a conceptual starting point for linking the micro- and the
meso-level of analysis which were so far largely considered separately (Farla et al., 2012;
Narayanan and Chen, 2012). We propose the analysis of standards as a particularly promising
inroad in this endeavor.
Finally, our results imply that policy makers interested in the diffusion of smart meter and
smart grid technologies, should consider the strategic interests of firms when designing policy
instruments targeting or involving standards.

4.4

Paper 4: Technology users as game changers: Standardization strategies in
the field of smart grid technology

Paper 4 takes a closer look at the role of large users in fights over standard dominance in the
field of smart meter communication standards. Contrary to other studies where users did not
play much of a role in standardization, we observe users actively initiating and sponsoring
new smart meter standards, even despite the availability of existing alternatives. We observe,
that user-driven standards were open and with a collective mode of development, whereas
technology provider driven standards were proprietary, developed in a single-firm mode.
Interestingly, we find that technology providers start open there standards and change to more
collective modes of standard development after users became active and developed own
standards. Table 5 compares the initial standardization strategies of users and technology
providers and their strategies in 2012. We observe convergence of strategies towards open,
collectively developed standards.
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Table 5: Comparison initial standardization strategies vs. strategies in 2012

Start
standard
development
1990s
1990s
2000
2001
2003
2004
2007
2007
2011
2011

Starting strategy

Standard
GSM
PLAN
Telegestore
LON
KamstrupRF
Meshnet
PRIME
G3
FNN
SMETS

Sponsor
Telco firms
Meter firms
Enel
Echelon
Kamstrup
Connode
Iberdrola
ERDF
German Gov
British Gov

Type of Sponsor
Tech provider
Tech provider
Tech provider/user
Tech provider
Tech provider
Tech provider
User
User
Government
Government

Development
mode
SDO
SDO
Single firm
Single firm
Single firm
Single firm
Alliance
Alliance
SDO
SDO

Openness
open
open
proprietary
proprietary
proprietary
proprietary
open
open
open
open

Strategy in 2012
Development
mode
SDO
SDO
Alliance
Alliance/SDO
Single firm
Alliance/SDO
Alliance/SDO
Alliance/SDO
SDO
SDO

Openness
open
open
open
semi-open
proprietary
semi-open
open
open
open
open

The paper makes three contributions: Firstly, we add new empirical insights to an otherwise
sparse pool of knowledge on the standardization strategies of large organizational users and
their impact on the broader field. In contrast to technology providers that act as standard
sponsors, users sponsored open standards and developed them collectively with others in what
we call ‘alliance mode’. They rejected existing proprietary alternatives, as they wanted to
avoid vendor lock-in. Even more, they wanted to fuel competition between vendors that
should help reduce the prices for smart meters.
By developing their own standards, these large users not only realized their interests, they
started a trend towards more open and collectively developed standards in the entire field.
Other sponsors of proprietary standards got under pressure as (1) the advocacy coalitions
around the user-driven standards grew, as (2) other utilities started to ask for open standards
as well and (3) as they faced competition with open users-driven standards internationally. As
a result technology providers opened up their standards, created alliances with other vendors
and thought acceptance by SDOs.
Secondly, based on these observations, we propose to distinguish between three ideal-type
settings for standard development and adoption (cf. Table 6). In the first setting, technology
providers drive standardization and users remain rather passive. They merely influence
standard adoption through their cumulative purchase decisions. We refer to this setting, which
is most common in academic studies, as ‘classical setting’.
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Table 6: Distinction between standard development settings
Classical setting

Government-dominated

User-dominated setting

setting
Influence of

Marginal (fragmented user

Balanced (governments ensure

High (small number of large

user

base with little resources and

participation of all stakeholders)

users that control large shares

know-how)
Influence of

Low

government

of the market)
High (central standardization

Low

process by gov. authority)

Competition

Standards compete in the

Competition plays out in the

Standards compete in the

and standard

market; adoption characterized

standard development process;

market; batch-wise adoption

adoption

by bandwagon effects

one mandatory standard for the
region of policy influence

Standard

Technology providers as

SDO mode most likely

Users play key role in

development

standard sponsors; users play

standard development;

hardly any role in development;

Alliance and SDO mode most

all three modes

likely

Openness

Proprietary and open

Rather open

Rather open

Examples

VCRs, Computers; DVDs

Mobile phone or environmental

Mobile phone (1G), MAP,

standards

Freshcrate

In the ‘government-dominated’ setting, public bodies govern the standard development
process and possibly also mandate the adoption of a certain standard. In such settings, all
stakeholders – including users - are invited to participate in the standard development process.
Competition plays out within the development of one standard rather than between several
standards. Governments often rely on (national) SDOs to govern this process.
In the ‘user-dominated’ setting large users exert influence on standard development and
become themselves standard sponsors. In this setting users can most directly realize their
interest in open standards that make them independent from one technology provider.
We show that a distinction of these settings is useful as the settings crucially influence
standardization strategies and the dynamics in standardization battles. While proprietary
standards can be viable in the classical setting, more open and collectively developed
standards are developed in government and user-dominated settings. For user-dominated
settings we show that large users take an active role in standardization, going as far as
sponsoring new standards and becoming themselves technology providers.
Finally, the paper makes a contribution to the broader issue of institutional structures in
technological fields. They shape ‘the rules of the game’ for actors, while at the same time
being created and modified by strategic actions of these very actors (see Figure 7). By
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analyzing this phenomenon we shed light on the mechanisms going on in such cases of
embedding (Geels, 2014).
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Figure 7: Relationship of strategic action, technology standards and field structures

5

Discussion and Conclusion

5.1

Contributions to literature

This thesis contributes to the growing body of literature that analyzes far-reaching change of
entire sectors. More specifically, it responds to the call for ‘micro-foundation’ of meso-level
concepts of sustainability transitions (Farla et al., 2012). In doing so, it makes two broader
contributions to literature.
Firstly, this thesis proposes to distinguish between different types of actors with different
transformative capacities. So far, in transition studies, the term actor was used rather generally
for any individual or organization. Different types of actors and their role in transformations
were not explicitly defined. By distinguishing between different types of actors (according to
their resource endowments and complementary assets) this thesis opens this black box, which
allows showing that certain types of actors have more radical impact on sectoral transitions
than others.
More specifically, this thesis explicitly defines incumbents and start-ups as types of actors and
adds two new types of actors, namely adjacents and users. It shows that both, adjacents and
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users, can have a large transformative capacity breaking up existing ‘rules of the game’. In the
case of adjacents, I attribute this capacity through their different resource endowments,
complementary assets and cognitive frames that enables them to come up with innovative
solutions that incumbents would not propose. In the case of large users, I attribute the game
changing effect to their diverging interests and their large market power (market share). Both
types of actors (adjacents and large users) possess significant amounts of (financial,
organizational and political) resources to change the rules of the game of entire fields. This
distinguishes them from start-ups and small users (end consumers), which were in the focus
of the scholarly debate so far.
Secondly, this thesis proposes standards as a link between micro- and meso-level. Standards
are important institutions affecting the emergence of technological fields. As such they
influence the action of different actors in the field. At the same time, they are targets of
strategic action of actors due to their crucial impact on the competitive position and the value
of resources in a technological field. Specifically, this thesis shows how the interaction of
standardization strategies of different groups of firms impact key processes taking place in
emerging innovation systems as they can prevent positive field effects (such as convergence
to a dominant standard) of standards from occurring. Moreover, this thesis shows how large
users changed the rules of the game in standardization battles, making proprietary strategies
of technology providers unviable.

5.2

Empirical insights for the emerging field of smart grids

Studying the emerging field of smart grids also provided new empirical insights to a so far
nontransparent development. Firstly, it revealed the lack of deployment projects in the field.
Most smart grid projects still have pilot character. Only smart meter projects have entered
deployment phase yet, all other technologies were only tested. But even smart meter
deployments only achieve a penetration rate of about 20%. As a consequence, the EU-goal of
80% smart meter penetration by 2020 will be very challenging to achieve.
Secondly, this thesis showed the large amount of ICT firms and start-ups entering the field.
They propose alternative technological solutions and business models especially in the area of
communication technology and software (e.g. for data analysis). In doing so they drive
change in the sector. In response to this development, incumbents also contributed to changes
as they invested significantly in new competencies by taking over small ICT start-ups.
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With respect to smart meter communication standards, this thesis provided transparency over
competing standards in Europe. It analyzed the technical and non-technical advantages and
disadvantages of all 17 standards deployed and developed for smart metering in Europe. It
highlighted the trade-offs to be made by utilities when selecting a standard for smart metering
(e.g. between proven technologies and higher data rates). Moreover, it showed a general trend
towards open standards that are collectively developed by many firms. This trend decreases
the dependencies of users on one vendor, which let to competition between vendors resulting
in lower prices.
Furthermore, the thesis showed that despite the availability of existing standards (esp. mobile
phone communication), alternative smart meter-specific communication standards have been
developed While these alternatives might be more cost effective in the short term, they risk
limiting future functionalities and use cases (such as demand response), due to limited data
rates and latencies. In the longer run, this can make the further development of the broader
smart grid more complex and expensive. Moreover, a parallel communication infrastructure
(powerline communication networks) has been established, which is at least questionable
from an overall economic perspective.
Finally, the thesis shows that convergence towards one communication standard is not in
sight, leaving positive effects for the transformation towards a smart grid unrealized or even
turning into blocking mechanisms for further development.

5.3

Implications

From an empirical perspective, the results of this thesis have implications for policymakers
and for decision makers in business.
Implications for policymakers
Policymakers interested in driving sustainability transformations in general or towards a
smarter grid in particular, should take into account the strategic interests and actions of
different actors. If certain actor groups (such as adjacents) possess larger transformative
capacity than other actors, policy makers and regulators should consciously involve them in
the policy process. They should make sure that interests of all actor groups are equally
represented (e.g. through industry associations) where new regulations are to be developed.
Moreover, policy making should anticipate the implications of policies and technological
standards on these heterogeneous types of firms.
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For the specific case of (communication technology) standards our results imply that
policymakers should consider addressing potential blocking mechanisms for the emergence of
smart grids. They should consider actively driving convergence towards one dominant
standard at least throughout Europe to further decrease costs (through economies of scale) and
increase interoperability. The latter would also remove hurdles for complement providers to
enter the market. Secondly they should consider taking policy action to ensure that the
communication infrastructure installed to day is future proof (e.g. with respect to data rates
and latencies) to facilitate the development of a broader smart grid.
Implications for managers
From the perspective of decision makers in businesses, this thesis implies that a careful
analysis and monitoring of the dynamics unfolding in sustainability transformations is of
crucial importance. More specifically, it points to two mechanisms that can fundamentally
change the ‘rules of the game’ for businesses: Firstly, the entrance of firms from adjacent
sectors and secondly, large users getting actively involved in standard development.
Managers of incumbent firms might risk overseeing firms from adjacent sectors as
competitors. As a consequence, adjacents are not part of periodic screening of the competitive
environment. But in the course of sectoral transformations, adjacents might enter the focal
sector and become competitors. They risk doing so unnoticed and their game-changing effects
can easily be underestimated. Managers should therefore perform a regular screening for new
entrants especially in times of sectoral transformations. A careful and timely analysis of
adjacents’ strategies would allow incumbent firms to anticipate the moves of these new
competitors.
Similarly, managers should carefully analyze the setting for standard development before they
develop a standardization strategy. The thesis shows that it can be of crucial importance to
consider the strategic moves of large users and to analyze the role of governments in
standardization. Given the presence of large users or a strong role of governments, proprietary
standardization strategies risk failing. By anticipating such developments, managers could
remain pro-active (rather than reactive) by developing open, collective standardization
strategies from the beginning.

5.4

Limitations and outlook for future research

Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the limitations of this thesis and with an outlook for
further research.
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This thesis analyzed the transformation towards a smarter grid with a particular focus on
smart meter communication standards. This in-depth case study approach provided rich
empirical observations, which allowed me to generalize in a process of induction. But the
energy sector is characterized by a high degree of regulation (Markard, 2011) and large
regional differences, which might limit the transferability of the findings. Further research
should therefore conduct additional case studies of sectoral transformations where adjacents
play a role and of standardization processes with large users. The transformation of the car
industry towards battery electric vehicles could, for example, be an interesting case to study.
Sustainability transformations processes develop over long time horizons of 30 to 50 years
(Geels and Schot, 2007; Markard, 2011). I studied the ongoing transformation towards a
smarter grid, which only started 14 years ago. Studying a field in the midst of a
transformation, allowed me to make first hand observations without much retrospective bias.
Moreover, it increases the empirical relevance of the findings. However, is too early to judge
the outcome of the transformation in general and of the standard battles in particular. Further
research should therefore build on this thesis as soon as the transformation has further
progressed. Only then can we judge, for example, if ICT firms were successful with their new
solutions and business models and if a dominant standard for smart metering finally emerged
or not.
Finally, I studied the actor groups with common characteristics rather than individual actors.
In doing so, I built on the justified assumption that similar firms pursue similar strategies e.g.
in standardization (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Besen and Farrell, 1994; Brunsson and
Jacobsson, 2000). Future studies could further validate this assumption through a detailed
analysis of firm strategies within one group.
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Abstract
The sustainability challenges associated with increasing demand and generation of electricity,
require a far-reaching transformation of the energy system. Smart grid technologies are
expected to play a major role in such sectoral transformation. While a growing body of
literature is concerned with the dynamics and particularities of sectoral transformation, most
contributions have focused on exogenous shocks or new technological developments as
drivers of change. This paper complements the existing perspectives by exploring the role of
actors as catalysts for transformation. Within the field of smart grid, we study the
transformative influence of ICT firms on the energy sector in Europe. More specifically, we
analyze actor participation in 450 European smart grid projects between 2000 and 2011 as
well as acquisitions in the field. We find that incumbent firms from the ICT sector have
gained influence and drive transformation through the creation of variety, in terms of
technology, business models and value chains. As a strategic reaction, electricity sector
incumbents have recently acquired many start-ups specialized in ICT technology and thus
expanded their competence base. We conclude that entrants from another sector can be
important catalysts for sectoral transformation and should be analyzed more systematically in
transition studies.

Keywords
Smart grid, sectoral transformation, incumbent firms, new entrants.
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1 Introduction
In the 21st century, society faces fundamental sustainability challenges such as depletion of
natural resources, water scarcity and air pollution. Solutions to these challenges require
sustainability transitions (Markard et al., 2012), i.e. far-reaching transitions in established
sectors such as the energy, the transportation or the water sector (Unruh, 2000; Geels, 2011;
Markard, 2011). Transforming the energy sector for example, requires not only a radical
change in power generation from fossil and nuclear to renewable energy sources (Foxon et al.,
2005; Stephens and Jiusto, 2010; Geels, 2011), but also the development of a smarter grid
infrastructure to cope with intermittent and potentially decentralized power sources (Farhangi,
2010; Faruqui et al., 2010; Fox-Penner, 2010). Understanding what drives and hampers such
sectoral transformation is therefore of high interest for academic research as well as for policy
makers who might want to guide or accelerate the underlying processes.
In academics, studies on the transformation of socio-technical systems have been drawing on
concepts such as the multi-level perspective, large technical systems or sectoral systems of
innovation. These concepts have described different catalysts for sectoral transformation such
as landscape pressures (Geels, 2002, 2004; Geels and Schot, 2007), radical innovation
developed in niches (Geels and Raven, 2006) or the transformative capacity of technology
(Dolata, 2009). All of the aforementioned frameworks have a systemic view on sectors in
common. They conceptualize sectors as socio-technical systems (Jacobsson and Johnson,
2000; Malerba, 2002; Geels, 2007; Geels and Kemp, 2007), including actors such as firms,
research institutes, users or policy makers, institutional structures and specific technologies.
This systemic view takes into account path dependencies and lock-ins (e.g. David, 1985;
Unruh, 2000; Dolata, 2008) and thereby explains the rigidities of existing sectors (Markard,
2011). Developed as a response to previous technology or actor focused perspectives1, sociotechnical systems emphasize the interrelated nature and non-linearities of innovation
processes (Geels, 2004; Markard and Truffer, 2008a; Van Den Bergh et al., 2011). While
these frameworks have provided major insights into sectoral change and socio-technical
transitions, their focus on systemic effects (meso level) has sometimes come at the expense of
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a careful analysis of actors, their strategies and resources (micro level) (Farla et al., 2012). We
argue that exploring the linkages between micro and meso level can provide additional
explanatory power to system concepts (Markard and Truffer, 2008b; Musiolik and Markard,
2011). Understanding the interests, strategies and actions of actors, their interplay and their
influence on the wider socio-technical system would allow policy makers to effectively
address actors,2 e.g. through incentive schemes, in an overall attempt to guide sustainability
transitions (Markard et al., 2012).
Against this background our paper explores the role of different actor types in sectoral
transformation. More specifically we intend to analyze the influence of actors from outside
the focal sector and their interaction with incumbent actors. We aim to understand whether
and how entrants from outside the focal sector can drive or even accelerate sectoral
transformation.
The focus on entrants from other sectors is novel. In transition studies typically two types of
actors are distinguished, incumbent firms of the focal sector and start-ups (Geels and Schot,
2007; Geels, 2010; Hockerts and Wüstenhagen, 2010). While scholars have acknowledged the
relevance of developments outside the focal sector (Raven and Verbong, 2007; Konrad et al.,
2008; Dolata, 2009), studies have not analyzed the role of incumbents in other sectors
entering the focal sector. Such a focus is particularly important if technologies from ‘outside’
become relevant for the focal sector (Dolata, 2009). In this case formerly unrelated sectors
shift closer and become adjacent sectors. Actors from these sectors may then decide to enter
the focal sector to exploit their existing technological resources (Nicholls-Nixon and Jasinski,
1995). In the analysis below we distinguish three types actors: incumbents of the focal sector,
start-up firms and entrants from another sector. The latter will be referred to as adjacents as a
short form for this actor group3.
Our research and contributions are explorative in nature. The multi-level perspective (Geels,
2002, 2004) and the concept of sectoral systems of innovation (Malerba, 2002; Dolata, 2009)
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form the theoretical background of our research. Empirically, we focus on the electricity
sector and the innovation activities in the field of smart grid. Studying this empirical field is
suitable for two reasons. Firstly, the transformation towards a smarter grid infrastructure in
the electricity sector is currently ongoing and might be even part of a more fundamental
socio-technical transition with far-reaching changes in several dimensions: political,
economic, institutional, organizational, material and technological (Kemp, 1994; Geels,
2010). Secondly, it allows studying the effect of entrants from outside as we observe firms
from the information and communication technology (ICT) sector entering this field.
With our study we do not just contribute to research on sectoral change in general, but also
enrich the understanding of what is going on in the field of smart grids. So far research on the
smart grid has focused on technological challenges (e.g. Brown 2008; Pipattanasomporn,
Feroze, and Rahman 2009) and cost-benefit considerations (Faruqui et al., 2010; Hogan,
2010; Giordano and Fulli, 2012). Little or no focus has been on the transformation of the
wider electricity sector. A notable exception is the study of Ngar-yin Mah et al. (2012) on the
transition towards a smart grid in Korea, which highlights the important role of the state and a
lack of consumer engagement (Ngar-yin Mah et al., 2012).
As the basis for our study, we have compiled a database with 450 smart grid projects in
Europe, which started in between 2000 and June 2011. This set of data should be almost
complete. Our data enables us to differentiate between incumbents, start-ups and adjacents
that participate in these projects. This allows us to gain insights into the relative importance of
ICT firms. Furthermore, we present data on mergers and acquisitions in the field to obtain an
initial understanding of the aspired role of different actors and strategic reactions of firms. We
are able to identify early indications that ICT firms create variety by providing alternative
solutions and that they successfully withstand selection pressure of the regime.
The paper is structured as follows: The following theory section discusses previous
contributions of literature to sectoral transformation and develops our argument regarding the
particular role of actors herein. Section 3 introduces the field of smart grid. Section 4
describes the methodology. Section 5 presents the empirical findings and our interpretation of
the results. The final section 6 concludes with a discussion of the results, theoretical
contributions, implications for policy makers and an outlook for future research.
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2 Theoretical background
Our research aims to contribute to a growing body of literature that analyzes transformation
processes at the sectoral level, which might even lead to very far-reaching changes, so-called
socio-technical transitions.4 Among others, the multi-level perspective (MLP) (Geels, 2002,
2004) and the concept of (sectoral) systems of innovation (SSI) (Edquist, 1997; Malerba,
2002; Dolata, 2009) are well established frameworks in the literature that have made major
contributions to understanding sectoral transformation5. These frameworks are therefore taken
as conceptual starting points for our research. We are particularly interested in the main
catalysts they identify for transformation. By catalysts we mean stylized factors that trigger
transformation, e.g. through their capacity to create variety (Nelson and Winter, 1982) and
break up rigidities in existing socio-technical systems.

2.1 Major drivers for sectoral transformation

Three main catalysts for sectoral transformation are described in the aforementioned
frameworks: landscape pressures, niche developments and new technologies from outside the
sector.
Landscape pressures as described in the MLP have the potential to destabilize the regime and
its selection pressures (Geels and Schot, 2007). The landscape is conceptualized as the
exogenous environment, which is beyond the direct influence of any actor in the regime or
niche (Geels and Schot, 2007). Landscapes typically develop slowly over long periods of
time. Only if shocks occur, the landscape changes abruptly and radically. Both, a slow
development of the landscape and a shock can put pressure on the regime. The regime is
subsequently destabilized thus creating room for transformation. Examples of landscape
pressures on the electricity sector include the oil crises in the 1970s, an increasing public
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awareness for environmental issues and climate change over the last decades or the nuclear
accidents in Chernobyl and Fukushima (Markard and Truffer, 2006).
Developments in socio-technical niches can create variety and break through to regime level
(Geels, 2002). Niches are conceptualized as independent from the path dependencies (and
selection pressures) of the regime. Niches are small networks of actors with a low degree of
structuration (Geels and Schot, 2007). Over time, niche structures have the potential to align,
stabilize and ultimately become strong enough to withstand or alter selection pressures and
breakthrough to regime level. Such a break-through of a niche might be assisted by a previous
destabilization of the regime through landscape pressures. Examples of transformative niche
developments in the electricity sector include renewable energy technologies such as wind,
solar or biomass.
Moreover, technology developed elsewhere can drive the transformation of existing sectors
(Dolata, 2009). According to Dolata (2009) transformative capacity of a technology is the
specific pressure that this technology exerts in relation to a specific sector. A new technology
can for example put pressure on the existing socio-economic and institutional structures in a
sector. The mode of sectoral transformation is then determined by the interplay between
pressure through technology and sectoral adaptability. Modes of transformation can be
anticipative and pro-active when pressure is moderate and adaptability high, or reactive and
crisis-ridden when pressure is high and adaptability low. An example of a semitransformative exogenous technology in electricity supply is the adaptation and uptake of gas
turbines developed in the aeronautics sector (Markard and Truffer, 2006).
In the following we will argue that actors can also be catalysts for transformation. This has
already been a prominent theme in the earlier literature on large technical systems assigning
so-called system builders a key role in the creation and transformation of socio-technical
systems (Hughes, 1987). We will argue more generally that actors differ in their potential to
bring about sectoral change and that under certain conditions some actors may play a very
crucial and transformative role.

6

2.2 Role of different actor types in sectoral transformation
So far, two types of actors are typically distinguished in the literature on socio-technical
transitions, incumbents and new entrants (mostly start-ups) (Geels and Schot, 2007; Geels,
2010; Hockerts and Wüstenhagen, 2010). Incumbents are established firms of the focal sector,
also referred to as regime actors. They are highly intertwined with the core technologies,
business models and user-practices of the regime. New entrants are actors that have entered
the focal sector. Often they are recently founded and part of a niche (Geels and Schot, 2007).
We will refer to recently founded firms as start-ups in the following. They are rather
independent from the path dependencies and lock-ins of the regime (Geels and Schot, 2007).
While start-ups may deviate radically from existing business practices, they often lack
financial resources and political influence to bring about system change.
In certain situations, however, a third group of actors can play a substantial role in sectoral
transformation: incumbents from another sector (or adjacents). They enter the focal sector
when they see the opportunity to exploit their existing technological competencies in the focal
sector.
Incumbents of the focal sector, start-ups and adjacents differ significantly in terms of their
histories, organizational routines, cognitive frames, resource endowments and embeddings in
broader institutional structures.
Therefore we argue that these types of actors also differ in their capacity to drive sectoral
transformation. Actors can be expected to have a high transformative capacity if they (i)
create variety (e.g. in terms of technology, business models or cognitive frames) and (ii) are
able to withstand the selection pressures of the regime (Nelson and Winter, 1982). As
effective catalysts for transformation actors have to possess both of these characteristics.
Actors are able to create variety if they are little intertwined with user practices, business
models, value chains, organizational structures and regulations of the regime (Rip and Kemp,
1998; Geels, 2002; Geels and Schot, 2007). The niche concept builds on this argument as
niches are seen as independent from path-dependencies of the regime (Geels and Raven,
2006). Both start-ups and adjacents can be expected to create variety in the focal sector. While
start-ups create variety through new technologies and business models, adjacents bring
7

existing technologies and business models from their sector of origin to the focal sector.
Kaplan and Tripsas (2008) have studied the effect of entrants from adjacent sectors on
industry lifecycles. They find that these entrants are an important source of variety thanks to
their different cognitive frames. As a consequence these outsiders are more likely to introduce
discontinuities (Kaplan and Tripsas, 2008).
Actors are able to challenge the regime and withstand its selection pressures if they command
the necessary resources to compete with sector incumbents and are firmly embedded in local
institutional structures (Smith et al., 2005; Geels and Raven, 2006; Geels and Schot, 2007).
Well-endowed, resourceful actors that are able to create new socio-technical systems or
change the structures of existing ones have also been described in the literature as system
builders (Hughes 1987) or prime movers (Jacobsson and Johnson, 2000; Farla et al., 2012).
The importance of embeddedness in networks and local institutional structures is at the core
of the niche concept (Smith et al., 2005; Geels and Raven, 2006; Geels and Schot, 2007). and
was also highlighted in recent contributions on innovation system building (Musiolik and
Markard, 2011; Musiolik et al., 2012). Actors in well-structured niches and actors embedded
in other regimes have a greater ability to challenge the focal regime. The work of Aminzade
(1992) as well as Hakanssan and Waluszewski (2002) further strengthens our argument. They
argue that the intersection of trajectories of two regimes is a source of structural change,
variety and consequently innovation through a new combination of existing resources
(Aminzade, 1992; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002).
Against this background, we can now provide a preliminary assessment of how incumbents,
start-ups and adjacents compare in terms of transformative capacity (cf. Table 1). Incumbents
can be expected to have a rather low transformative capacity. Their ability to create variety is
restricted by established cognitive frames and the material path-dependencies of the regime.
Moreover, their strength in terms of resources and embeddedness is rather deployed towards
stabilizing existing regime structures. In contrast, start-ups are much more independent and
therefore able to create variety. But their transformative capacity is typically limited by a lack
of resources to withstand selection pressures. Finally, entrants from an adjacent sector seem to
be both able to create variety and withstand selection pressures and may thus exert a relatively
high degree of transformative capacity.
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Actor group

Incumbents

Start-ups

Established actors of the

Newly founded actors

focal sector

entering the focal sector.

-

+

+

+

-

+

(reinforce)

(withstand)

(withstand)

Low

Medium

High

Characteristics
Ability to create variety

Adjacents
Established actors of
another sector

Ability to withstand or
reinforce selection
pressures
Transformative capacity

Table 1: Conceptual comparison of actor groups in terms of transformative capacity

3 Smart grid: a novel field at the intersection of the electricity
and the ICT sector
The smart grid is an emerging field, which in functional terms is part of the electricity sector
but requires technological components and know-how that originate from the ICT sector. The
field is still in an early stage of development with technological standards, business models
and consumer services still in flux and many different firms trying to find their role and to
establish their business (Giordano and Fulli, 2012). Below, we will briefly introduce both the
electricity and the ICT sector and depict the essential characteristics of smart grid technology,
its development (projects) and the actors involved.

3.1 Developments and challenges in the electricity sector
The electricity sector is an infrastructure sector (Markard, 2011), which encompasses
technologies, material components (grid infrastructure, power plants etc.), organizations
(utility companies, technology suppliers, public authorities) and institutional structures
(technical norms, regulations) that work together to provide electricity supply services. The
structures of the electricity sector have developed over decades and one of its core parts, the
electricity grid, has experienced only very little change over the last 100 years (Bauknecht,
2012). Technological change mostly occurred in electricity generation with nuclear power
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plants and later also gas turbines replacing coal fired power plants and, more recently, new
renewable energy technologies such as wind, biogas and solar also becoming part of the
sector (Markard and Truffer, 2006; Haas et al., 2011). A major change in the organizational
and institutional structures of the sector was initiated in many countries with the liberalization
of electricity generation and sales from the 1990s onward (Markard et al., 2004; Sioshansi,
2006). These changes, however, left the electricity grid largely unaffected. Both the
transmission and the distribution grid remained regulated (natural monopolies). They also
maintained their original topology, i.e. transmitting and distributing electricity from large,
centralized power plants to millions of end users. As a consequence, businesses related to the
grid infrastructure tend to be highly consolidated with very tight relations between equipment
suppliers and customers (electric utility companies).
Today, climate change and the depletion of fossil fuels as well as the risks of nuclear energy
require a massive shift towards new renewable energy sources. Renewable energy sources
however challenge the existing grid architecture, which is not able to cope with a large share
of intermittent and possibly decentralized energy sources (OECD / IEA, 2011). Major
changes in grid architecture and technology are therefore required (Farhangi, 2010). These
new requirements also pose challenges for grid operators, utility companies, equipment
suppliers and regulators. One of the challenges is that technologies and competences from the
ICT sector will have to be integrated in the future grid infrastructure.

3.2 Developments and challenges in the ICT sector
The ICT sector is a highly dynamic and innovative sector, which provides products as well as
services in the field of electronic information processing and communication (OECD, 2002).
It encompasses many different kinds of technologies, organizations (service providers,
manufacturers, regulatory agencies etc.) and institutions (e.g. technical norms, compatibility
standards, protocols). The ICT sector has emerged from the convergence of two initially
distinct sectors, the communication and the information technology sector (Edquist, 2003;
Hacklin et al., 2009).
The communication sector has undergone dramatic changes as a consequence of market
liberalization and technological progress (Corrocher, 2003). Liberalization started in the early
1980s in the USA with other countries following suit. Technological change included the
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breakthrough of mobile phone and internet technology in the 1990s. As a consequence value
chains were re-organized, business models changed dramatically and many new actors
entered the market (Li and Whalley, 2002; Peppard and Rylander, 2006; Hacklin et al., 2009;
Fischer et al., 2012). These developments opened up large growth opportunities for firms like
Nokia or Cisco as equipment providers or Vodafone as system operator. Today however, the
growth opportunities in the sector seem to be decreasing, as for example mobile phone sales
and usage have already reached saturation in most developed countries (Newswire Today,
2009; MobiThinking, 2012).
The IT sector also experienced major changes. It went through a hype in the late 1990s with
the overwhelming success of internet technology. This hype was followed by a very
pronounced disappointment and significant shake-out of internet firms in 2000 and 2001.
Following this consolidation the sector returned to a growth path. Prominent players in the IT
sector include IBM, Microsoft, Google, Amazon and Apple.
Today, the ICT sector remains very dynamic. Apple is a good example here. It started as a
computer manufacturer, later entering the music industry (Dolata, 2008) and also began
competing in the mobile handset market. While smart phones, tablet computers and other new
hardware devices still experience interesting growth rates, other ICT business fields such as
the mobile and fixed carrier business face moderate growth and fierce competition. Their
actors are particularly receptive to new business opportunities outside of the ICT sector
(Nicholls-Nixon and Jasinski, 1995). The smart grid is perceived as such an opportunity
(Hidaka, 2011).

3.3 The smart grid
The smart grid is an advanced electricity network infrastructure characterized by a two-way
flow of information and in many cases also a two-way flow of electricity (Farhangi, 2010;
OECD / IEA, 2011). The smart grid describes a network architecture that is flexible, reliable,
efficient and able to cope with new challenges such as distributed generation, “prosumers6“,
intermittent energy sources (such as renewable energies), new forms of energy demand (such

6

“Prosumers” are actors that produce and consume energy.
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as electric vehicles) and storage possibilities. Like all new technologies, smart grid
technology is a combination of existing technologies (Arthur, 2009). It uses ICT technologies
and ‘traditional’ electricity network technologies (Farhangi, 2010; OECD / IEA, 2011).
It is important to note that the smart grid is not an end in itself. It serves as an enabler to
integrate new forms of energy generation or consumption into the grid and enables new
services and business models (OECD / IEA, 2011; Giordano and Fulli, 2012). Also note that
this definition excludes energy production, storage and consumption itself as well as
extensions or renovations of the traditional electricity grid.7
Typical smart grid architectures consist of three layers: a hardware layer, a communication
layer and a software or application layer. The hardware layer consists of the traditional
transmission and distribution hardware plus ‘intelligent’ sensors that collect information about
the status and operations of the hardware. The communication layer allows gathering data
from distributed end devices (e.g. metering data) and sending signals to the end device (two!way communication). The third layer is the software or application layer that allows for
aggregation and analysis of the collected data. A meter data management system (MDM) is
one example for a software solution. Finally, all three layers need to be integrated into an endto-end solution to allow for the system to work seamlessly.
Neither the communication nor the software layer were needed in the past. Therefore they
were not part of the portfolio of incumbent equipment suppliers in the electricity sector. In
mobile phone networks, however, a similar layer model is used which is why firms from the
mobile phone industry already have experiences and competences they can apply to smart
grid technology.

7

Our boundary definition is in line with that of the smart grid catalogue issued by the Joint Research Center of
the European Commission (Giordano et al., 2011).
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Figure 1: Traditional and smart grid architecture

With the help of this architectural model, typical roles of actors in smart grid projects can be
distinguished. These include hardware supplier, communication supplier, software supplier
and system integrator. We will come back to these roles in section 5.2.

3.4 Smart grid projects and actors in Europe
A smart grid project can be defined as a finite undertaking of more than one actor8 with the
goal to deploy, demonstrate, test or develop smart grid technologies or architectures as
defined above. We distinguish between deployment and pilot projects. Deployment projects
are commercial projects, while pilot projects are R&D or demonstration projects. Typical
deployment projects are smart meter rollouts with electric utilities as customers asking meter
suppliers and service providers to install a smart meter infrastructure in ‘their’ part of the
distribution grid. (Giordano et al., 2011). Pilot projects, in contrast, are often financed by
public funds. They aim at increasing the stock of knowledge by undertaking creative work on
a systematic basis (OECD, 2002; Giordano et al., 2011).
Smart grid projects in Europe experienced significant growth over the last decade. Between
2000 and 2008 the number of smart grid projects increased to over 80 new projects per year
(Figure 2). More precisely, the development of the field can be split in three phases: a first
phase with one or two sporadic projects per year between 2000 and 2003, a second phase with

8

Internal R&D projects of a firm or a research institution were excluded from our study.
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a growing number of pilot and deployment projects between 2004 and 2007, and a third phase
with a massive increase in projects starting after 2007. This sharp increase can be explained
by the stimulus packages launched by governments after the financial crisis in 2008 (Ginsberg
et al., 2010).
Today, the majority of projects are still pilot projects. This is a clear indicator for the early
development and the complexity of the task.

Figure 2: Number of new smart grid pilot and deployment projects per year in Europe

In most countries the roll!out of smart meters is considered the first step and basis for subsequent steps of “smartening” the grid. Therefore more than half of all smart grid projects are
smart meter projects (see section 4 for a definition).9 While smart meter projects have reached
deployment stage, almost all other smart grid projects are still in pilot phase (see also Table
2).
Other smart grid projects are often larger and more complex. A good example for a very large
smart grid pilot is the EcoGrid EU project on Bornholm island in Denmark. The project aims
to show case, how more than 50% renewable energy generation can be integrated in the
transmission and distribution network by means of more flexible consumption of households.
Other smart grid pilots focus for example on the integration of electrical vehicles, on demand

9

This trend is further enhanced by the European Commission that mandates 80% of all residential meters to
become smart by 2020.
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response mechanisms or on distribution automation (see Giordano et al., 2011 for a more
detailed description and more examples).

Table 2: Different types of smart grid projects and their distribution

As of 2011, over 800 actors were involved in smart grid projects in Europe (Table 3). 250 are
firms that supply smart grid technology (83 incumbents, 71 adjacents and 84 start-ups) and
approximately 280 are utilities. Another 290 organizations include mostly research institutes
and universities but also regulatory authorities and associations.

Table 3: Major actor groups in the field of smart grid

Two types of incumbent firms can be distinguished. The first type includes suppliers of
transmission and distribution (T&D) infrastructure (e.g. transformer stations) for the high,
medium and low voltage grid. Examples are ABB, Siemens or GE. The second type are
metering equipment suppliers such as Landis+Gyr, Elster or Itron. These two types of
incumbents hardly overlap in their offering. Among ICT firms three types can be
distinguished. These include software companies such as SAP or Oracle that provide standard
software, telecommunication providers such as Deutsche Telekom or Vodafone and IT system
integrators such as IBM or Atos, which integrate standard software and hardware into
complex IT solutions. Figure 3 maps the traditional competencies of each type of actors to the
smart grid architecture.
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Figure 3: Initial position of firms (year 2000) in emerging field of smart grid

4 Methodology
Our research approach is explorative in nature as we deal with a new empirical field with little
transparency (Giordano et al., 2011). It is based on two comprehensive sets of data, a database
with 449 smart grid projects and a list of 64 smart grid related acquisitions performed by
incumbents and adjacents. In the following we will first explain or research design. Secondly
we will describe our data sources.

4.1 Research approach and scope
Our research design follows a three step approach. As the first step we aim to explore the role
of ICT firms in terms of presence and influence in the field of smart grid: are many ICT firms
present in the field? How is their presence developing over time? Were they successful, e.g. in
selling their solutions? And how does their presence compare to incumbents and start-ups? As
the second step we aim to understand the role of ICT firms in terms of their (technological)
contribution to the field and their complementary or competing relation to incumbents. That
means we aim to understand: Which technologies do ICT firms contribute to the field? How
do these technologies differ from the technological solutions proposed by incumbents? Which
role do ICT firms play in projects and do they have a complementary or competitive
relationship to incumbents? Finally we intend to create an initial understanding of the strategy
and aspired role of ICT firms and incumbents in the field. That means we aim to understand:
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Which (project) roles do firms strategically intend to fill? Can we observe reactions to
strategic moves of one actor group?
The presence and relative influence of ICT firms in the field can be explored through an
analysis of actor participation in smart grid projects. A high absolute number of ICT firms in
the field and a growing share of projects with ICT firm participation are indicators for a
growing presence and influence of ICT firms.
The influence of adjacents can be further understood through an analysis of deployment
projects. The participation in deployment projects is an indicator for the success and growing
influence of actors in the field. Securing a deployment project indicates that a firm has been
selected by customers as supplier of smart grid technology. Participation in deployment
projects is therefore a sign that ICT firms have successfully withstood selection pressures of
the regime.
Another indicator for the influence of ICT firms on the field is the sequence of firm entries
into the field by actor type. An early entry and even more an early success in deployment
projects is an indicator for an early influence on the field.10 We therefore determined in which
year a firm participated for the first time in a (deployments) project and compared the results
for ICT firms, incumbents and start-ups.
An understanding of the role of ICT firms in terms of their (technological) contribution to the
field and their complementary or competing relation to incumbents can be achieved through
an in-depth analysis of project documentation. Such an analysis also allows differences to be
identified in how each actor type fulfills each role and whether ICT firms offer systematically
different (technological) solutions than incumbents. To achieve comparable results in this
analysis, we just focused on smart meter projects because they are mostly similar in terms of
project scope and roles to be fulfilled.11 Their project scope typically includes the installation

10
11

If actors stay in the field and increase their presence and influence in the years after their entry.
Such a clear scope and roles have not yet emerged for other smart grid projects. Other smart grid projects
could be split up in further categories such as integration of electrical vehicles or integration of distributed
renewable energy sources, but these can be distinguished less clearly as typical project scopes and
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of smart meters in private homes and of the related communication and software
infrastructure. Typical roles in smart meter projects are meter supplier, communication
technology supplier, software supplier and system integrator (see also section 3.3).
In order to understand a firm’s aspired role in the field, firm strategies should be analyzed
especially with regard to resource developments. Adequate resource endowments are a prerequisite for firms to assume a specific position in the field. Consequently an expansion in the
resource base can be interpreted as a strategic move by a firm to assume a new role. The
previous project analysis gave implicit insights into actors’ strategies and resource
endowments. More explicit insights can be gained through an analysis of actors’ resource
acquisitions strategies. Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are one way to gain new resources
that can be easily observed from outside of a firm. In strategy literature, M&A transactions
are described as a fast and irreversible way to close perceived resource gaps. (Eschen and
Bresser, 2005). Furthermore M&A transactions are described as a way to acquire unrelated
resources in an exploratory strategy (Wagner, 2011). We therefore analyzed all M&A
transactions of incumbents and adjacents participating in smart grid projects in Europe. We
determined whether the transactions were technology-related or not. Finally we mapped, how
for each acquisition the acquired technology relates to the smart grid architecture and project
roles. For example, if an incumbent acquires a communication technology supplier and states
that this acquisition is related to its smart grid activities, we assume that the incumbent wants
to become a supplier of communication technology in smart grid projects.
As a last step, the above-described analyses were complemented by five expert interviews and
by participating in two industry conferences. This allowed us to clarify open questions,
discuss and validate our results and interpretations.

4.2 Data sources and collection and analysis
For the collection and analysis of the data we proceeded in several steps. We collected project
data of smart grid projects that were initiated between 2000 and June 2011 in Europe from

configurations have not emerged yet. Furthermore many projects focus on several of these possible subcategories. We therefore did not make a further distinction.
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different sources. We integrated the data into one relational database using MS Access as a
database tool. The identified projects were initiated between the year 2000 and June 2011Our
main data sources were the smart grid catalogue of the European Commission (Giordano et
al., 2011), the EU Cordis project database (European Union, 2011), market reports from
research analysts and competitive intelligence that was made available to us by a leading firm
in the field12. From these data sources we obtained information for the distinction between
pilot versus deployment projects as well as smart meter versus other smart grid projects. We
also obtained information on the project location (country) the project start year and involved
actors. We eliminated double counts of projects that were listed in more than one data source.
From the information on actor participation in the projects, we compiled a list of actors active
in the projects.13
Following this, we assigned actors to actor groups (cf. section 3). This was achieved by
determining the sector of origin as well as the date of foundation from the firms’ websites. To
test this coding for robustness a part of the actors were coded by two persons. Codings were
subsequently compared. The deviations between the two codings were not significant.14 The
year 2000 was determined as threshold to distinguish start-ups from incumbents and adjacents
(see also table 3).
For the analysis of smart grid-related M&A transactions in the field we built on the previous
analysis. For each incumbent and adjacent we researched all press releases and investor
communications made available on the firm’s website about announcements of completed
M&A transactions. M&A transactions were only included in our analysis if the acquiring
company explicitly states in their press release that the acquisition is related to their smart

12

To make sure we did not miss important projects we also screened the internet for national smart grid
initiatives of national governments. Such initiatives typically include several projects. Examples are the
German e-energy initiative and the Danish Forskel program. Since we identified almost no additional projects,
we concluded that our data set is almost complete.

13

While the identification of actors in each project was easy and reliable for EU projects, it proved to be more
difficult for other projects. For some smart meter projects we could identify key actors like the meter supplier,
but could not find out whether the meter supplier also supplied the remaining parts of the project or whether a
second actor was involved.

14

Only very few firms were ambiguous as they truly span sector boundaries. They were analyzed in more detail.
The classification decision was then taken depending on size of the business in each sector (if it could be
determined) or the length of the history of the company in the sector. Most cases were clear to resolve even
without this.
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grid strategy. Since M&A transactions have high strategic relevance and in most cases
involve substantial monetary investments (Eschen and Bresser, 2005), we can assume that
companies communicate such investments to their stakeholders. Using this method we believe
to have captured a relevant share of all performed smart grid related acquisitions. In a
subsequent step we analyzed the identified transactions in more detail. For this purpose we
have distinguished between technology- and non-technology related M&A transactions. For
technology-related M&A transactions we have analyzed the distance between the resources of
the acquiring firm and the target.15 To do so, we derived a categorization from the description
of the acquisition purpose in the companies’ press release. In most cases the rationale (e.g.
acquisition of a certain technology) behind the acquisition was well explained in the press
release. This approach also allowed us to map the acquired technology to the smart grid
architecture and consequently to the aspired project role.

5 Empirical results
In the following we show the results of our empirical analysis. We first describe the project
participation of different actor groups. We then show the results of the analysis of project
roles. Finally we describe the results of the M&A analysis.

5.1 Actor groups in the field of smart grid
As of June 2011, we have recorded 83 incumbents, 71 ICT firms and 84 start-ups in the field
of smart grid technology in Europe. The novel field has obviously not only attracted
electricity sector incumbents but also a significant share of newcomers including both ICT
sector incumbents and start-up firms. Interestingly, the different groups of firms exhibit
similar entry patterns (Figure 4). Overall, the field saw only very few entries until 2003. Then
came a phase with moderate entries (2004-2007) followed by a rather massive number of
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Ideally this should have been done in a thorough methodological way by applying NACE codes (Statistical
Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community development by the European Community)
or an in-depth analysis of firms’ resources and capabilities. An analysis of NACE codes would not provide
meaningful results in our case since both incumbents and adjacents are in many cases large conglomerates
with very broad coding. An in-depth analysis of each actor’s resources and capabilities was also not feasible,
due to the high number of firms involved (>150).
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entries (2008-2010). Although incumbents started their entry slightly earlier, ICT firms and
start-ups have also entered systematically and in increasing numbers since 2004. It seems that
all types of actors had the chance to exert their influence on the field quite early on.

Figure 4: Entrance of ICT firms, incumbents and start-ups into the field

However, a detailed analysis of project participation shows that incumbent firms very much
dominate the field.16 Incumbents participated in almost all of the 450 projects, while ICT
firms show up in one quarter of the projects. Yet, our data also show that the share of ICT
firms in smart grid projects has increased over time. In the early years (2000-2005), ICT firms
participated only in a very few projects. Later, the share of projects with ICT firms increased
up to more than 30% in 2009 and slightly declined in 2010. Figure 5 depicts for each year the
number of new projects started, thereby comparing projects without ICT players (bars on the
left) and projects, in which ICT firms participate (bars on the right).

16

We will focus on incumbents and ICT firms in the following.
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Figure 5: Number of new projects with and without adjacent participation per year17

A closer look at the four different project types reveals that participation of ICT firms in smart
meter projects tends to be much lower than in other smart grid projects. ICT firm participation
in pilot projects is almost twice as high as in deployment projects (Table 4). Note the
differences in the underlying absolute numbers of projects (cf. Table 2).

Table 4: Share of projects with adjacent participation in relation to all projects in the four different project categories

While ICT firm participation in deployment projects in average is only 17%, it was increasing
from 2008 on up to a level of 30% in 2010. A more in-depth analysis of deployment projects
also reveals that again incumbents were first to succeed in winning deployment projects in
2001. Adjacents started to win deployment projects from 2005 on. Start-ups were last to win
deployment projects only winning the first deployment project in 2007.
Our interpretation of these findings is that today, adjacent firms have a growing presence and
influence in the emerging field of smart grids although incumbents very much dominate the

17

Note that this graph only includes those 390 projects, for which the start date was available.
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scene. In projects, which are more complex and experimental (e.g. broader smart grid pilot
projects), adjacents play a stronger role than in ‘standard’ smart meter deployment projects.
Furthermore the ability of ICT firms to win deployment projects can be interpreted as a sign
for their ability to withstand selection pressures. This early success of ICT firms compared to
start-ups further supports our theoretical considerations with regard to strength to withstand
selection pressure.

5.2 Roles and positions of actors in smart meter projects
ICT firms, incumbents and start-up firms may assume different roles in smart grid projects. In
this section we present findings from an analysis of the smart meter projects in our sample
(deployment and pilot). We can distinguish four roles: meter supplier, communication
supplier, software supplier and system integrator (cf. section 3.3).
The analysis reveals that incumbents remain the dominant suppliers of metering hardware.
This explains why incumbents are present in almost all projects. There are only very few
exceptions such as Aidon, a start-up that also supplies smart meters. In addition to their
traditional role as meter supplier, incumbents increasingly assume the role of communication
supplier and in some cases also software supplier or system integrator. In these new roles,
incumbents compete with ICT firms and start-ups. The in-depth content analysis of projects
shows the differences in how actor groups fulfill these roles.
In the role of communication supplier, ICT firms successfully piloted and deployed GSM
technology (mobile phones) and wired broadband technology18. Both technologies are part of
the existing technology portfolio of ICT firms such as Deutsche Telekom, Telenor or Cisco.
By utilizing these technologies ICT firms can leverage both their competencies and their
infrastructure assets e.g. mobile phone networks infrastructure in the new field.

18

To our knowledge internet communication technology has been tested in Europe but has so far only been
deployed in a large Canadian project. In Europe we only found pilot projects that use this technology.
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When incumbent firms act as communication supplier, they typically offer specialized
communication technologies such as power line communication (PLC) or Radio Frequency
(RF) Mesh technologies. With these technologies the utility establishes its own, proprietary
communication network dedicated for smart grid use. These technologies compete with those
offered by ICT firms. The smart meter pilots in Ireland are good examples for the competitive
situation. The Irish grid operator ESB Networks is testing the different technological options
in separate pilots with different supplier configurations each.
The role of software supplier is most often assumed by ICT firms with a focus on enterprise
software.19 They supply central software systems such as “Meter Data Management” systems
(e.g. by Oracle) or billing software for meter readings (e.g. by SAP). These firms again
leverage their existing resources and technological competencies as they integrate smart grid
specific functionalities into their existing software platforms. ICT firms offer the software
independently from hardware installations.
Incumbents provide such software solutions less often. They offer the software often in
combination with their metering and communication technology as an integrated solution for
smart metering (decentralized data generation via the meters, transportation of the data via
communication technology, collection and analysis of data via software products).
ICT firms assume the role of system integrator more often than incumbents. They play this
role especially in very large projects such as nation-wide smart meter roll-outs: Atos is the
system integrator for the French smart meter solution and IBM is the system integrator for the
smart meter roll out in Malta. In some cases such as Malta, the ICT firm even acts as the
general contractor20 towards the utility. Meter and communication suppliers then become
subcontractor to the general contractor. The position of a general contractor is well
established in the ICT sector but new to the electricity sector. A general contractor is a new
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Very few projects have a installed a separate software system so far. The installation of such a system is often
done in separate projects after the meter roll-out.

20

General contractors manage large and complex system integration projects, such as nation-wide meter rollouts. They are the sole contractual party to the electric utility. All other suppliers are subcontractors to the
general contractor. For the utility this reduces complexity, but also concentrates the risk to one party – the
general contractor.
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role in the metering business, which cuts into the existing business relationship of meter
suppliers and electric utilities.
Our analysis of actor roles shows that ICT firms and incumbents currently compete for the
role of communication and software supplier as well as system integrator. Moreover, the
offerings of ICT firms and incumbents are clearly different. These differences can be
interpreted as variety created in the field. Technological variety is created as ICT firms
promote mobile communication (GSM technology) while incumbents support power line and
radio frequency communication. The software solutions of adjacents and incumbents are
equally different. Variety in terms of business models is generated, where ICT firms act as
general contractors to the utility and consequently cut into established customer-supplier
relationships.

5.3 Acquisitions of incumbents and adjacents
From 2005 to mid-2011 both incumbents and ICT firms performed acquisitions that were
related to their smart grid activities. Until 2008 the total number of acquisitions did not
exceed five acquisitions per year. After 2008 the number of acquisitions performed by
incumbents increased significantly to over ten acquisitions per year. At the same time the
number of acquisitions by ICT firms remained at a level of one to five acquisitions per year
(see Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Number of acquisitions by adjacents and incumbents per year21

ICT firms mostly acquired other, smaller ICT firms (start-ups), which means that their
expansion of technological competencies was closely related to their core business. They
added specific energy- or grid-related technologies to their portfolio through the acquisition of
small start-ups with a dedicated smart grid focus. The acquisition of Arch Rock by Cisco is a
good example: Cisco holds a strong position delivering technology such as routers for the
backbone of communication networks. This technology had little or no specific functionality
related to electricity grids. Arch Rock, however, owned communication technology for the
distribution grid that exactly filled this gap.
Like adjacents, incumbents also acquired small ICT start-ups. Unlike adjacents, these
acquisitions targeted new technological terrain for incumbents. Transmission and distribution
incumbents like Siemens or ABB acquired software start-ups, whereas meter incumbents like
Landis+Gyr acquired both software and communication start-ups. A good example is ABB’s
acquisition of Ventyx and Obvient in 2010 and 2011. Both acquisition targets are software
companies in the field of business intelligence and analytics, with resources and capabilities
rather unrelated to ABB’s core business. Examples for acquisitions by a meter incumbent are
the communication-related acquisitions of Enermet and Cellnet Hunt as well as the softwarerelated acquisition of Ecologic Analytics by Landis+Gyr. Typically, the acquisitions of

21

Acquisitions are included up to August 2011.
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communication technologies by metering incumbents were targeting PLC and RF Mesh
technologies, with which they compete against technologies owned by ICT firms (see section
5.2).
To summarize these developments, Figure 7 maps the position and movement of different
actor types to the architecture of the smart grid. It shows how different firm types occupy the
empty spaces in the architecture. Incumbent firms move upwards in the architecture into the
communication and software layer, whereas ICT firms mainly enhance their resources within
‘their’ layer.

Figure 7: Development of ICT and incumbent firms from initial position in 2000 to 2011

The incumbents, in other words, pursue more explorative strategies while the ICT firms
exhibit a rather exploitative approach so far. It seems that ICT firms want to focus on their
current role(s) in the emerging field, while incumbents want to cover the whole field. The
latter can be interpreted as an attempted to keep large ICT players out of the electricity sector.
Incumbents’ choice of acquisitions as a way to close a competence gap also points to a
perceived time pressure (Eschen and Bresser, 2005). The growing presence of ICT firms,
which we could show in our analysis, is likely to be one reason for this perceived pressure.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the role of ICT firms in the sectoral transformation towards a
smarter electricity grid. Our data shows that an almost equal number of incumbents, adjacents
and start-ups entered the field of smart grid. While incumbents dominate the field, the
presence and influence of ICT firms is growing especially in large and more complex
projects. We also found evidence that ICT firms create variety in terms of technology
(communication networks and software) and business models. In addition we could show the
strength of adjacents to win an increasing share of deployment projects with their alternative
solutions. Furthermore we could show the changing role of incumbents in the transformation.
The rising number of M&A transactions by incumbent firms and their exploratory nature
shows that they are not passive or even opposed to the transformation of the field as
previously suggested by literature (Christensen, 1997; Geels et al., 2008). However, we also
have to note that they are under pressure by the entrance of large and potent ICT firms.
From a theoretical perspective, we can conclude that an actor focus and the explicit
distinction of adjacents as an actor can group provide additional explanatory power for
sectoral transformation processes. We can also conclude that adjacents can be important
catalysts for sectoral transformation through the variety they create and through their strength
to withstand selection pressures. Adjacents are part of the trajectory and path dependencies of
their own sector. With this ’heritage’ they bring variety to the focal sector in a powerful way,
i.e. with many resources and a stable embedding in their existing structures. Thereby they
challenge the established trajectory of the focal sector.
Beyond this, we found that adjacents can have a transformative capacity by triggering a
reaction of incumbents. If adjacents successfully enter a sector and exert increasing influence,
they start to compete with incumbents. Adjacents therefore represent a potential or actual
threat. Incumbents therefore need to make strategic decisions about their desired role in the
emerging field. A ‘wait and see’ strategy or a strategy of active opposition to transformation
entails more risks for incumbents. The transformative capacity of adjacents is therefore
stronger than of start-ups, who enter the field with little resources and less embeddedness.
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Existing literature on sectoral transformation could gain explanatory power if it would more
explicitly include the transformative capacity of certain actor types and specifically the role of
actors from a different sector. The multi-level perspective could incorporate the
transformative influence of other regimes and their actors. This would allow the MLP to
explain the influence of other regimes and their actors on the existing regime and its
institutional structures (e.g. on technological standards). Similarly, the concept of sectoral
transformation (Dolata, 2009) could consider the transformative capacity of technology
together with the strategies and resources of actors who own it.
Our research also provides insights for policy makers. If adjacents can act as catalysts for
transformation, policy makers and regulators should consciously take this group of actors into
account, e.g. in the design of policies and technological standards. It seems to be essential that
the interests of both incumbents and adjacents are equally represented (e.g. through industry
associations), where new regulations are to be developed. More importantly, policy making
has to understand and take into account the implications of policies and technological
standards on these heterogeneous types of firms (Schmidt et al., 2012). Communication
technology, for example might require resources that one actor group already has access to
(like mobile phone networks) while another actor group has not. The selection of one standard
over another has therefore not only technological consequences (e.g. interoperability and
connectivity to other services) but also repercussions for the organizational and industry
structures that emerge in the field.
Finally, we would like to discuss the limitations of our research and provide an outlook for
future research. Our findings are explorative in nature this limits their transferability. Further
research therefore should be to conduct additional case studies on transformations in other
sectors to observe whether adjacents play a similar role there. The role of battery suppliers in
the car industry would be an example.
Moreover, we suggest in-depth case studies of adjacents’ strategies or adjacents’ role in
distinct projects to achieve a more detailed understanding about the effect of adjacents on
innovation and transformation, but also the possible challenges that might arise for the
transformation through the entrance of adjacents in the field.
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Sectoral transformations are processes that develop over significant time spans of 30 to 50
years (Geels and Schot, 2007; Markard, 2011). The transformation of the electricity grid
towards a smart grid only started ten years ago. We could therefore analyze just the beginning
of the development, which is helpful for policy making because things are still in flux. For
more solid contributions to theory however we recommend further research once the
development of the transformation can be observed in its entirety.
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Abstract
Smart grids and smart meters are central for the integration of distributed, renewable
electricity generation. For complex systems such as smart grids to operate smoothly,
technology standards are essential. In Europe, a multitude of different standards have been
developed, making standard selection a complex task for electric utilities. With this paper we
make three contributions: Firstly, we identify 17 wired and wireless communication standards
for smart metering in Europe. Secondly, we develop and describe a comprehensive set of
technical and non-technical criteria for standard selection. Finally, we compare the existing
standards against these criteria including a mapping of all standards to the OSI layer model.
We find that none of the standards is superior in all aspects, resulting in major trade-offs for
decision makers. Moreover, we reveal the competing nature and missing interoperability of
standards, which makes a seamless integration of smart grids across different regions difficult
and poses major challenges for the development of complementary smart grid technologies.
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Introduction

Smart grids have been identified as a key enabling technology for the integration of
distributed, renewable electricity generation [1–3]. Smart meters are often considered to be
the first step in building such a smarter grid [1]. According to EU goals, 80% of European
households should be equipped with smart meters by 2020 [4].
The term smart meter describes household meters that are equipped with two-way
communication technologies. In the first place, this communication link enables remote meter
reading. But beyond reading it can also enable advanced use cases such as demand response.
In doing so, smart meters become an integral part of a wider smart grid system.
For such a complex system to operate seamlessly, technology standards, especially for data
exchange, are essential [5–8]. Standards are expected to enable interoperability, reduce costs
through economies of scale and create mass markets [7,9].
Several stakeholders have therefore initiated standardization activities for smart meter
communication. Technology suppliers and users (utilities) have developed several new
standards. In addition, the EU has given a mandate (M/441) to three European standard
development organizations (CEN, CENELEC and ETSI) to develop a smart meter standard
framework and to develop missing standards. These activities have resulted in a multitude of
– partly competing – standards co-exist in the market today.
As a consequence, utilities are now faced with the choice between many different smart meter
communication standards. The selection of a communication standard turns out to be rather
complex as it depends on several technical criteria such as data rates and robustness as well as
non-technical criteria such as openness of a standard. A comprehensive review of these
technical and non-technical criteria for smart metering and a comparison of standards against
these criteria is still missing.
So far, scholars have provided in-depth analyses of the performance of individual standards
such as PRIME G3, GSM, DLMS/COSEM or oneM2M [10–15]. Existing studies also discuss
the applicability of standards from other domains for smart metering [15–17]. Other studies
discuss the opportunities and challenges of smart meters and smart grid communication in
more general terms [18,19].
Existing reviews take a broad, technology-centric rather than application-centric perspective.
They survey communication standards used for several smart grid applications [6,8,20] and
they only focus on technical criteria.
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Taking an application-centric perspective, in this paper we analyze how smart meter
communication standards compare against technical and non-technical criteria. In doing so,
we make three contributions: Firstly, we identify standards used for smart meter
communication in Europe. Secondly, we provide a comprehensive review of technical and
non-technical selection criteria. Finally, we compare the identified standards against these
criteria. The results should provide utilities and other stakeholders with transparency for
standard evaluation and selection.
This paper is structured as follows: First we introduce smart metering communication
technologies including a description of the main use cases. In section 3, we describe the
methodological approach for the identification of standards, the review of criteria and the
comparison of standards against these criteria. Section 4 introduces the criteria for the
comparison. The results of the comparison are described in section 5. Section 6 concludes.
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Background on smart metering in Europe

2.1

Status of smart meter diffusion in Europe

The EU has set a goal to have 80% of European households equipped with smart meters by
2020. But only few countries have achieved this target so far. Italy was the first country to
roll-out smart meters in 2001, even before the EU set its goals. Sweden followed with its rollout between 2003 and 2009. Malta and Finland have finalized their roll-outs in 2013.
Governments in several other countries, including France, Spain, UK and Netherlands, have
set targets for the implementation of smart meters, but have not finalized the roll-out yet [21].
Germany has decided to install smart meters only in new or substantially renovated houses as
well as in high-consumption households. Germany is likely not to realize a comprehensive
roll-out. Again others (Belgium, Czech Republic and Lithuania) have decided against a smart
meter roll-out, based on a negative cost-benefit analysis [21]. Figure 1 provides an overview
of the smart meter penetration in major European countries in 2012.
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Figure 1: Number of installed smart meters (vs. non-smart meters) in selected European countries (2012)

Typically, national regulation makes the distribution system operators (DSOs) responsible for
metering and consequently also for the roll-out of smart meters. In exceptional cases, such as
the UK, the retailer is responsible for metering. Within the limits of government mandates
DSOs (or retailers) have to determine the functional and non-functional (e.g. security)
requirements for smart metering and select the communication standard.
But the selection of communication standards has proven to be a rather complex task. One
reason is the multitude of different standards available. Another reasons lies in the different
environments and targeted use cases that utilities aim to achieve with the installation of smart
meters. Important environmental factors include grid topology (how many meters per
transformer station), geographical spread of houses (rural vs. urban areas) or location of
meters in houses (outside, inside or even in cellars). Target use cases for smart metering can
go beyond mere billing and include advanced functionalities such as flexible tariffs or
demand response. Before we introduce and compare smart meter communication technologies
and standards, we will therefore review the possible use cases for smart metering.

2.2

Use cases of smart meters in smart grids

The main purpose of household electricity meters is billing – meters are the cash registers for
utilities. The term smart meter describes meters that are equipped with two-way
communication technologies. With the introduction of two-way communication, smart meters
can enable further use cases and become an integral part of a wider smart grid system [1].
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In the first place, two-way communication enables automatic, remote (instead of manual)
meter readings [15]. For utilities such automation saves manual reading efforts and enables
them to send regular (e.g. monthly) bills based on actual consumption rather than on
estimates. Especially, for households in remote locations, manual meter readings can be
costly for utilities.
Information about actual and historic electricity consumption is obviously not only interesting
for utilities but also for consumers. Real-time information on electricity consumption can help
customers to identify energy saving potentials and monitor savings [18]. Smart meters can
provide information to display and analyze consumption data for consumer on so-called inhome displays, consumer internet portals or mobile apps [22]. Studies have shown that such
information results in electricity savings of 5-15% per household [22,23].
Detailed information about electricity consumption from smart meters can also help utilities
to identify and stop fraud (energy theft). Smart meters provide information on actual
consumption in intervals between one day and 15 minutes. An analysis of this data enables
utilities to identify irregular consumption patterns [6] that are indicators for fraud [24].
Moreover, the two-way communication allows utilities to remotely disconnect meters [15,18]
not only in cases of fraud or unpaid bills but also in emergency situations with a risk of blackout.
Beyond these consumer-oriented use cases, smart meters can also help utilities integrate
increasing amounts of distributed, renewable energy production in the electricity grid.
Especially, fluctuating electricity production can lead to imbalances between demand and
supply causing instability in the distribution grid. This is a problem because utilities typically
have little information of distributed production in the grid. Smart meters can help monitor
and

provide

near-real-time

information

on

actual

distributed

production

(and

consumption)[18].
Based on this information, utilities can react by adjusting power supply. Smart meters can
also enable utilities to influence demand by enabling flexible tariff schemes or other advanced
demand response measures.
Flexible tariff schemes should provide incentives for consumers to move electricity
consumption to times with lower prices. Today, the electricity price for households is mostly
the same every day and throughout the day. In some cases, a lower tariff applies during the
night. With smart meters utilities can change pricing schemes anytime during a day, remotely
[15]. Typical schemes include time of use (TOU) or critical peak pricing (CPP) [25–27]. Such
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tariff schemes should incentivize consumers to shift their electricity consumptions away from
peaks to times where supply is cheap energy is available and where the grid is not stressed.
In some cases, utilities might not want to rely on consumers’ reaction to price incentives.
Instead, they seek to control industrial, commercial and household loads directly. Smart
meters can also be an important building block in such advanced demand response programs.
For such programs utilities need to know how much load is available for them to reduce and
they need to verify the actual reduction of loads. Smart meters can provide this transparency
and proof [18]. If equipped with sufficient relays, smart meters can also be used as switches to
reduce loads when needed [15].
Finally, smart meter communication can be used in even more advanced use cases. The
communication channel to the meter can be used for other purposes or where meter reading
information is connected to other domains such as transport, comfort, security or healthcare.
The communication channel to the meter could be used to remotely manage heating or
ventilation or to send alarm signals in case of emergencies.
To realize the above-described use cases, meters have to be connected to a communication
network that is able to transport the required data fast and reliably enough. The amount of
data, which needs to be transported as well as the required latency, will depend on the
particular use case.

2.3

Introduction to smart meter communication technologies

Smart metering communication networks typically consist of two types of communication
links: the wide area network (WAN) and the local area network (LAN)1. In some cases, a
third type of communication link is added, the home area network (HAN) [28,29] (see Figure
2). The HAN enables communication from the meter into the home for example to inform
consumers about actual consumption. The LAN establishes the communication link between
the meter and a data concentrator e.g. in a substation. The WAN is used to transport the
information from the data concentrator to a utility back-end system (such as a billing system).
The requirements for all three types differ substantially especially with respect to the
distances to be covered and the data volumes to be transported. Therefore different
technological options are considered for each type of communication link. The most
controversial debate around smart metering concerns the LAN (and if needed the HAN)

1

LANs are also referred to as neighborhood area networks (NANs)
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connection. A great variety of possible technologies and standards exist, each with advantages
and disadvantages. In this paper, we therefore review the options for smart meter LAN
standards.

Figure 2: Communication network topology including WAN, LAN, HAN

The LAN connection for smart meters can be established using wired or wireless
technologies. Our review will include standards for both. In terms of wired technologies, the
focus lies on power line communication (PLC) technology, the most widely used technology
for wired LAN connection of meters in Europe. Note that the actual performance of a
communication link is driven by general characteristics of the technology as well as on the
particular specifications of the standard in a given geographical environment.
PLC technology uses the power line as communication channel, modulating the
communication signal onto the power line in a defined frequency band. A dedicated PLC
network needs to be established for smart metering. It consists of communication modules
that are typically integrated into the meters and data concentrators that are typically installed
in substations [15]. The data concentrator sends and receives communication signals from all
meters connected to its substation.
PLC technologies have an inherent trade-off between bandwidth and range. While broadband
technologies achieve higher data rates, they do not cover large distances. Additional repeaters
need to be installed to transport the signal over longer distances. The installation of such
“repeaters” is however costly. For the connection of smart meters in Europe, narrowband PLC
technologies are therefore typically chosen (for pilots with broadband power line
communication see [30]).
Other wired technologies (such as optical technologies) are the exception, as they require
additional wiring or could be disconnected by consumers too easily (e.g. by disconnecting the
internet router at home).
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In terms of wireless technologies the review includes point-to-point technologies (mobile
communication), point-to-multipoint (star topology) and radio mesh networks. These
technologies modulate signals onto radio waves in defined frequency bands.
Like PLC technologies, radio frequency (RF) mesh networks require dedicated, field-based
infrastructure such as data collectors or data concentrators. RF mesh technologies form a
network where meters route information to a neighboring meter that is not necessarily directly
connected to a data collector. This is also referred to as dynamic multi-hop communication.
RF mesh technologies are subject to the same trade-off between bandwidth and range as PLC
technologies. As for PLC technologies, only narrowband technologies offer economically
viable solutions for smart meter LAN connections today.
In contrast, point-to-point and point-to-multipoint technologies use existing network
infrastructures such mobile phone networks or TV and radio antennas. These networks have
to be designed in a way that each meter is reached by an antennas or cellular base stations.
Unlike the technologies described above, point-to-point communication technologies directly
establish links between the meter and the backend system, hence spanning both LAN and the
WAN without intermediary data concentrators. Like mobile phones, meters are in this case
equipped with communication modules, antennas and SIM cards [15].

2.4

Communication standards

Both, wired and wireless technologies have been specified in standards. Standards can be
defined as “rule(s) for common and voluntary use, decided by one or several people or
organizations.” (Brunsson et al., 2012). This broad definition includes both open and
proprietary standards. Communication technology standards, in particular, define rules or
conventions for the information exchange between devices (here: meters and data
concentrators or base station) in a network. These rules include specifications of syntax,
semantics and the synchronization of communication in so-called protocols. Typically, such
protocols contain rules for data and address formats for data exchange, address mapping,
routing, detection of transmission errors, direction of information flow etc.
Communication protocols need to be interchangeable and function in diverse settings. For this
purpose they are typically structured as layers. The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
model is a widely used standard (ISO/IEC 7498-1) for structuring protocols. The OSI model
consists of seven layers (see Figure 3). The lower layers (physical and data link layer) specify
8

signal modulation on the physical communication medium (fiber cable, power line, radio
frequency (RF) etc), the upper layers (session, presentation and application layer) determine
the functionality. The layers in-between enable the transport.
For a communication link to be established (e.g. between meter and data concentrator) the
entire OSI stack needs to be specified. This can be achieved in two ways: Either a standard
specifies all layers or several standards that each specify a subset of layers are combined.
Such combinations only work if the standards are specified in a compatible way. For this
review, a mapping of standards to the OSI model will allow us to identify competing
standards as well as complementarities.

Figure 3: OSI layer model for smart meter communication

3

Methods

The methodological approach for this comparison of smart meter LAN communication
standards should accomplish three goals: (1) The identification of standards, (2) the
development of criteria and (3) the comparison of the standards against the identified criteria.
To realize our first objective, we analyzed a database containing standard information on
more than 200 smart meter projects in Europe [31]. As a result we identified eleven standards
deployed in Europe.2 Through a review of standardization activities in major SDOs, we
identified another six additional standards recently developed, which target the European
market. These standards have not been deployed in larger projects so far due to their novelty.

2

To capture the most relevant standards, we only included actual deployments projects and roll-out decisions
larger than 50 000 meter endpoints and decisions for standard deployments larger 50 000 endpoints.
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In total, we included 17 standards in this review. They can be categorized in three types:
wired PLC standards (eight standards), wireless standards (seven standards) and standards
that specify only application layer (two standards). Table 1 provides an overview of the
standards in the scope. Note that several PLC and wireless standards (i.e. Meters&More,
LON/OSGP, Meshnet3, Flexnet and KamstrupRF) also specify the application layer (cf.
Table 4).

Table 1: Standards included in this study

To realize our second and third objective, we proceeded in two steps: In a first step, we
analyzed secondary data to derive preliminary criteria and to compile an initial comparison. In
a second step, we gathered primary data through expert interviews which helped us validate
the criteria and perform the final comparison.
More specifically, the analysis of secondary data consisted in a comprehensive document
analysis. It included publications in peer-reviewed journals, academic conference
proceedings, technical specifications of standards, web sites of standards developers and
industry reports.3 This analysis allowed us to establish a first list of technical and nontechnical criteria. Moreover, it provided us with first information how the selected standards
compare against these initial criteria.
We aggregated the results of this preliminary comparison in an overview table. To do this we
assessed each standard relative to the highest and lowest empirically observed values for each
criterion. We distinguished three categories: ‘++’ for the highest values ‘+’ for the values in
the middle and ’o‘ for the lowest values. For the criterion ‘data rates’ for example, we
categorized data rates above 1Mbps as ‘++’ and data rates below 10kbps as ‘o‘.

3

For the comparison of current and expected installed base (see non-technical criteria in section 4.2), we

analyzed project data in the above mentioned project database to determine the installed base in 2012 and the
expected installed base in 2020. For each project, the database contained information on the standard deployed,
the project end date, the total amount of meters and the meters installed by 2012. Based on this information, we
determined the number of meters per standard installed in 2012 and performed an extrapolation until 2020.
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In the second step, we conducted 14 interviews with technical experts. These interviews
enabled us to complement and triangulate the preliminary findings from the document
analysis. Not only did they allow us to fill remaining gaps, they also enabled us to validate the
list of criteria and the comparison of standards. Experts mainly added information on
technical characteristics of standards, especially in the case of proprietary standards. They
also provided us with additional documents with technical standard specifications such as
mappings to the OSI model. Moreover, they helped us to define the boundaries for the
categories in the overview table (cf. Table 8). Finally, the interviews were helpful to clarify
contradicting findings from the document analysis e.g. on achievable data rates or openness.
As informants we selected technical experts involved in the development of the standards
under analysis. The informants worked for utilities, technology suppliers, independent
research institutes or consulting firms. Table 2 gives an overview of the interviewed experts.
The interviews were conducted between October 2012 and April 2013. They lasted 30-60
minutes and were conducted in person (9/14) where possible and by phone otherwise.

Table 2: Overview of interviewed informants

4

Criteria for standard comparison

The choice of smart meter communication standards depends on technical and non-technical
criteria. We identified seven technical and five non-technical criteria.

4.1

Technical criteria

The seven technical criteria include reach inside buildings, range, frequency bands, data
rates / latencies, robustness, interoperability and semantics / data models. While the first five
criteria are relevant for lower layer standards, interoperability is also important for application
11

standards. The last criterion, ‘semantics and data models’ is only relevant for application
standards.
The reach inside buildings and the achievable range are important criteria because they
determine whether each node (here: meter) can be reached. In Europe, meters are often
located inside of buildings (often even in cellars) and might therefore be difficult to reach e.g.
for weak radio signals. The range determines the maximum distance between sender and
receiver (here meters and data concentrators4) in a network. The network needs to be
established in a way that each meter can be reached in a cost effective way [18]. If the
communication standard covers a too short range, additional data concentrators or additional
repeaters are required. Both substantially increase the costs for communication per meter.
This distance between meter and substation can be very different e.g. in rural and urban areas.
Thirdly, communication standards have to work in frequency bands available to the utility.
The usage of both power line and radio frequency bands is regulated internationally. Some
frequency bands are reserved for specific entities (such as utilities or police forces) whereas
others are restricted to certain applications (such as low voltage network monitoring).
Ideally, the utility has the exclusive usage rights for the band they use for smart metering.
Such exclusivity prevents congestions or interference through other users and reduces sources
for errors. But such exclusivity can come at high costs as substantial license fees can be
involved (e.g. licenses for frequency bands for mobile phone communication). Details on
European frequency band regulations for powerline communication are explained in Box 1,
for radio frequencies in Box 2.

4

In the case of point-to-point or point-to-multipoint networks the distance between meters and base
stations/antennas
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For wired PLC connections in Europe,
CENELEC A band (3-95 kHz) had been
reserved for utility use. However as of
January
of
2013,
the
regulation
(EN50065-1) was revised such that the
former CENELEC A band is no longer user
(utility) restricted but instead is now
restricted for use in low voltage network
monitoring and control, including energy
usage of connected equipment and
premises.

!"#$%&'()***(!+,-.,$./(0//"%1,2"-(3456(

Restricting the band usage rather than the band user has resulted in the band
effectively becoming a shared band, available for all users involved with these types of
energy application.
In North America, the FCC band between 10 and 490 kHz can be used for smart
metering. In Japan, the ARIB band between 10 and 450 kHz is available for this
purpose.
Box 1: European frequency band regulations for powerline communication (based on [32])

Box 2: European band regulation for radio frequency (based on [33])

The fourth criterion concerns data rates and latencies. Data rates are a measure of how much
data can be transmitted per second. Latencies describe the time between sending and
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receiving of a communication signal. With higher data rates, latencies decrease
proportionally.
A communication standard should achieve sufficient data rates and latencies [6] to fulfill
functional and non-functional (e.g. security) requirements. Different smart grid functions have
different latency requirements, which will affect the choice of communication technology
deployed in the LAN (and WAN). Table 3 provides an overview of some typical latency
requirements for smart meter and grid applications. While requirements for billing only are
not very high (1-2 kbps and 30 seconds), more advanced functional and non-functional
(security) requirements need higher data rates and lower latency.

Table 3: Overview of typical latency requirements for different smart grid functionality

Another important criterion for standard selection is robustness. The communication to and
from the node needs to be reliable in order to transmit the data without errors [6]. This is
already important when ‘only’ billing is concerned; the bill needs to be issued correctly. But
with more advanced functionality this aspect becomes even more important. Especially, if
meters are intended to be used for real time functions like advanced demand response or
renewable integration, errors in the communication link can then result in lost benefits,
penalty payments or destabilized networks.
Different network architecture and modulation techniques have proven to be more or less
robust. Mesh networks are typically more robust than star networks as the signal can use
multiple ways to reach its destination. Modulation techniques contribute to robustness in two
ways, firstly by reducing interference from side bands (esp. OFDM modulation) and secondly
by providing increased data rates allowing for the specification of additional robustness
techniques such as channel encoding, interleaving or data repetition. Moreover, in shared
frequency bands, quality of data transmission is increased when standards specify features for
the coordination of multiple users (in the MAC layer of the OSI model).
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Utilities will also look for interoperability [29] in lower and upper layer standards. Three
types of interoperability can be distinguished: Firstly, interoperability between different
versions of a standard to ensure seamless replacement of old meters with newer versions;
secondly, interoperability between implementations of the same standard by different
vendors.

Such

interoperability

assures

seamless

interaction

between

meters

and

communication modules from different vendors in one network. It makes utilities less
dependent on one vendor. Thirdly, interoperability can be achieved among different
standards.
Finally, the fulfillment of functional depends on the application layers (layers 5-7). The
semantics and data models specified for the application layer should be designed to allow for
the implementation of all required functionality [14,29]. In the first place these use cases will
be electricity or energy specific, but in a second step they might go beyond energy and also
cover transportation (e.g. electrical vehicles) or even applications like health.

4.2

Non-technical criteria

Beyond these technical criteria, we include five non-technical criteria in our review: The
current and the expected installed base, the openness and the conformity to EU directives of a
standard, the ownership of the network, and the cost efficiency.
In the first place a large installed base, allows later adopters to benefit from experience made
in the first installations. A standard with a large installed base can be considered field-proven
and scalable. Beyond this, the current and especially the expected installed base have crucial
influence on which standard eventually becomes dominant. A large installed base typically
creates bandwagon effects leading new users to choose the standard with the highest
prospects of becoming dominant [34,35]. The dominant standard enjoys large market
volumes, which come along with economies of scale. Users of dominant standards can
therefore expect to benefit from lower prices and long-term security of supply.
The openness and EU endorsement of a standard is another relevant selection criterion
[34,36]. Proprietary standards entail the risk of high dependency on one vendor or even a
lock-in with a single vendor. With open standards, many suppliers can offer the standard. The
larger the market volume behind a standard, the more vendors are attracted to implement the
standard. These vendors compete in the market, resulting in falling prices for utilities.
Standards can be considered open, if (1) anybody can contribute to the development and if (2)
the standard can be implemented by anybody under so-called FRAND conditions (fair,
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reasonable and non-discriminatory) [37,38] or even entirely (license) free. Through the
contribution of many parties in standard development, users (utilities) benefit from a broader
knowledge and experience base. In addition, FRAND conditions guarantee that users do not
have to pay prohibitive license fees. Typically standards developed in SDOs fulfill both of
these criteria.
Utilities might also want to consider EU endorsement of a standard. Under the EU mandate
M/441, European standardization organizations have specified a smart meter reference
architecture and framework. The EU requires standards to be open and compliant with this
framework. Such EU endorsements can increase legitimacy of a standard. This might be
important for example for end-user acceptance.
Utilities might also have preferences with regard to the ownership of the communication
network. Some might prefer to own and operate the network, others might be happy to
outsource both. For utilities, owning and operating a communication network requires internal
resources and competences. Outsourcing means relying on and managing the interface to a
third party and to pay for the provided services.
Finally, cost cannot be neglected as a criterion. Cost for communication modules and for
operation of the network can differ. Module costs typically decrease significantly with
increasing volumes. In addition, costs are influenced by the mode of smart meter replacement
(‘comprehensive roll-out’: all conventional meters in one geographical area are replaced by
smart meters at once or ‘selective exchange’: smart meters are installed only in households
that fulfill certain criteria such as high electricity consumption). Technology options that can
rely on existing network infrastructure are often more cost efficient in case of selective
exchange, whereas technology options that require the establishment of dedicated
communication networks, typically yield advantages in comprehensive roll-outs.
In summary, we identified a broad range of different technical and non-technical criteria.
These criteria not only need to be carefully assessed, they might also be partly contradicting,
resulting in trade-offs to be made in standard selection. Moreover, we see that the relevance
of these technical and non-technical criteria depends on the targeted use cases. For utilities
with clear strategic priorities and target use cases these criteria provide a sound basis for
standard evaluation and selection even beyond the 17 standards we analyzed for this paper.
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5

Comparison

The following comparison reveals the strengths and weaknesses of each standard with regard
to the identified technical and non-technical criteria. The mapping of standards to the OSI
model provides an initial overview and helps identify alternative and complementary
standards. The subsequent technical and non-technical comparison of wired and wireless
standards identifies the advantages and disadvantages of each standard.

5.1

Technical comparison of smart meter communication standards

The mapping of standards to the OSI layer model (cf. section 2.4) not only allows us to
distinguish application standards from physical layer standards, it also helps to identify
complementarities and alternative standards. Standards can be considered alternatives, if they
specify the same layers.
Table 4 shows the mapping of all 17 standards to the OSI layer model. We see that ten of the
standards specify only the lower layers (layer 1 and 2) that determine the physical
communication channel, two specify only the upper, application layers and five specify both.
Among the standards that specify the lower layers, eight specify standards for power line
communication (depicted in the columns to the left of the table) PLAN, AMIS, PRIME or G3
are examples here. These standards compete not only among each other, but they also
compete with seven wireless standards including for example MeshNet3, Kamstrup RF or
GSM/GPRS (see columns to the right of the table).
In terms of application standards (layer 7), AMIS, Meters&More DLMS/COSEM,
LON/OSGP, oneM2M, MeshNet3 and Kamstrup RF represent alternative solutions. While
AMIS, Meters&More, LON/OSGP, Meshnet and Kamstrup RF are specifically designed to
work with their respective physical and data link layers (layer 1 and 2). DLMS/COSEM and
oneM2M are designed to work with all lower layer standards that use IPv4 or IPv6 as a
protocol in the network layer. These include all ten standards that specify only the lower
layers5.

5

Meshnet3 and PLAN do not use IP but they can also be used with DLMS/COSEM via a specialized adapter.
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Table 4: OSI layer mapping of smart meter LAN standards
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In the following technical comparison we will first compare PLC standards against each other
(see section 5.1.1), we will then compare the seven wireless standards, starting with point-topoint standards, followed by RF mesh and point-to-multipoint standards (see section 5.1.2).
Finally, we compare the application standards (see section 5.1.3). In section 5.2 we compare
all standards against non-technical criteria.
5.1.1

Narrowband PLC standards

PLC standards have a long history in smart meter communication in Europe. The first
generation dates back to the 1990s (P-LAN, LON/OSGP and Telegestore now
Meters&More6). The next generation has been developed in the mid-2000’s (PRIME, G3,
AMIS, G.9902 and 1901.2). G.9902 and 1901.2 are the most recently finalized standards,
released in 2012.
Using PLC networks for smart metering, implies using the same grid for the transportation of
electrons and data. No additional wiring is needed since the meter is connected to the grid in
any case. Therefore PLC systems are often considered a “cost-effective and straight forward
solution” [6]. When compared to wireless technologies, PLC technologies also have
advantages in reaching meters inside homes or even in cellars.
All of these standards work in CENELEC A (3-95kHz) frequency band, which is reserved for
distribution monitoring use (which includes metering) in Europe (cf. section 4.1). In addition,
Meters&More and G3 work in ARIB (10-450kHz), the Japanese band and FCC (10-490kHz),
the US band. G.9902 also works in FCC.
In CENELEC A band, these standards achieve data rates between 1-100 kilobytes per second
(kbps). Higher data rates can be achieved in the FCC band (up to 500 kbps). But using the
FCC band might imply more interference through shared band usage.
The differences in data rates as well as differences in robustness are influenced by the
different modulation techniques defined in the standards. PLAN uses Spatial Frequency Shift
Keying (S-FSK) modulation and AMIS uses Differential Code Shift Keying (DCSK). Both
achieve lower data rates (up to 3 kbps), but are quite robust and in case of S-FSK relatively
easy and cost effective to implement. LON/OSGP and Meters&More use Binary Phase Shift
Key (B-PSK) modulation which achieve higher data rates (up to 57 kbps). The remaining four
standards (G3, PRIME, 1901.2, G.9902) use OFDM modulation. In general, OFDM

6

Meters&More originated in the Telegestore project and was initially based on LON technology.
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modulation is more complex to implement, in return it is more robust and achieves higher
data rates [10]. Moreover, the increased data rates allow for the specification of additional
features that further increase robustness. These include techniques like channel encoding (e.g.
forward error correction), interleaving and data repetition. In addition, G.9902 and 1901.2
enable coherent modulation. “The choice between coherent modulation and non-coherent
modulation reflects complexity vs. performance tradeoffs.” [10].
For operation in shared (FCC) frequency bands, G3 and 1901.2 additionally specify coexistence or contention features (ISP in 1901.2 or CSMA in G3) that enable coordination
between different users of a communication channel.
In general, newer standards achieve higher data rates. Analog to data rates, latencies (from
backend system via data concentrator to the meter) decrease with each generation of
standards. They range between approximately 20 seconds using PLAN and ten seconds for
newer standards. G3 is an exception, it ‘sacrifices’ higher data rates and lower latencies in
favor of higher robustness achieved through multiple repetition of data transmission. Table 5
provides an overview of the major technical differences between the PLC standards.

Table 5: Overview technical characteristics of PLC standards

Narrowband PLC standards do not greatly differ in terms of range. Distances of
approximately one up to two kilometers between data concentrator and meter can be covered.
This is far more than broadband PLC standards that typically cover only few hundred meters
in the low voltage network. The extended range of narrowband PLC standards (in comparison
to broadband PLC standards) comes at the expense of achievable data rates.
Finally, we find that the standards are compatible and interoperable among different versions
of the same standard. Moreover, PLAN, LON/OSGP, Meters&More, PRIME and G3 have
certification programs within their respective alliances with the aim of achieving
interoperability between standard implementations of different vendors. However,
interoperability between different standards is not given. Only G3 is designed to co-exist with
PLAN.
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5.1.2

Wireless standards

Wireless technologies generally perform better in outdoor environments and are susceptible to
signal loss in indoor environments, because radio signals often have difficulties penetrating
building walls and reaching meters when mounted in cellars. This problem can be mitigated
through the use of external antennas, however at additional cost.
While point-to-point (mobile communication) networks and RF mesh networks have been
deployed for smart metering for many years, point-to-multipoint networks were only recently
used for this purpose. In this section, we first separately compare point-to-point standards,
followed by RF mesh and point-to-multipoint standards.
In terms of point-to-point networks we distinguish several generations of mobile
communication standards. GSM and GPRS are typically referred to as 2nd generation
standards, UMTS as 3rd and LTE as 4th generation. These standards have been agreed globally
[35] and are deployed world-wide. The respective frequency bands are exclusively reserved
for mobile operators who obtain licenses (cf. Table 6). The mobile operators can use them for
any kind of communication, the usage is not limited to a certain domain (such as smart
metering).
As in the case of PLC standards, different modulation techniques are used to achieve higher
data rates with each new generation (cf. Table 6). GSM/GPRS achieves data rates up to 270
kbps and LTE reaches several hundred Megabytes per second. Overall these data rates are
significantly higher compared to narrowband PLC standards (see Table 5). Accordingly
latencies are significantly shorter (few milliseconds to 1 second) once the connection has
been established.
The robustness of point to point mobile communication technologies is determined mainly by
the coverage of the network and the number of obstructions between base station and meter.7
Lower speed GPRS technology is generally more robust than higher speed UMTS and LTE
technologies. Lower frequency (e.g. 900MHz) mobile networks enjoy better signal
propagation and penetration through walls and are generally more robust than the higher
frequency (1.8GHz – 2.5GHz) networks.

7

Generally speaking mobile networks are targeted at capturing frequent high data users in dense urban areas and
may therefore have poorer coverage in rural areas.
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Also in terms of ranges (here between base stations and meters), point-to-point standards
reach further than PLC standards. A signal can cover distances of 5-30km depending on the
topography of the landscape. !
Interoperability is an extremely important requirement in mobile communication standards.
They have to be backwards compatible not only within the same standard but also between
different standards. Moreover, interoperability between different vendors is also achieved.
Otherwise newer end devices (such as mobile phones or meters) could not use older network
infrastructure and equipment from different vendors could not be used in one network.

Table 6: Overview technical characteristics of wireless point-to-point standards

In terms of RF mesh standards three standards are compared: Meshnet3, Kamstrup RF and
802.15.4g-e. Point-to-multipoint standards have been even less present so far, recently
however the UK has decided to deploy a point-to-multipoint standard called Flexnet.
RF mesh standards mainly differ in the frequency bands and power levels they use. Kamstrup
RF operates in the unlicensed 433 MHz band and the licensed 444 MHz band at 10 and
500mW respectively. Meshnet works in 869.400-869.650 MHz unlicensed band at 50mW.
802.15.4g-e are designed for use in multiple frequency bands world-wide (see [39] for an
overview) including 863-870 MHz for Europe. In this band it operates with power levels of
25mW.
While Kamstrup RF and Meshnet3 only achieve data rates up to 9.6 kbps, they achieve
relatively long ranges of up to 10km in rural areas. 802.15.4e-g achieves higher data rates (up
to 500 kbps) through more advanced modulation techniques, but it only covers ranges up to
1km. More specifically, 802.15.4g proposes three alternative modulations for the PHY layer
multi-rate frequency shift keying (MR-FSK) PHY, multi-rate orthogonal frequency-division
multi-plexing (MR-OFDM) PHY, and multi-rate offset quadrature phase shift keying (MR-OQPSK) [40]. MR-OFDM theoretically achieves the highest data rate of up to 800 kbps
[39,40].
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The mesh architecture8 makes these standards very robust (if the network contains enough
nodes). Communication can be routed through alternative paths in case of congestion or
broken communication links [8,41]. The network quality increases with each additional meter
in the same area [8]. This then also reduces the risk of using non-exclusive frequency bands.
Using RF mesh can therefore become a challenge in very sparsely populated areas, where
only few meters can form the mesh network.
Finally, Flexnet, the only point-to-multipoint standard included in this review, achieves data
rates up to 172 kbps. It uses the UK licensed frequency band of 412 and 422 MHz. Higher
power levels of typically 2W in this band provide extra range (up to 30km) and robustness.
The analyzed RF mesh and point-to-multipoint standards are generally not interoperable
between different vendors. A certification program for 802.15.4 is currently being established
though. Table 7 summarizes the major technical characteristics of RF mesh and point-tomultipoint standards.

Table 7: Overview technical characteristics of wireless point-to-multipoint and RF mesh standards

5.1.3

Application standards

In terms of application standards we include seven standards in our comparison, two that only
specify the application layer i.e. DLMS/COSEM and oneM2M [14,15]; and five that have
been developed in conjunction with the respective lower OSI layer standards: LON/OSGP,
AMIS Meters&More, Meshnet, KamstrupRF. They are therefore mostly deployed as one
stack with their respective lower layer specifications. LON/OSGP could also be used with
other physical channels, but we have not identified a (larger) deployment. DLMS/COSEM is
used as application layer for several PLC standards including PLAN, PRIME and G3.
Moreover it is used with mobile communication standards. DLMS/COSEM does not (yet)

8

For this mesh architecture to be created it requires not only a standardized PHY/MAC such as 802.15.4g and e
(layer 1 and 2 of the OSI stack). It also requires additional standards for neighbor discovery, networking,
routing, transport, network management and security (layers 3 and 4). Meshnet3 and Kamstrup RF therefore
have specifically designed layers 3 and 4. 802.15.4g-e can be used with layer 3 and 4 standards defined by
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) that are known as RFCs. These include standards for the IPv6 network
layer and associated networking schemes, appropriate routing protocol (e.g. RPL) transport protocols (e.g. UDP,
TCP) and relevant security mechanisms.
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work with RF mesh standards, but there is a New Work Item Proposal (NWIP) within the
responsible working group of IEC to close this gap.
These application standards are generally not interoperable. The DLMS/COSEM data model
for example is very rich covering far more classes, objects and attributes than are actually
required in many countries. Consequently different implementations of this standard may not
be interoperable with one another because one implementation may have included items
missing in the other implementation. In order to achieve interoperability, a base set of classes
and objects would have to be specified in the interoperability specification and implemented
by everyone on a mandatory basis. LON/OSGP, Meters&More and IDIS9 (for
DLMS/COSEM) therefore provide certification, that ensure interoperability between different
vendors. Similarly, the PRIME and G3 standard specify their own (country-specific)
configuration of DLMS/COSEM to ensure interoperability of their PLC networks.
Most of these application standards use rather concrete, energy sector specific data models
and semantics. As LON/OSGP has its routes in industry and building automation, data
models and semantics are more abstract and better suited for cross-domain usage. oneM2M
uses the most abstract data models semantics making it independent from any specific sector,
explicitly targeting cross-domain usages [42]. The specification of oneM2M is driven by
cellular operators, but it is not finalized yet.
In summary, the comparison of wired and wireless standards reveals major differences
between standards and also inherent trade-offs. None of the standards is per se superior from a
technical perspective. While, point-to-point (mobile) communication standards achieve
highest data rates, they work in non-exclusive, licensed frequency bands. In addition, they
have challenges to reach meters inside buildings (esp. in cellars). In contrast, powerline
standards work in (exclusive) unlicensed bands. They reach meters in cellars without
problems, but they only achieve lower data rates.
Overall, we can observe a trend towards increasing data rates with each new generation of
wired and wireless standards. But the interoperability and compatibility between different
standards remains generally rather low, with the exception of mobile communication
standards.

9

IDIS = Interoperable Device Interface Specifications Association
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5.2

Non-technical comparison of smart meter communication standards

The non-technical comparison of wired and wireless standards provides insights into
differences in the current and the expected installed base, standard openness and EU
endorsement. It also shows consequences of standard selection on cost and possibilities for
network ownership and outsourcing.
5.2.1

Current and expected installed base

The most widely adopted standard in Europe until today is Meters&More or more precisely
its predecessor Telegestore. The wide adoption was achieved thanks to the early smart meter
roll-out of Enel in Italy in 2001. Beyond Italy, Meters&More will be deployed by Endesa, a
subsidiary of Enel, in Spain. LON/OSGP, MeshNet, Kamstrup RF, GSM/GPRS and PLAN
have mainly been deployed in the roll-outs in the Nordic countries between 2003 and 2011.
The largest deployment of GSM/GPRS is planned for the central and southern part of the UK.
The northern part will deploy Flexnet. AMIS has been deployed by some utilities mainly in
Austria. PRIME is currently being rolled-out by Iberdrola in Spain, by EDP in Portugal and
by Energa-Operator in Poland. G3 is the standard of choice for ERDF in France. To our
knowledge, UMTS, LTE, 802.15.4, 1901.2 and G.9902 have not been deployed in Europe yet.
Figure 4 shows the current installed base of standards in 2012 and a prediction for 2020 in
Europe.

Figure 4: Installed base in Europe per standard in 2012 and projection of expected installed base in 2020
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In summary, none of these lower layer standards has reached the installed base (>30mio) of
Meters&More until 2012. Looking forward however, PRIME, G3 and GPRS/UMTS are
likely to achieve higher growth rates, reaching more than ten million meters by 2020.
Also in terms of application standards, Meters&More is also still the most widely deployed
standard. But DLMS is likely to overtake Meters&More very soon. The actual and planned
deployments of PLAN, G3, PRIME and GPRS/UMTS all use a version of DLMS for the
application layer. oneM2M has (to our knowledge) not yet been deployed so far.
5.2.2

Standard openness and EU endorsement

Today, most standards claim to be open, but some differences can still be observed. These
differences, however, are not easy to uncover [36]. As previously introduced (cf. section 4.2),
one way of judging openness is to identify how many parties have contributed to the standard
development and who can implement the standard. This can be done by tracing back the
development history of each standard.
The standards in the scope of our study can be broadly categorized into three different
patterns of standard development history. In a first group of standards, PLAN, DLMS, 1901.2
and G.9955, have been developed within standard development organizations (SDOs) from
the start. This implies that several parties contribute to standard development and that the
acceptance of standards is a result of majority vote (mostly 71% threshold). Moreover, it
implies that standards can be implemented by anybody under FRAND conditions.
In contrast, G3 and PRIME have been developed as generally open standards by a small
group of firms that expanded to a formal industry alliances with increasing numbers of
members. Only in a later stage (in 2011) these standards were proposed to SDOs for
acceptance.
Again different, Meters&More (formerly Telegestore), LON/OSGP, AMIS, Flexnet,
Kamstrup RF and MeshNet3, have initially been developed as proprietary standards by a
single firm. Meters&More, LON/OSGP and AMIS have later been published by these firms.
While Meters&More and LON/OSGP have both formed alliances, only LON/OSGP has been
proposed to SDOs for acceptance.
So far, only four PLC standards, namely Meters&More, PRIME, G3 and PLAN with
DLMS/COSEM as well as all point-to-point mobile communication standards have been
accepted as being conformant to the European M/441 criteria for open smart meter standards.
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Jointly, the standard adoption pattern and the analysis of openness show that standards that
have been developed and deployed in the early years (2001-2007) were mostly proprietary.
They only opened up in recent years. More recently developed standards were open from the
start. While older, proprietary standards have achieved a large installed base, they have lower
growth prospects for the future than newer more open standards.
5.2.3

Ownership of communication networks

PLC and RF mesh networks give utilities the choice to own and operate the communication
network or to outsource it to a third party.10 This choice results from the fact that such
networks require dedicated, field-based infrastructure such as data collectors or data
concentrators. Such LANs are mainly built and operated as private networks, often by the
DSO itself.
In contrast, the selection of point-to-point and point-to-multipoint networks for smart meter
communication implies the outsourcing of network ownership and operation, because it uses
existing infrastructure. A dedicated network for smart metering would not only be cost
prohibitive from an infrastructure perspective, licenses for the required frequency band are
also expensive and typically already awarded to communication service providers (such as
Vodafone or Telefonica). As a consequence utilities have to outsource ownership and
operation of such networks to cellular or Machine to Machine (M2M) service providers. This
also implies that utilities have to share the network with other users [8]. This can be a
concern, if continuous availability of communication is a priority (ibid).
5.2.4

Costs and mode of meter replacement

The costs for smart meter communication chips and modules mostly depends on two factors.
Firstly, the price increases almost proportionally with bandwidths (cf. technical comparison).
Secondly, it decreases with large overall production volumes of communication chips and
modules thanks to economies of scale. Therefore a large actual or forecasted installed base,
contributes to decreasing prices. Since some very large utilities decide about communication
modules for millions of meters, a single utility can influence prices significantly.
At least equally important than the price for communication chips and modules, is the mode
of smart meter replacement. Technologies that require the establishment of dedicated LAN
communication infrastructures (PLC and RF mesh) are most cost effective when smart meters
10

In cases where retailers are responsible for the smart meter roll-out, the usage of PLC technologies is subject
to grid access granted by the DSO
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are replaced in a comprehensive, regional roll-out. The installation of data concentrators pays
off best, if all nodes in a geographical area are connected at once and many meters are
connected to one data concentrator.
Since the selection of mobile communication and point-to-multipoint standards implies the
use existing networks, they can be a cost effective option if the introduction of smart meters is
done selectively e.g. just for new buildings or for high consumption households. In summary,
the comparison of standards against non-technical criteria shows further differences between
the standards.

5.3

Summary of comparison

Taken together, the comparison against technical and non-technical criteria reveals even more
trade-offs. While early standards achieved large diffusion in Europe, more recently developed
standards achieve higher data rates and are predicted to have higher growth prospects. These
newer standards, however, cannot (yet) benefit from the experiences made through wide
diffusion. While early deployments are based on proprietary standards, we observe a trend
towards open standards. We also see that higher data rates typically come at the expense of
higher costs and in the case of mobile communication networks they automatically imply the
outsourcing of ownership and operation of the communication network to a third party.
Concluding, we summarize this comparison of 17 standards against all seven technical and
five non-technical criteria in one overview. In this overview rank each standard against each
criterion using in a relative ranking with three categories (‘++’ for the best, ‘+’ for those in
the middle and ‘o‘ for the lowest performing). Table 8 describes the boundaries for the
categories for each criterion.
Scale
Selection Criteria
Technical
1 Reach nodes inside buildings
2 Range
3 Dedicated / licensed frequency band
4 High data rates / low latencies
5 Robustness
6 Interoperability
7 Horizontal data model / semantics
Non-technical
1 Current installed base
2 Expected installed base
3 Openness and M/441 EU endorsement
4 Ownership of the network
Cost efficient for selective replacement
5
Cost efficient for comprehensive roll-out

++
always
>5km
dedicated license-free band
> 1Mbps
robust architecture and protocol
between different vendors
designed for many sectors
>5mio
>5mio
open and EU endorsed

Categories
+

o

generally yes
1-5km
dedicated licensed band
10-1000 kbps
robust architecture (+ a ) or
robust modulation /protocol (+ m )
backwards interoperability
specific energy sector features

not always
< 1km
shared, unlicensed band
<10kbps
not interoperable
designed for energy sector

deployed
planned deployement known
open
Utility can own network

piloted/not deployed
no deployment plans decided
proprietary
Utility cannot own network

mostly yes

mostly no

none

Table 8: Categories for ranking of standards against technical and non-technical criteria

Table 9 represents the overview, applying the categories for each criterion to each standard. In
doing so, it highlights the strengths and weaknesses of each standard. Moreover, it shows that
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some standards (e.g. G3 and PRIME) achieve more ‘++’ ratings than others. This does of
course not automatically imply that these standards should be selected over others with fewer
‘++’ ratings. But it provides a sound basis for standard selection for utilities, given their
individual weighting of the technical and non-technical criteria.
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Table 9: Overview standard comparison against technical and non-technical criteria
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Technical
1 Reach nodes inside buildings
2 Range
3 Dedicated / licensed frequency band
4 High data rates / low latencies
5 Robustness
6 Interoperability
7 Horizontal data model / semantics
Non-technical
1 Current installed base
2 Expected installed base
3 Openness and M/441 EU endorsement
4 Ownership of the network
For comprehensive roll-out
5 For selective replacement

Selection Criteria

Standards

o

+

o
o
+
+

+
o
++
+
+

++
+
++
+
+m
+
N/A

o

1901.2

++
+
++
o
+m
+
N/A

P-LAN

o

o
o
+
+
+

++
+
++
+
+m
+
N/A

G.9902

o

+
++
++
+
+

++
+
++
+
+m
++
N/A

PRIME

o

o
++
++
+
+

++
+
++
+
++
++
N/A

G3

PLC standards

o

+
o
o
+

+

++
+
++
+
+m
+
N/A

AMIS

o

++
+
+
+

++
+
++
+
o
++
o

+

Meters&
More

o

++
o
+
+

++
+
++
+
o
+
+

+

LON/
OSGP

N/A

++
++
++
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
+
o

DLMS/
COSEM

N/A

o
o
++
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
+
++

o

+
+
o
+

o
+
o
o
+a
o
o

+

oneM2M Meshnet3

Application standards

o

+
+
o
+

o
+
-/+
o
+a
o
o

+

Kamstrup
RF

+

o
++
o
o

o

+
++
+
+
+a
o
N/A

Flexnet

o

o
+
+

+

o
+
o
+
++
+
N/A

802.15.4

+

+
++
++
o

o

o
++
+
+
+m
++
N/A

GSM/
GPRS

Wireless standards

+

o
++
++
o

o

o
++
+
++
+m
++
N/A

UMTS

+

o
o
++
o

o

o
++
+
++
+m
++
N/A

LTE

6

Conclusion

In this paper we made three contributions. Firstly, we identified 17 standards for smart meter
LAN communication in Europe. The large number of alternative standards reflects the
nascent status of this technological field. Convergence to a dominant standard has not yet
occurred. Moreover, the multitude of different standards underlines the challenges involved in
standard selection and the need for transparency.
Secondly, we provided a comprehensive review on technical and non-technical criteria
relevant for standard selection. These criteria can serve as guidance for utilities that want to
install smart meters. These criteria remain relevant also in the future, when existing standard
change or new standards emerge. We highlighted that the relevance of these criteria for each
utility depend on the targeted use cases (e.g. demand response) as well as environmental and
strategic factors including preferences regarding the ownership of networks.
Finally, we compared the identified standards against these criteria. The comparison has
revealed major differences between standards. In summary we found that PLC standards have
advantages, if meters are mounted in cellars, if targeted use cases require low data rates and if
meters are replaced in a comprehensive roll-out. While first generation PLC standards (esp.
Telegestore the predecessor of Meters&More) also benefit from the experience of a large
installed base, they are technically inferior (data rates and robustness) and historically less
open. On the other hand, more recently developed PLC standards are technically more
advanced and more open, but not (yet) field-proven.
Broadly, RF mesh standards have similar strength to PLC standards. In densely populated
areas, they are more robust thanks to their mesh architecture. However, they have challenges
reaching meters in cellars and the standards deployed so far are less open. In Europe, RF
mesh is likely to remain the exception, unless dedicated or more favorable frequency bands or
power levels are made available in the future.
Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint communication standards generally show advantages if
meters are distributed in distant locations and if meters are exchanged selectively rather than
in a comprehensive roll-out. In addition, point-to-point standards allow for the realization of
advanced use cases with very high data rate requirements. But these standards do not leave
the choice to own and operate the communication network.
We conclude that standard selection will involve several trade-offs to be made by decision
makers in electric utilities. These trade-offs not only concern cost and performance (e.g. data
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rates) but also achievable data rates and robustness (sharing of frequency bands) or
experience through installed base. These trade-offs are particularly difficult to make, when
use cases and requirements of a future smart grid are still unclear. For example: Does it make
sense to invest in higher data rates now, even though it might be unclear what they might be
needed for in the future? For the IT sector, the answer has turned out to be ‘yes’, but it
remains to be seen whether this is also true for the electricity sector.
For the actual selection of communication standards, each utility will have to individually
weigh the relevance of the different criteria. For such a weighting a specification of targeted
use cases is necessary as well as a determination of strategic goals. Especially with respect to
ownership of networks utilities need to decide whether they want to own and operate their
network or whether they want to rely on third parties such as mobile operators. Moreover,
each utility needs to analyze environmental factors such as grid topology or location of meters
in houses. Finally, the selection for each utility will be influenced by regulation, which often
determines the mode of meter replacement and the availability of frequency bands.
Beyond practical relevance for utilities, this review generated insights with implications for
the development of the broader field of smart metering and smart grid. The pre-dominant use
of narrowband PLC standards with restricted data rates limits the use cases for smart metering
and the possibilities for leveraging this communication infrastructure for broader smart grid
solutions. Moreover, the high number of competing smart metering standards leaves
economies of scale unrealized and results in a lack of interoperability (between different
standards). Positive business cases for the development of complementary products are
therefore difficult to realize. A provider of complementary products will incur high costs,
when trying to work with different communication standards. Jointly, this makes a seamless
integration and leverage of smart metering systems into broader smart grid solutions more
difficult and costly.
Given the relevance of smart meters and smart grids for the integration of distributed,
renewable electricity generation, academic researchers and policy makers might want to
continuously monitor the progress of standardization and standard convergence. While
beyond the scope of this study, future research should assess the cost of prevailing standard
heterogeneity to identify possible blocking points for the diffusion of smart grid technologies
and the broader energy transition.
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Abstract
For new technological fields to emerge, standardization is of crucial importance. However,
firms can be expected to pursue and defend their strategic interests by supporting opposing
standards. In this paper, we analyze at the adoption and development of smart meter
communication standards, which are essential for the development of smart electricity grids.
We also take a closer look at the strategic interests of different actors and discuss the impact
these diverging interests have for the field. The analysis shows that there are a large number
of competing standards supported by different constituencies. The conflicting interests can be
explained by different kinds of resources and specific competences the firms want to use as
complementary assets in the novel field. As for now, strategic alignment and standard
convergence is not in sight. This seriously hampers the development of the field as, for
example, economies of scale and network effects cannot be realized.
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Introduction

Smart grids are considered a major innovation in the energy sector. They promise ecological
and economic benefits and therefore seem to be a desirable transition towards sustainability.
But the systemic nature of the electricity grid and the involved network externalities and path
dependencies, represent major challenges for this transition (Giordano and Fulli, 2012).
To overcome these challenges, standards for smart grid technologies are considered to be an
important lever (OECD / IEA, 2011). Common, international standards should ensure
interoperability, seamlessly connecting different parts of the grid. They are also expected
reduce variety and generate economies of scale (Brunsson et al., 2012). Moreover, they
should reduce uncertainty and facilitate the coordination of actors in the field (Lawrence,
1999).
Therefore smart grid standards are of high interest for policy makers. In the context of the
European goal to equip 80% of households with smart meters by 2020, smart meter standards
represent a particular focus of policy makers. The European Commission has, for example,
given a mandate to three European standard development organizations to develop a smart
meter (M/441) standard framework and to identify and develop missing standards.
To make informed policy decisions about how to drive standardization in a way that it unfolds
positive effects on the field, it is important for policy makers to understand the underlying
mechanisms. With respect to standards, these mechanisms involve the strategic interests and
strategies of firms as firms ultimately develop standards and more importantly produce
products based on these standards.
In this paper, we therefore ask the question how firm standardization strategies influence the
development of the technological field of smart meters?
To answer this question, we apply a theoretical lens to this complex, empirical phenomenon
(Creswell, 2009). This theoretical lens should capture standards both as strategically relevant
for firms and as important for the development of the emerging technological field. Existing
literature, however, has treated these perspectives separately so far (Narayanan and Chen,
2012). Building this theoretical lens therefore involves bridging theoretical contributions from
two streams of literature: Firstly, literature on sustainability transitions provides insights in
the processes of transformations of existing socio-technical systems and the emergence of
new technological fields. It specifically, aims at identifying mechanisms involved in
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sustainability transitions and at deriving policy advice. Secondly, strategic management
literature provides useful insights in the strategic interest of firms around standardization.
Our study focuses on a sub-set of smart grid standards: smart metering communication
standards, for three main reasons: Firstly, smart meters are the first and so far the only smart
grid technology widely deployed in the field (Pike, 2011; Giordano et al., 2013). Secondly,
two-way communication is a key technology to make the grid smarter (OECD / IEA, 2011).
Thirdly, communication standards ensure or inhibit interoperability between different
components in the network.
Our empirical analysis follows three steps. Firstly, we analyze the characteristics and the
diffusion of 17 smart meter standards and draw conclusions about their effects on the
development of the field. In a second step, we analyze competing standardization strategies of
four different groups of firms. Finally, we link the two analyses as we view standard
characteristics and diffusions as outcomes of standard battles of the four groups of firms.
Our study makes two contributions. Empirically, we identify where smart meter standards do
not unfold the desired positive effects for the field. We attribute these potential blocking
points to competing standardization strategies of actors with different backgrounds. These
insights are useful for policy makers, interested in fostering the transformation towards a
smarter grid, to make informed policy decisions. From a theoretical perspective, our study
proposes the analysis of standards as an inroad to establish the conceptual link between actor
strategies at the micro-level and field developments at the meso-level. In doing so, we
respond to the call for conceptualizing the interaction and interrelation between the firm and
the field-level (Farla et al., 2012).
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we provide the theoretical background
on the role of standards for field development and firm strategy. In section 3, we describe the
development of smart grids in Europe and introduce the main players (firms). Section 4
describes our methodological approach. In section 5, we present the results of our analysis.
Section 6 discusses the theoretical and practical implications of our study. Section 7
concludes.

2

Standards as firm-made rules in a socio-technical system

Standards have been defined as “rule(s) for common and voluntary use, decided by one or
several people or organizations.” (Brunsson et al., 2012). This definition highlights that
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standards are explicitly formulated (in the form of a rule) and offered for broader use by a
large number of potential adopters, who are free to decide whether to follow a standard or not
(ibid.). The definition also includes a focus on standards that are purposefully developed in
contrast to standards that emerge in the course of innovation diffusion.
In conceptual terms, standards are formal institutions and as such part of the structures of
socio-technical systems. Like other institutions, standards need to be developed and adopted
for new technological fields to emerge and for existing socio-technical systems (e.g. sectors)
to transform. To understand the dynamics of emerging technological fields it is therefore
important to study which kinds of standards are created, by whom and why.
In the following, we look at technological standards, which assure that different sets of
technology are compatible (interoperability standards). Typically, technological standards are
developed by firms individually or collectively in so-called standard development
organizations (SDOs) and industry alliances. Users are typically less involved in standard
development, especially when complex technologies are concerned (Funk and Methe, 2001),
but they ultimately decide about standard adoption.

2.1

Relevance of standardization for field development

The concepts of sustainability transitions (Geels, 2002; Farla et al., 2012) and innovation
systems (Carlsson et al., 2002; Malerba, 2004; Markard and Truffer, 2008) have been
developed to understand the mechanisms involved in the emergence of new technological
fields and in the transformation of existing socio-technical systems (Markard and Truffer,
2008). A strength of these concepts is the identification of inducement and blocking
mechanisms in such field developments (Blum et al., 2013). This makes these concepts
particularly useful for this study.
The innovation studies literature has identified a set of key processes (typically referred to as
functions of technological innovation systems), which are crucial for the development of new
fields. These include knowledge diffusion, entrepreneurial experimentation, guidance of
search, resource mobilization, market formation, positive externalities and creation of
legitimacy (Hekkert et al., 2007; Bergek et al., 2008). Standards play an important role in
almost all of these processes.
As actors invest in standard development they mobilize resources related to the emerging
technology. In doing so, they also contribute to knowledge diffusion as they codify expert
knowledge in form of standard specifications.
4

When standards get commonly adopted by users, they guide the direction of search by
favoring some (design) options and excluding others (Bergek et al., 2008). Common
standards can also be a pre-requisite for market formation as they provide users with security
for investment (West, 2007; Bergek et al., 2008). Moreover, they can unleash positive
externalities (Katz and Shapiro, 1985). As a downside however, convergence reduces variety
and thereby entrepreneurial experimentation.
When standards are open, i.e. developed by a broad coalition of actors, they create legitimacy
for the novel technology (Botzem and Dobusch, 2012). In addition, the openness of a standard
drives knowledge diffusion in two ways: Firstly, through the collective development involving
multiple actors and secondly, by making knowledge (inform of standard specifications) easily
accessible for third parties (West, 2007).
In addition to these processes relevant for the emergence of new technological fields (TIS
functions), sustainability transition studies highlight the difficulty of existing socio-technical
systems to change (Markard and Truffer, 2008). This difficulty is attributed to path
dependencies and technological ‘lock-ins’ (Unruh, 2000; Verbong and Geels, 2010). When
standards become dominant in a field they contribute to such path dependencies.
We therefore argue that standards should be technologically ‘future-proof’, i.e. state-of-the-art
and interoperable, to prevent negative path dependencies and create positive network
externalities. A state-of-the art standard prevents premature obsolescence and facilitate future
upgrades and functionality (OECD / IEA, 2011). Moreover, an interoperable standard creates
positive externalities since technology providers can develop complementary products and
users are not locked-in with one vendor.
Criteria
Standard development activity
Convergence

Openness
Future proofness'

Affected field processes*
Resource mobilization
Knowledge diffusion
Guidance of search
Market formation
Development of positive externalities
Entrepreneurial experimentation
Knowledge diffusion
Legitimacy creation
Development of positive externalities
Development of positive externalities
Creation of path dependencies

* mainly TIS functions

Table 1: Overview standard characteristics and affected field processes

From these considerations we can conclude that positive field effects associated with
standards only unfold under certain conditions (cf. Table 1): Firstly, actors need to engage in
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standard development activities. Secondly, user adoption decisions need to converge towards
one standard and technology vendors need to gather behind this standard in a mutually reenforcing process (bandwagon). Thirdly, additional positive effects occur if standards are
open and future proof. As discussed above, a lack of these conditions might not only inhibit
positive effects for the field, in the worst case it might become a blocking mechanism.
For our study, these four criteria will be helpful to assess whether communication standards
have the potential to create the desired positive effects for the emergence of smart metering as
a new technological field.

2.2

Strategic relevance of standardization

Firms invest in standard development and in standard battles for dominance, because they
strategically intend to achieve competitive advantage (Besen and Farrell, 1994; Garud et al.,
2002; West, 2007; Narayanan and Chen, 2012). Winning a standard battle can make a firm’s
resources more valuable (Narayanan and Chen, 2012) or other firms’ resources less valuable
(McWilliams et al., 2002; Gallagher, 2007; Narayanan and Chen, 2012). A firm might, for
example, possess complementary assets such as existing distribution or manufacturing (Teece,
1986) that gain value if the standard becomes commonly adopted. A firm might also be
equipped with resources that allow implementing the standard faster and cheaper than
competitors.
In a similar vein, winning a battle over standard dominance helps to establish entry barriers,
when the resource investments to fulfill the standard are too high for others (Salop and
Scheffman, 1983; Garud and Kumaraswamy, 1993; McWilliams et al., 2002; West, 2007).
These entry barriers and (temporary) competitive advantages can be realized, because firms
dispose of different complementary assets and key resources that are hard to match for other
firms. Firms with similar assets and resources have therefore less possibilities for
differentiation through standards; they tend to support similar standards and pursue similar
standardization (Besen and Farrell, 1994; Brunsson and Jacobsson, 2000). If firms involved in
standard battles dispose of very different resources, firms might have a lot to lose if they do
not emerge as winners in battles over standard dominance. It might take them too much time
and resources to implement the winning standard and it might prevent them to leverage their
complementary assets (such as existing infrastructure like mobile phone networks).
In battles over standard dominance, firms can pursue several strategic approaches for creating
competitive advantage. On the two extreme ends, there is a proprietary strategy (Cusumano et
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al 1992) and an open standard strategy (West, 2003). In between, there are several semi-open
approaches (West, 2007). These are often committee-based approaches, where open standards
are developed in SDOs or industry alliances (Funk and Methe, 2001). Each strategy has
distinct mechanisms for creating unshared returns for the investment in standard development
(Besen and Farrell, 1994; West, 2007) and for achieving a wide-adoption of the standard by
users. The investment in proprietary standards create protected and unshared returns for the
firm (West 2003). Moreover, proprietary standards create high switching cost for users and
thereby establish market entry barriers for other vendors. Microsoft’s Windows Operating
System (Windrum, 2004; Eisenmann et al., 2006) and JVC’s VHS (Cusumano et al., 1992)
are well-known cases. However, with such a strategy firms might struggle to gain legitimacy
and user acceptance (West, 2007). They can be successful if firms have market power (market
leaders) or if they have a superior standard (e.g. from a technical perspective).
Strategies based on open standards enjoy higher legitimacy and acceptance with users but the
creation of competitive advantage is less obvious (Garud and Kumaraswamy, 1993) as open
standards limit the possibilities for unshared returns and do not create vendor lock-ins.
Competitive advantage can nevertheless be realized e.g. through complementary assets that
are difficult to imitate (Funk, 2003), continuous standard development, short innovation
cycles or the acquisition of tacit knowledge in the standard development process (Garud and
Kumaraswamy, 1993).
Following a SDO-based standardization strategy, a firm can create competitive advantage by
proposing its technology as a standard. In case the proposal is accepted, the firm enjoys
several advantages: It has a time advantage as it has already developed and deployed products
that comply with the standard, whereas others still need to adapt their products accordingly
(West, 2007). It has also a resource advantage as it has already build up the necessary
competencies to build products / solutions based on this standards (West, 2007). Finally, the
company enjoys the reputation of having ‘its’ technology accepted as a standard. Like other
open standards, SDO developed standards enjoy high legitimacy and often broad adoption
(Funk and Methe, 2001). However, not every proposal is accepted by the members of the
SDO. Competing proposals might exist and a consensus among members has to be found.
Overall, the strategic interests of firms and the benefits for field development with regard to
standards seem to be only partially aligned. For the field to develop, standards need to be
developed. Firms, however, will only invest in standard development if they can expect partly
unshared returns. While the field generally benefits from commonly adopted standards, firms
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are in favor of convergence only if ‘their’ standard wins the race. If a competitor’s standard
wins, the firms suffer competitive disadvantages. Another potential conflict lies in the
openness of standards. The field generally rather benefits from openness, but makes it harder
for firms to generate unshared returns.
Finally, firms need and want short-term revenues for their survival and growth. They will
push technologies and standards that are cost competitive today and close to their existing
resources. These can be implemented immediately regardless of the impact on future field
development. For firms, the resulting path dependencies can translate into desirable customer
lock-in situations and entry barriers for others.

2.3

Bridging the two perspective towards an analytical framework

Reflecting the previous two sections, we can conclude that standards and their characteristics
are relevant for the progress of emerging technological fields as much as for standardization
battles among firms. More specifically, we find that the four criteria identified as relevant for
field development (standard development activities, openness, convergence (dominance) and
‘future proofness’) are also important for firm strategies in standard battles. They establish a
conceptual link between the firm and the field level. This link enables us to integrate the two
levels in one conceptual framework. The framework proposed here (cf. Figure 1) conceptually
connects standardization strategies that are driven by complementary assets and resources at
the firm level with processes driving the diffusion of emerging technologies at the field level.
These field-level processes, mainly consist of the TIS functions. To capture the risk of
technological lock-ins, we added ‘avoidance of path dependencies’ as an additional point.
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Standard development
in field
- Standardization
activities
- Convergence
- Openness
- ‘Future proofness’

Field level

Policy

Firm level

Firm background
- Complementary assets
- Resources

Field development
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- Knowledge diffusion
- Guidance of search
- Entrepreneurial experiment.
- Market creation
- Legitimacy creation
- Positive externalities
- Path dependencies avoidance

Standard
battles

Firm
standardization
strategy

Figure 1: Conceptual frame, linking standardization strategies at firm level with key processes for field developments

Beyond this conceptual link, insights from theory also lead us to deduct that the strategic
interests of firms and the benefits for field development are not necessarily aligned. The
nature and the outcome of standard battles can therefore result in positive and negative effects
for the development of the field.

2.4

Smart metering in Europe

Smart meters are an important component in a wider smart grid system (Depuru et al., 2011;
Giordano et al., 2011). Utilities install smart meters at the (distributed) premises of electricity
consumers. With the help of these meters utilities measure electricity consumption of
households and issue bills accordingly. In contrast to conventional meters, smart meters are
equipped with two-way communication technologies, which allow them to send data (e.g. on
electricity consumption) to a central utility system for further processing. At the same time,
smart meters also receive data such as information about variable tariffs, which can also be
displayed to the customer.
This communication link between the meter and the central utility system can be established
using wired and wireless (via radio waves) communication channels. Typically, the power
line is used for wired data transmission (so-called power line communication - PLC). Many
utilities consider PLC technology the natural choice for smart meter communication as they
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own the electricity grid and meters are already connected to the grid. Smart meter
communication standards specify protocols for data exchange via wired and wireless channels.
Today, only about 20% of European households are equipped with smart meters.1 The goal of
the European Commission (EC) is to have 80% of households equipped with smart meters by
2020. But only few countries have completed their smart meter roll-out so far. Italy was the
first country to roll-out smart meters in 2001, even before the EC set its goals. Finland,
Denmark and Sweden followed with their roll-outs from 2003 on. To date, these four are the
only European countries that have completed their roll-outs. Several other countries,
including France, Spain, UK and the Netherlands, have decided to go forward with the
implementation and partly also started the roll-out, but have not finalized it yet (Giordano et
al., 2013). Again others (Belgium, Czech Republic and Lithuania) have decided against a
smart meter roll-out, based on a negative cost-benefit analysis (Giordano et al., 2013).

2.5

Major actor groups for smart meter development in Europe

In the field of smart metering, a large number of firms are active including incumbent firms
from the electricity sector as well as start-ups and newcomers from the telecommunication
industry (Erlinghagen and Markard, 2012). In the following, we introduce four major actor
groups (based on similar histories and resource endowments).2
Traditional meter manufacturers, the first group of firms, have a long history (60-120 years)
in development and production of electricity meters. They started off with analog ‘Ferraris’
meters and now have a complete portfolio of digital smart meters. Typically these firms are
not diversified, they focus on metering only.3 In the past, the meter market was extremely
fragmented and meter firms had strong local focus. Over the years, consolidation among
traditional meter manufacturers has taken place. Firms like Landis+Gyr, Itron, Elster or
Iskramaeco emerged as major firms in this process. Through acquisitions they extended their
scope to regional or even global scale. These firms traditionally have strong ties with their
customers, the metering department of utilities. They have the competencies and an
organizational set-up to develop meters to the specifications in each country or even for
individual (large) customers.

1

Technology /standard decisions for more than 50% have been taken.

2

Note that the introduction of actor groups represents a simplification as firm differ even within a group.

3

The portfolio typically only includes different types of meters such as electricity water, heat or gas meters.
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The emergence of smart metering is a major growth opportunity for these firms and at the
same time a threat for their core business as new competitors emerge. The growth opportunity
is twofold. Firstly, the replacement of conventional meters with smart meters happens in a
quite short time span and thereby temporarily boosts the meter market. Secondly, smart
meters can be considered a springboard to smart grid markets. To realize these growth
opportunities and counter the threat for their core business, traditional meter firms acquired
small communication technology firms to build up necessary communication competencies
(Erlinghagen and Markard, 2012). Going forward traditional meter firms can strategically
leverage their existing strengths: Metering hardware, strong ties to customers and the ability
to serve local markets according to their needs.
With the advent of digital and smart meters new players, which represent the second group of
firms, entered the market. Some new entrants offer metering hardware and communication,
others focus on communication only. New players typically have a less complete metering
hardware portfolio. Instead, they put (strategic) focus on communications. Many of these
firms have only national or regional presence. Firms like Echelon, Connode, Aidon,
Dr.Neuhaus, Görlitz fall in this category. They are typically comparably young (at most 20
years). Many of them enter the field with some sort of information and communication
technology (ICT) background.
As new entrants in the field, this group of firms typically positions itself with (slightly)
different value propositions than traditional meter manufacturers. These firms strategically
highlight their competencies in ICT.
Telecommunication providers like Vodafone, Deutsche Telekom or Telefonica form another
group of firms active in smart meter communication. In the past, these firms enjoyed growth
in their home sector. Today, however, their markets start to saturate, e.g. in mobile phone
sales and usage in many developed countries (Newswire Today, 2009; MobiThinking, 2012).
Therefore they now intend to expand their markets by enabling the communication between
machines (e.g. meters) instead of the communication between people. These so-called
‘machine-to-machine’ strategies target multiple sectors, the automotive and energy sector
being among the most prominent ones (OECD, 2012). Many telecommunication operators
have established separate business units or even separate legal entities to develop M2M
business (OECD, 2012).
Finally, the last group of firms is utilities. As operators of distribution systems they decide
which smart meter communication standard they want to adopt for their networks. Utilities
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typically do not sell any hardware or communication products but they get involved in
standard development as users of smart meters. This is in line with historical developments as
large utilities specified requirements for their meters also in the past rather than buying ‘offthe-shelf’ products.
Overall, we can conclude that actor groups with different backgrounds are involved in the
field of smart meter communication technologies. These groups of firms do not only come
from different industries but also possess different sets of resources, infrastructures,
competencies and expectations with regard to the development of the novel field. In other
words, they have very different starting points for creating competitive advantage based on
smart meter communication standards.

3

Methodological approach

In order to empirically analyze how firm standardization strategies influence the development
of the field of smart grids, we choose a case study approach. Case studies provide rich
descriptions of complex, contemporary, empirical phenomena and are therefore well suited
for our study (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2003). Combining insights from socio-technical systems
research as well as from management studies on standardization, we apply a theoretical lens
to the case (Creswell, 2009). In doing so, we do not only generate empirical insights that help
to understand blocking points in the transition. Through a process of analytical induction
(Manning, 1982) we also contribute to bridging theoretical concepts on the meso- and microlevel and thereby mutually increasing their explanatory power.

3.1

Scope of analysis

3.1.1

Research site

The emerging technological field of smart grids forms the broader context of our study. Its
emerging nature makes it particularly interesting field to study: We can observe the processes
of standard development on a real time basis and our study can contribute to an ongoing
debate of policy makers and decision makers in business. As a downside, however, it is too
early to draw final conclusions about success.
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3.1.2

Actors in scope

To determine the actors in scope of our analysis, we used two criteria. Firstly, we aimed at
capturing the competing strategic positions in the battle over standard dominance. Secondly,
we aimed at including actors with high influence on the outcome of standardization battles.
In section 2.2 we have pointed out that similar firms typically pursue similar standardization
strategies. In turn, competition can be expected between firms with very different
backgrounds. Following this line of thinking, we use the classification of Erlinghagen and
Markard (2012) to differentiate between three types of actors, incumbents, new entrants4 and
adjacents.
Given our interest in standardization strategies of firms, we focus on those groups of firms
that assume a leading role, as standard sponsor, in smart meter standard development. For the
case of smart meter communication standards, incumbents are meter manufacturers (60-120
years in the metering market) with Landis+Gyr, Itron, Iskramaeco and Elster as market
leaders.
New entrants in the field of smart metering are smaller, relatively young firms (at most 30
years) that got involved in the metering market with the advent of smart metering. For Europe,
prominent examples include Echelon, Connode and PowerPlusCommunication.
Adjacents are large telecommunication providers that take a leading role in smart meter
communication standardization. Prominent firms are Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone and
Telefonica.5
During our analysis we found that users, in this case utilities, also take a prominent role in
standard development. That is why we included them as a fourth type of actor in addition to
the three types proposed by Erlinghagen and Markard (2012). Particularly interesting for our
study are three large utilities (ERDF, Iberdrola and Enel) as they also acted as standard
sponsors.
Table 2 provides an overview of all four actor groups relevant in the case of smart meter
communication standards. It also gives examples of key firms in the field.

4

Labeled as ‘start-ups’ in Erlinghagen and Markard 2012.

5

Other ICT firms (such as equipment suppliers like Ericsson or software firms like SAP) also engage in smart
grid activities, but they are not as much involved in communication standards.
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Actor type
Incumbent
New entrant

Firm description
Traditional meter
manufacturer
New meter and
communication firms

Examples of key
firms
Landis+Gyr, Itron,
Iskramaeco, Elster
Echelon, Connode

Adjacent

Telecommunication
provider

Deutsche Telekom,
Vodafone, Telefonica

User

Utilities

ERDF, Iberdrola,
Enel

Table 2: Actor groups and examples of key firms

3.1.3

Standards in scope

The selection of standards in scope of our analysis was guided by two considerations. Firstly,
we included those standards that were already successfully deployed in the field.6 Secondly,
we included recently developed standards that have not yet been deployed due to their novelty
to capture the latest developments in the field. In total, we included 17 standards as relevant
for our analysis of field development.
For the analysis of standardization strategies and battles, we focused on a subset of standards.
This subset was selected based on two criteria: The success in the market (most widely
deployed standards) and the representation of actor groups. Table 3 provides an overview of
the standards included in our sample. As major standards promoted by incumbents, we
include PLAN and DLMS/COSEM. For new entrants we include LON/OSGP and Meshnet.
As standards sponsored by adjacents we included GSM and oneM2M. Finally, we included
Telegestore/Meters&More, PRIME and G3 as standards sponsored by utilities.

Standard
PLAN
DLMS/COSEM
LON/OSGP
Meshnet
GSM
oneM2M
Telegestore/Meters&More
PRIME
G3

Lead sponsor
CENELEC*
CENELEC /IDIS**
Echelon
Connode
ETSI
ETSI
Enel
Iberdrola
ERDF

Actor type (of sponsor)
Incumbent
New entrant
Adjacent
User

* initially developed by L+G for EDF
** members are L+G, Itron, Iskra and Elster

Table 3: Key standards sponsored by different actor types

6

We excluded standards with deployments below 50.000 meters, since these standards do not seem to have
much impact on the field.
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3.2

Operationalization of theoretical constructs

In the following we describe the operationalization of the four criteria (standard development
activity, convergence, openness and ‘future proofness’) introduced in section 2.1 as
measurements for the impact of standards on field development.
Firstly, we operationalized standard development activities by counting the number of firms
engaged in standard development activities in the field. We separately counted three types of
engagement with different levels of activity: firms initiating the development of new
standards (standard sponsors), firms engaged in boards and core working groups of alliances
and SDOs and firms participating as members in alliances. While alliance members are not
necessarily very active in standard development, it is reasonable to expect that standard
sponsors are very active and that board members are also rather active. Both will invest
significant amounts of time and resources. We can also safely assume (see also statutes of the
alliances) that standard-related knowledge is diffused among all members of an alliance.
Secondly we operationalized convergence by counting the emergence of new standards and
the termination of existing standards over time. We therefore distinguished the number of
standards already adopted by users in 2012, the number of new standards that users decided to
adopt in the next few years, the number of recently developed standards, not deployed yet and
finally the number of standards abandoned or discontinued by a sponsor.
Thirdly, following West (2007), we considered a standard as open if anybody can access and
implement its specifications and if anybody can contribute to the further development of these
specifications. Standards developed in SDOs typically adhere to these criteria (Bekkers, 2010).
Finally, we considered a standard future proof, if it achieves high data rates (> 10kbps as a
minimum; ideally >100kbps) and interoperability. If standards achieve higher data rates than
currently needed for the basic meter reading for billing purposes, the abundance of data rates
allows for the realization of use cases such as demand response (see also Erlinghagen et al.,
2014). Interoperability is important for the future development as it allows smart meters to
become a component in a wider smart grid system and for network effects to unfold.
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3.3

Data sources and analysis

3.3.1

Data sources

Our study builds on two main data sources: Firstly, it relies on secondary data including a
unique access to analyst reports and dedicated daily press reviews (2006-2012) and secondly
on expert interviews. The secondary sources provided us with data required for the analysis of
the development of the field. Moreover, they revealed information on standardization
strategies of actors. The interviews further enriched our understanding of standardization
strategies.
Secondary data sources. The secondary data sources included seven different types of
documents: (1) websites of sponsoring firms and of standardization alliances, (2) analyst
reports on the smart metering market including strategic profiles (e.g. with SWOT7 analysis)
of the main firms in the field, (3) annual reports of those firms that were publicly listed, (4)
technical specifications and analysis of the standards, (5) daily press reviews on the smart
metering market, (6) presentations of standard sponsors on industry conferences and (7) a
case study of Echelon’s standardization strategy (Rossi et al., 2009).
Interviews. We conducted a total of 22 expert interviews. We focused on interviews with
standard sponsors (17 interviews) and complemented the analysis with interviews with other
smart grid technology providers as well as independent consultants (cf. Table 4). We sampled
interview candidates to represent the key standard sponsors of each group of actors.
Actor type
Incumbent
New entrant

Firm description
Traditional meter
manufacturer
New meter and
communication firms

Number of
interviews
5
3*

Adjacent

Telecommunication provider

4

User

Utilities

5

Other

Smart grid technology
providers and consultants

5

Total

22

* complementing case study by Rossi et al 2009

Table 4: Overview interviews per actor group and firm

As interview partners we selected CTOs, head of standardization departments, chairmen of
standardization alliances and SDO working groups. We developed tailored interview

7

SWOT analysis = analysis of Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of a firm
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guidelines for each interview based on the analysis of secondary data previously conducted.
The questions aimed at understanding how the firm promotes the standard to users, how it
defends it against competitors and why the firm supports these standards, aiming at
identifying sources of competitive advantage. In these interviews, we asked not only about the
firm’s own standardization strategy, but also about competitors’ strategies. The latter was
particularly effective to reveal strategies around proprietary aspects of standards.8 In the few
cases where interviews yielded contradictions, we used secondary data for clarification. The
interviews were conducted between October 2012 and November 2013 until saturation was
reached. They lasted between 60 and 90 minutes. If possible they were conducted in person
(16 of 22) and recorded (12 of 22). In all cases, extensive interview notes were taken during
the interview and a protocol completed immediately after.
3.3.2

Data analysis

The data analysis consisted of three main steps. In the first step we determined for each
standard the main characteristics (i.e. standard sponsor, development organization, openness,
data rates and interoperability). To this end, we systematically analyzed the websites of
standard development organizations, technical documents and academic papers describing the
standard. We compiled our findings in one comprehensive overview table, which served as a
basis in the subsequent interpretation of results.
The second step aimed at identifying the constituents behind each standard9. For this purpose,
we analyzed the websites of standard sponsors and standardization alliances. We developed a
matrix containing all standards (columns) and all firms involved in the development (lines). In
this matrix we marked with ‘x’ which firms support which standards. We highlighted the
sponsors and those firms in the board of the alliance10. Based on this matrix we counted the
total number of constituents behind a standard and those who are most tightly involved (board
members). This matrix allowed us amongst others to assess the resource investment in
standard development activities.
The third step aimed at analyzing firm strategies with regard to standardization. For this
purpose we analyzed archival material related to smart meter standardization strategies (esp.
8

For example, firms often claim that their standards are open and hide the proprietary aspects of the standard in
their external communication. Triangulation, interviewing competitors or independent experts allowed us to
overcome this bias.

9

If standards were developed by SDOs we consulted the websites of the SDO to determine the constituents.

10

If standards were developed in SDOs rather than alliances we highlighted the working group members.
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analyst reports, annual reports, conference presentations and news) and interview protocols.
For each type of actor in scope of our analysis, we analyzed these documents for statements
related to standardization strategies. Insights derived from strategic management literature
(see section 2.2) guided us in this analysis. We specifically looked for two types of
expressions: Firstly, we searched for statements that reveal sources of competitive advantage
trough standardization including proprietary aspects of standards and unique complementary
assets. Secondly, we searched for aspects in standardization strategies that aimed at
differentiating from competition (potential barriers to entry) and at convincing customers to
adopt the standard (e.g. technological superiority or openness). We condensed these
statements in strategy profiles for each actor group. Jointly with the results of the first two
analysis steps, they served as the basis for the interpretation of the results in a process of
analytical induction.

4

How

actor

standardization

strategy

influences

field

development
In this section we present the results of our analysis. We start with the field-level analysis,
which shows what effects smart meter standards had on the field so far. In section 5.2 we
describe the standardization strategies of the four actor groups at the firm level. The link
between the field- and the firm-level is discussed in the section 5.3.

4.1

Positive and negative contribution of smart meter standards on field
development

4.1.1

Standard development activities

We find many different standards being developed in Europe. We identified nine individual
firms and four SDOs (one SDO developing 2 standards) that initiated standard developments
specifically for smart metering.11
Each ‘SDO standard’ is developed by a working group counting at least 5 members.12 Three
of the standards initiated by individual firms are developed by formal industry alliances, today.

11

We did not count the developments of mobile phone standards (GSM, UMTS and LTE) as their development
was initially not targeted at smart metering.
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Three of these alliances have boards that count between 10 and 12 members. 13 In addition,
these four alliances count between 22 and 56 regular members.
Hence, the field does not suffer from missing standards or standard sponsors for smart meter
communication. Nor does it suffer from too little resources being mobilized for standard
development as indicates the large number of highly active firms (standard sponsors and
board members). Moreover, the collective standard development approach in alliances and
SDOs also indicates a high level of knowledge diffusion between actors in the alliances.
4.1.2

Convergence of standards

Until 2013, ten different standards have been deployed (in significant number) for smart
metering in Europe. Figure 2 shows the steady increase of standards deployed over time. In
addition, we identified two new standards that will be deployed by 2014. Moreover, we
identified five recently developed standards that are not yet deployed. To our knowledge none
of the standards has been discontinued so far. It reflects that the standard adoption decisions
of early-moving utilities (like Enel in Italy or Vattenfall and E.ON in the Nordic countries)
were not imitated by others. With new actors (technology providers and users) new standards
have been developed and adopted. This trend seems to continue beyond 2013, convergence is
not in sight.
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Figure 2: Number of standards deployed over time
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SDOs require a minimum of five members per working group. While we can reasonably expect that the
working groups are larger, we take this lower threshold to account for the fact that a core of firms actively
contributes to the development.

13

One alliance does not have a formal board. The sponsor acts as secretary of the alliance.
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We can therefore conclude, that the positive effects associated with standard convergence (i.e.
guidance of search, market formation, and positive externalities) are not realized yet. Instead,
the development reflects high levels of entrepreneurial activity.
4.1.3

Openness of standards

Our analysis shows that five of the ten standards deployed in the field were initially
proprietary. These five standards make up for more than 50% of the installed meters in 2013.
Even though four of these standards recently opened up, most of the existing installations are
realized with proprietary versions. In contrast, six out of seven newly developed standards,
have been open from the start. In total, 15 out of 17 standards can be considered as open today,
and 12 are even accepted by SDOs.
The proprietary nature of most current installations, risks to create path dependencies for the
field as users are locked-in with one vendor. On the positive side, the clear trend towards
openness drives knowledge diffusion as standards are collectively developed (see also 4.1.1)
and as specifications become publicly available. The latter also allows other technology
providers to develop complementary products (positive externalities). In addition, the new
technology should benefit from increasing legitimacy through openness and standard
acceptance by SDOs.
4.1.4

‘Future proofness’ of standards

Our analysis shows that more than two thirds of the more than 50 million meters deployed in
Europe use PLC technologies in 2012. Italy and large parts of the Nordic countries deploy
PLC standards. With the roll-outs in France and Spain the share of PLC standards will further
increase to about 80% in 2020. The UK represents the exception from this general trend; it
will deploy wireless standards (mostly mobile phone standards). PLC technologies are
considered cost efficient and allow utilities to be independent from third party communication
providers, but they are restricted in data rates (<100kbps) (Erlinghagen et al. forthcoming).
This restriction bears the risk they are not future proof as it limits future applications, which
need real-time functionality.
With regard to interoperability previous studies (Erlinghagen et al., 2014) revealed that
different standards are generally not interoperable, with the exception of mobile phone
standards. Many of the standards deployed today, are not even interoperable in itself, i.e.
installations from different vendors cannot be connected. In recent years, efforts have been
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undertaken to achieve interoperability between different vendors especially for the PRIME,
G3 and Meters&More standards.
From these findings we can conclude that the completed and future meter installations could
create path dependencies for the field. Meter lifecycles are typically 15-20 years, utilities are
unlikely to change technologies before the end of the lifecycle and are hence locked-in with
this technology at least for this time span.
In summary, applying this theoretical lens enables us to gain a more specific understanding
how smart meter standards positively and negatively impact the development of the field.
Table 5 provides an overview of identified effects. While sufficient standardization activities
seem to be going on, missing convergence and a lack of ‘future proofness’ negatively impact
the field. In terms of standard openness we see positive developments, but they only start to
show effects.
Construct
Standard development
activity

Observation
Assessment
Many firms engage in standard
Positive
development

Convergence

Increasing variety in standards
Critical
developed and deployed

Openness

New standards are open and
old standards become open

Improving

Future proofness

Deployed standards have
limited data rates and are not
interoperable

Critical

Effect on field development
+ Resource mobilization
+ Knowledge diffusion
- Guidance of search
- Market formation
- Development of positive externalities
+ Entrepreneurial experimentation
- Creation of path dependencies
> Knowledge diffusion
> Legitimacy creation
> Development of positive externalities
- Development of positive externalities
- Creation of path dependencies

+ positive effect
- negative effect
> improving

Table 5: Overview effects of standards on key processes in smart meter field development

4.2

Standardization strategies of different actor groups

In this section we describe the results of our analysis of different standardization strategies
and the battle around smart meter standards as a whole. For each actor group we describe the
standards they primarily promote, the main cornerstones of their standardization strategy, the
sources of competitive advantages and the key arguments to convince users (see Table 6 for
an overview). Finally, we compare the strategies and derive a picture of the overall standard
battle.
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Actor group
Trad. meter
manufacturer

Standards promoted
by actors in group
DLMS/COSEM
PLAN
G3
PRIME

Corner stones of strategy
- Develop/promote open standards
- Develop PLC standards
- Support utility standards
- Focus on application layer standards
- Flexibility to integrate other (non-PLC)
standards
- Develop proprietary standards
- Sell licenses

New meter
firms

LON/OSGP
Meshnet

Telecom.
firms

GSM/GPRS, UMTS,
LTE, oneM2M

- Develop open standards
- Support global, interoperable standards
- Develop cross-sectoral standards
- Exploit existing IT/mobile phone standards

Utilities

G3
PRIME
(Meters&More)

- Sponsor open standards
- Ensure interoperability between vendors
- Partner with many (competing) vendors

Standardization strategy
Source of competitive advantage
Complementary asstes:
-comprehesive meter portfolio
Unique resources:
- close relation to utilities
- local presence
- strong position in CENELEC;
Complementary assets:
- N/A
Unique resources:
- proprietary (aspects of) technology;
Complementary assets:
- mobile phone networks;
- centralized org set-up
Unique resources:
- synergies between sectors
- competencies in IT service delivery,
IT security, communication network
management
Complementary assets:
- electricity grid
- Large volumes of meters
- Large (idle) workforce

Selling arguments / diffusion
- Openess of standards
- CENELEC endorsement (SDO)

- Technological superiority
- Early / large installed base

- Openness of standards
- cross sectoral applications
- Technological features (data rates)

- Status as technology user
- Openness of supported standards

Table 6: Overview standardization strategies of different actor groups

Overall, our analysis shows that different actor groups (meter manufacturers, new meter firms
and telecommunication providers) sponsor different smart meter standards. We find one
exception to this rule, which is the large overlap between standards supported by traditional
meter manufacturers and those sponsored by utilities. Each group tries to ideally leverage its
complementary assets and unique resources to create competitive advantage.
Traditional meter manufacturers actively promote four different standards: One application
layer standards (DLMS/COSEM) and three alternative PLC standards (PLAN, PRIME and
G3). These PLC standards use DLMS/COSEM in the application layer.14 All four standards
are developed in close collaboration with utilities (the users) in SDOs and industry alliances.
Beyond these four standards, the strategy involves a flexibility to integrate other (non-PLC)
standards (such as GSM/GPRS) in the meter provided they work with DLMS/COSEM in the
application layer.
Coming from a long history of earning returns with meter hardware, these firms build their
standardization strategy for communication standards on this complementary asset.
Communication standards complement the metering hardware as a means to provide an endto-end solution for customers, but they are not considered an end itself. Traditional meter
manufacturer therefore exhibit some flexibility to integrate other (non-PLC) standards, when
this allows them to sell more meters. This flexibility is limited to standards that are
compatible with DLMS/COSEM in the application layer. The reason for this limitation lays in

14

DLMS/COSEM is a standard that specifies the application layers (upper OSI layers), whereas PLAN, PRIME
and G3 specify the physical layers (lower OSI) layers. A specification of all OSI layers is needed to establish the
communication link between two devices (see Erlinghagen et al - forthcoming).
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the fact that the application layer (in contrast to the physical layer) is tightly interwoven with
the metering hard- and software and cannot be easily exchanged.15
In addition, the strategies can build on unique resources, including the traditionally close
relationships with utilities, local presence and a strong influence in relevant SDOs. All three
PLC standards go back to initiatives of utilities. Traditional meter manufacturers codeveloped these standards and implement them in their products. The competitive advantage
gained is rather obvious: such an engagement strongly increases the likelihood for
participating firms to win the (large) utility as a customer.
Implementing different standards for each large customers, results in high costs for many
parallel product developments. But traditional meter manufacturers can leverage their
traditionally strong local presence and use this supposed drawback to create competitive
advantage over other firms with a more centralized organization set-up.
Moreover, the strategy relies on historically strong ties to SDOs traditionally responsible for
metering (CENELEC/IEC). Traditional meter manufacturers enjoy large influence in the
relevant working groups of these SDOs, which allows them to drive the standards in
directions desirable for them.
Since they dispose of complementary assets and unique resources as sources for competitive
advantage, traditional meter manufacturers can afford to promote open standards. This
openness helps them to convince customers.
Moreover, they can build on the already existing legitimacy of those standards in the field.
This legitimacy stems from the long existence of these standards and the legitimacy of IEC as
an accepted SDO in the sector and their open character.
New meter and communication firms promote different standards than traditional metering
firms. LON/OSGP and Meshnet are successful examples of standards developed by new
entrants. These standards were developed in the early days of the smart metering market as
proprietary standards by a single firm.
The underlying strategies are built around the strong technological competencies of the
sponsoring firm. These competencies allow for a differentiation from traditional meter
manufacturers. These new firms try to protect this source of competitive advantage by
15

The physical communication (e.g. PLC or wireless, mobile networks) can be easily exchanged by integrating
another communication module in the meter. In contrast, the application protocols are at the core of metering
firmware and back-end software. An exchange would require re-programming all of the functionality of the
metering solution.
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keeping some parts of their standards proprietary. They earn returns from licensing the
standard to third parties.
New entrants build their legitimacy and selling arguments around the superiority of their
technology. As first (or early) movers they also use their experience and installed base as an
argument to convince customers. In recent years, we observe that these firms had to open up
(parts of) their standards as they need openness as an argument for creating legitimacy in
front of users.
Telecommunication firms promote classical mobile phone standards (GSM/GPRS, UMTS and
LTE) and new M2M standards for smart meter applications. These standards are open
standards developed in SDOs. They are fully interoperable and used globally.
These strategies aim at exploiting existing complementary assets and resources. Particularly,
telecommunication providers want to leverage their existing mobile phone communication
networks based on existing standards. Moreover, they build on strong competencies in IT
services, IT security, communication network management. Finally, telecommunication firms
aim at leveraging synergies across many sectors to create economies of scale.
Beyond technological competencies, key selling arguments include the openness of the
standards, the re-use of existing infrastructure and interoperability. Unlike other groups of
firms, the value proposition of telecommunication firms is cross-sectoral, i.e. it can be applied
in several sectors including metering, automotive, etc. In scenarios where meters are
integrated into wider infrastructures, e.g. so-called smart cities, this aspect becomes
increasingly relevant.
Large national utilities drive the development of own standards. They develop the standards
for their home country but also for broader diffusion and ‘export’ to other utilities and
countries. ERDF in France develops the G3 standard, Iberdrola in Spain the PRIME standard
and Enel in Italy drives the so-called Meter&More standard. All three utility-driven standards
use PLC technology. This reflects the preference of utilities to own the communication
infrastructure for their meters and not to rely on third parties such as mobile operators. While
ERDF and Iberdrola partnered with traditional meter manufacturers and other technology
vendors (e.g. chip manufacturers) to develop open standards, Enel developed a proprietary
standard and even become a meter vendor itself. In doing so, Enel became a ‘new entrant’ and
thereby a competitor to other smart meter vendors. All three utilities also promote ‘their’
standard beyond their own markets. While Enel, as a meter vendor, directly benefits from
revenues and profits associated with the sales of proprietary standard based products, ERDF
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and Iberdrola only indirectly benefit from the diffusion of ‘their’ standards. For them the
rationale is as follows: The larger the market volume for their standard, the more technology
providers develop products based on their standards. In turn, the resulting competition
between technology providers leads to lower prices for ERDF and Iberdrola.
In summary, we see that sources of competitive advantage differ significantly between the
actor groups. Both, the complementary assets and the key resources, are very different and
hard to copy for actors from other groups. A successful standardization strategy (achieving
dominance) of any of the three actor groups (traditional and new meter firms and telecom
providers) will therefore create a barrier for entry for the other groups. If at all possible, the
‘losing’ groups would need to invest significant amounts of time and resources to match
complementary assets and key resources of the ‘winning’ group. Since every group has much
to win but also much to lose, we observe a fierce battle with actors investing many resources
in standardization. So far, none of the groups has achieved dominance.

4.3

Influence of standardization strategies on field developments

In this section we now link our analysis of the firm and field level to understand how
standardization strategies of different actor groups influence each of the four aspects analyzed
as relevant for field development (standard development activity, convergence, openness and
‘future proofness’).
Firstly, the high resource investment in standard development activities can be explained with
the large competitive advantage that can be gained through standardization, i.e. when
standards help locking out other actor groups. As a result, the new technological field benefits
from high involvement in standardization, with many resources being mobilized.
Secondly, firms’ strategic investment in standardization is a reason for the missing
convergence to one common standard. The big differences in the resources and competences
of the involved firms make convergence rather difficult.
Another reason for missing convergence can be found in the dual role of utilities. If large
utilities develop their own standards, they guarantee adoption at least in their ‘territory’. If
several, especially large, utilities do this as shown above; a heterogeneous picture throughout
Europe is automatically created and is difficult to revise.
Thirdly, the proprietary nature of early installations of smart meters can be explained by the
strategies of early moving new entrants. Since their main sources of competitive advantage
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are technological competencies (they lack complementary assets), they have chosen a
proprietary strategy to generate returns.
The increasing openness of standards in the field can be attributed to intensifying competition
with other groups that could rely on complementary assets and to the large influence of users
(utilities) that want to avoid vendor lock-in.
Finally, we can conclude that firm standardization strategies influence whether future-proof
standards are developed and adopted. PLC technologies are not only linked to complementary
assets of users (the distribution grids), they can also be realized with the resources available to
traditional smart meter firms and new entrants. Mobile phone communication infrastructure,
in contrast, is not an option available for these actor groups.
For the emerging field of smart meter technology, we can conclude that the standard battle
between actors with different backgrounds had several consequences. On the positive side, it
led to significant resource mobilization and knowledge diffusion. But other positive effects
associated with convergence, i.e. guidance of search, market formation and the development
of positive externalities were not realized. As reasons we identified a fierce standard war, in
which it seems to be more import for firms to push for the own standard (and keep rivals out)
rather than to allow for convergence and development of the field. In the worst case missing
convergence can develop into a blocking point for the transformation towards a smarter grid.

5

Discussion and implications

In this study, we have applied a theoretical lens to increase our understanding of a complex
empirical phenomenon, the influence of firm standardization strategies on the emerging field
of smart meter technology. Our results imply that policy makers, interested in fostering the
diffusion of smart meters and the broader transformation towards a smarter grid, should
consider strategic interests of firms when designing policies related to standards. In the
specific case of smart meter standards, the diversity of backgrounds (assets and resources) of
different actor groups and the strong influence of users on standardization hamper
convergence and led to solutions that might not be future proof. Consequently, policies should
consider addressing potential blocking points resulting from missing convergence and lack of
‘future proofness’ rather than initiating the development of new standards on top of the many
existing once.
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From a conceptual perspective, we have shown that the analysis of standardization strategies
is helpful to understand whether standard development activities take place, whether
standards converge, whether standards are open and future proof or not. These four theoretical
critiera also play an important role in key processes taking place in the emergence of new
technological field. Therefore they establish a conceptual link between firm standardization
strategies and inducement or blocking point in the development of technological fields.
We propose that the analysis of standards as ‘firm-made rules of the game’ presents a
promising inroad to establish the conceptual link between actor strategies at the micro-level
and field development at the meso-level. In doing so, we contribute to responding to the call
for ‘micro-foundation’ of meso-level concepts such as innovation systems (Farla et al., 2012).

6

Conclusion

In this paper we showed that firm standardization strategies have a major influence on key
processes involved in the emergence of the technological field of smart metering. Empirically,
we showed that the battle over smart meter standards prevents positive field effects to emerge.
We highlighted the influence of actors with diverse backgrounds as a reason for missing
convergence and we pointed out the particular role of large users influencing standardization
strategies and thereby field development.
From a theoretical perspective, our study provides a conceptual starting point for linking the
micro- and the meso-level of analysis. We propose that analyzing standards seem to be a
particularly promising inroad in this endeavor. Continuing down this road, we recommend
future research to go into two directions, for this case and for additional case studies. Firstly,
our case study builds on the justified assumption that similar firms (in one actor group) follow
a similar standardization strategy. In our study we therefore analyzed standardization
strategies of entire groups of actors. Future research could verify this assumption through a
detailed analysis of firm strategies. Moreover, it was beyond the scope of this study, to assess
how the emerging field actually develops. Future studies could close this gap and thereby
validate our proposition of field level effects.
Secondly, future research could study further cases. Multiple cases would provide a sound
basis for theoretical generalization.
Finally, our empirical results also provide interesting starting points for future research.
Especially the role of utilities driving standardization as influential users is interesting as
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users were so far not considered to play a major role in standard development and battles over
standard dominance (Hawkins, 1995).

7
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Abstract
Technology standards are typically developed and promoted by technology providers who
want to make most out of their proprietary technology. In this paper, we show findings of an
emerging technological field, smart grid communication, in which large technology users act
as standard sponsors. This phenomenon is relatively rare, as users often do not play an active
role in standard development. We track how different standards have emerged and how
standardization strategies have changed over the last 14 years. We find a clear trend towards
open, alliance-based standards and increasing involvement of standard development
organizations. We show that large users have significantly contributed to this trend, which
lends us to conclude that the presence of large users can have a game changing effect in
standard struggles. Contrasting different settings for standard development, our research
points to the larger issue of structures in a technological field shaping the conditions for
strategic action.
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Introduction

Technology standards play a key role for the development of technological fields. From a
technical point of view, standards integrate a range of different technological components
such as computer platforms, periphery devices and software or cell phones and base stations
into coherent systems (Jain, 2012; van de Kaa, van den Ende, de Vries, & van Heck, 2011). In
economic terms, standards reduce variety and lower transaction costs (Brunsson, Rasche, &
Seidl, 2012; David, 1994), thereby eventually creating economies of scale (West, 2007). From
a sociological perspective, standards facilitate coordination and cooperation among actors
(Brunsson & Jacobsson, 2000; T. B. Lawrence, 1999; Timmermans & Epstein, 2010).
For organizations, standards are of major strategic importance as they affect the distribution
of resources and the relative positions of actors in organizational fields (Brunsson et al., 2012;
Garud, Jain, & Kumaraswamy, 2002; T. B. Lawrence, 1999). Struggles of organizations over
the dominance of standards are therefore a common phenomenon in the development of
technological fields (Suarez, 2004). Well-documented examples include the battle of VCR
standards with VHS winning over Sony’s Betamax (Cusumano, Mylonadis, & Rosenbloom,
1992), the success of Blu-ray in the case of high definition DVDs (van den Ende, van de Kaa,
den Uijl, & de Vries, 2012) or the struggle of IBM, Apple and Sun for dominance in the field
of IT platforms (West, 2003).
In most cases, standard battles are fought between competing technology providers that seek
to get most out of their proprietary technologies. As standard sponsors, technology providers
typically decide about which standardization strategy to pursue, e.g. whether to promote a
proprietary standard or to open it up to some extent (Garud et al., 2002; West, 2003; West,
2007), who to invite as potential partners into a standardization alliance (Cusumano et al.,
1992; van den Ende et al., 2012) or whether to keep a standard flexible as to include demands
of different stakeholders (Jain, 2012; van den Ende et al., 2012).
In contrast to technology providers, technology users typically do not play much of a role in
standard development (Hawkins, 1995; West, 2007). There are indications for users being
underrepresented in the committees of standard development organizations (Jakobs, Procter,
& Williams, 2001; de Vries, Verheul, & Willemse, 2003) and the literature reports just a few
instances of users actively developing technology standards (Bresnahan & Chopra, 1990;
Dankbaar & van Tulder, 1992; Koehorst, de Vries, & Wubben, 1999; Lyytinen & Fomin,
2002). In fact, compared with the host of literature on technology providers and their
strategies in standardization, we still know very little about how users affect battles over
2

technology standards as they assume an active role in standard development, e.g. when acting
as standard sponsors.
What makes a closer look at users interesting is that they can be expected to have diverging
interests from technology providers, including a preference for open standards (Bresnahan &
Chopra, 1990; West, 2007). As a consequence, users may have quite a ‘game changing’ effect
on standardization in situations, in which they can assert their interests vis-à-vis technology
providers. With our study, we shed light on the conditions for and consequences of
technology users developing standards. We analyze why users decided to become standard
sponsors, which strategies they pursued and how their strategies affected the standardization
strategies of competing technology providers.
Below, we analyze the development of all major technology standards in the field of smart
meter communication in Europe (10 standards of which 3 are user-driven) over the past 14
years. Smart metering is an emerging technological field that spans different national
electricity markets with different structures, which will be referred to as settings. Some
markets comprise a large number of small users, while others are characterized by users that
control large market shares. These differences allow for a comparison across settings. What
makes the field even more interesting is that demand for smart meters in some countries was
‘activated’ through regulation at different points in time.
With our study we make three contributions. Firstly, we add new empirical insights to the
otherwise sparse pool of knowledge on the role of users in standardization. Secondly, we
suggest a distinction of ideal-type ‘institutional settings’ in which technology standards are
developed. Technological fields may vary in terms of whether they are dominated by
technology providers, users or governments and this has implications for how struggles over
standards unfold. Thirdly, we point to the even broader issue that the institutional structures of
technological fields shape the conditions for organizational actors working towards
institutional change of these very structures (Battilana, Leca, & Boxenbaum, 2009; Garud,
Hardy, & Maguire, 2007).

2

Theoretical background

Standards are agreed-upon rules “about what those who adopt them should do” (Brunsson &
Jacobsson, 2000, p. 4), they both enable and constrain action thus facilitating coordination
among actors (Timmermans & Epstein, 2010). In this general form, standards can be viewed
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as institutions that permeate organizational fields and provide templates for action, while – at
the same time – being created, reproduced and transformed by organizations (Brunsson et al.,
2012; T. B. Lawrence, Leca, & Zilber, 2013; Slager, Gond, & Moon, 2012). Here we
concentrate on technology standards, which are formal standards that specify the properties, a
product or technology must have to be integrated smoothly into a larger technical system.1
Technology standards are understood as elements of the institutional structure of a
technological field (Garud et al., 2002). In a technological field, individuals and organizations
compete and co-operate in the development of a specific technology (Musiolik & Markard,
2011). Field structures (e.g. relationships among actors, market structures, common
understanding of the technology, technology standards) emerge, settle and transform again as
the result of an ongoing struggle for advantage.2

2.1

Standards and strategic action

Technology standards are a classical target of strategic action3 due to their crucial impact on
the resources and relative positions of organizations in a technological field. What
standardization strategies are deployed and by whom, is again influenced by the existing
structures in a technological field, including the number and size of actors (Suarez, 2004), the
degree of competition, distribution of power and resources (West, 2003), the size and
structure of inter-firm alliances (Cusumano et al., 1992; van den Ende et al., 2012), or the role
of formal authority and governmental action (Funk & Methe, 2001). The institutional
structure of a technological field, in other words, enables and constrains strategic activities of
different organizations towards standardization, while at the same time being affected by the
outcomes of standardization, cf. Figure 1. Technology standards are part of the field structure
(dotted line); they are highlighted in Figure 1 for analytical purposes. Changes in standards,
e.g. due to strategic action of standard sponsors, can be understood as re-arrangements of field
structure, which affect subsequent action – towards standardization, among others.

1

For a recent overview of the literature on technology standards see Narayanan and Cheng (2012).

2

This concept of a technological field is inspired by a dynamic understanding of organizational fields (Wooten

& Hoffman, 2008) and the concept of strategic action fields (Fligstein & McAdam, 2011).
3

Note that we assume actors working intentionally towards the creation and change of standards and other field

structures. While being embedded into field structures, actors can also use these structures to work towards
divergent change (Garud et al., 2007; Lawrence et al., 2011).
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Figure 1: Relationship of strategic action, technology standards and field structure

The literature on standardization has paid quite some attention to struggles over technology
standards and the factors that determine the outcome of such standard battles (Suarez, 2004;
van de Kaa et al., 2011). A series of success factors have been identified, including a
standard’s actual and expected installed base (Funk & Methe, 2001; Suarez, 2004), the
standard sponsor’s ability to forge strategic alliances (Cusumano et al., 1992; van den Ende et
al., 2012), the flexibility (Jain, 2012; van den Ende et al., 2012) and openness (Garud et al.,
2002; West, 2003) of a standard, or the organization of collective action in standard
development organizations (Garud et al., 2002; Lyytinen & Fomin, 2002).
Most of these findings, however, were derived from settings, in which standard battles are
fought between technology providers. They often compete on the basis of proprietary
technologies embedded in their products, which they offer to a large number of users as in the
case of video recorders (Cusumano et al., 1992) or computing platforms (West, 2003).
In this paper, we draw attention to a different setting, in which technology users play an active
role in standard development. This is a rather rare phenomenon and the literature reports just
a few examples of users assuming the role of standard sponsors (Bresnahan & Chopra, 1990;
Dankbaar & van Tulder, 1992; Koehorst et al., 1999; Lyytinen & Fomin, 2002). A prominent
case is MAP, an IT communication standard for factory automation that was developed and
promoted by General Motors in the 1980s to better integrate equipment from different
technology vendors (Bresnahan & Chopra, 1990; Dankbaar & van Tulder, 1992). Another
example is the development of 1st and 2nd generation mobile phone standards, in which
national telecommunication network operators (in their role as technology users), technology
providers and governments played an influential role (Funk & Methe, 2001; Lyytinen &
Fomin, 2002).
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These and other cases have shown that the interests of users in standardization are partly
contrasting with the interests of technology providers (Bresnahan & Chopra, 1990; Hawkins,
1995; West, 2007). Users want the products or services that spawn from the technology to be
low cost and they prefer a high degree of compatibility to benefit from a broad range of
complementary products (Bresnahan & Chopra, 1990; Dankbaar & van Tulder, 1992). Users
therefore tend to prefer open standards that are widely accessible for competing technology
providers and complementors (West, 2007). Technology providers, in contrast, want to make
profit with the novel technology, which is why they typically prefer their own, proprietary
standard(s) to become widely adopted.
Due to these differences we can expect that users will have a major impact on the outcome of
standardization and the development of a field, provided that they can assert their interests
vis-à-vis technology providers. In our study, we will explore the reasons why users became
standard sponsors, the standardization strategies they pursued and the impact they had. The
central variable we investigate is standardization strategy, i.e. the strategy of standard
sponsors. Next, we briefly introduce the main actor groups in standardization and our key
dimensions of standardization strategy.

2.2

Main actors in standardization

There are five main groups4 of actors in standardization, based on the general roles actors can
assume in the value chain (West, 2007). Technology providers5 are firms that develop and
supply the technology or product (e.g. DVD drive) for which a standard will be specified.
Users buy and use this product (e.g. to record and watch movies). We can differentiate
residential and commercial users (organizations). Commercial users may use the product to
optimize their processes or they may offer services to their customers based on the product
(and the embedded standard).6 They may regard the technology as a strategic investment or
simply as an expense to be minimized (Hawkins, 1995). Complement providers, or

4

With this categorization we do not mean to exclude other types of actors such as scientists or social movement

organizations that may also play a role in standard development.
5

Note that there is typically a network of different firms involved in the development and provision of a specific

product or service. With technology provider we apply a simplified view on this and refer to the firm that plays a
central or dominant role in this network. We also use the term technology developer or vendor as alternatives.
6

Note that we focus on commercial users in the following and on technology standards, not on organizational

standards such as ISO 9000.

6

complementors, are firms that provide products or services that complement the core product
(e.g. prerecorded DVD movies or games). They also use the standard to ensure that their
product and the ‘core product’ are compatible. Standard development organizations (SDOs)
are official or quasi-official organizations, which facilitate the process of standard
development. Governments, finally, may exert regulatory authority to develop and mandate a
standard.
All of these actors may also assume the role of standard sponsor. Standard sponsors are those
organizations that take the lead in the development and promotion of a standard. Often, these
are technology providers such as JVC and Philips in the case of VCR standards (Cusumano,
Mylonadis, & Rosenbloom, 1992), or SDOs such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers in the case of the Ethernet standard (Jain, 2012). Also governments have been
reported to initiate and shape standardization. In the field of mobile communication, for
example, both the German and the Japanese government (unsuccessfully) tried to favor
national technology providers through standardization (Funk & Methe, 2001; Lyytinen &
Fomin, 2002).

2.3

Key dimensions for standardization strategies

In the following, we will distinguish two main dimensions of standardization strategies: the
mode of development and the openness of the standard.
2.3.1

Mode of development

The literature has shown that standards can be developed in different ways. There may be
single firms acting as the standard sponsor, i.e. pushing a specific technology standard and the
underlying technology. Examples include the case of Sony with Betamax and Playstation
(Suarez, 2004), Sun with Java (Garud et al., 2002) or Apple with its IT platform (West, 2003).
We refer to this as the single firm mode.
More often, however, standard sponsors team up with other organizations, even including
competitors from the same industry. Building stable and influential alliances can be quite
decisive in standardization battles (Leiponen, 2008; van den Ende et al., 2012). Despite being
first in the market, Sony lost against JVC in the VCR standard battle primarily because JVC
was more active and successful in creating alliances (Cusumano et al., 1992). We will refer to
such a cooperative way of standard development as the alliance mode.
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A third mode, the SDO mode, is based on a standard development organization, which
governs the standard development process, in which representatives of different organizations
participate (Brunsson et al., 2012; de Vries et al., 2003). SDOs are characterized by
formalized processes in which standards are accepted through vote of committee members
(Brunsson et al., 2012). For a standard to be accepted by SDOs, it typically needs to fulfill
formalized criteria (so-called FRAND criteria) for openness (Leiponen, 2008). The case of
mobile communication technology is an example for standardization processes governed by
SDOs (Funk & Methe, 2001).
From a strategy perspective, the three modes can be viewed as positions in a continuum with
individual firms having more (single mode) or less (SDO mode) influence on standard
development, while at the same time receiving more (SDO mode) or less (single mode)
support by other actors.
2.3.2

Openness of a standard

Standards can be proprietary or open. In the case of proprietary standards, the standard
sponsor determines the content of the standard and can also restrict its use (e.g. through
property rights). For open standards such restrictions do not apply. Again there is a continuum
and standards are rarely entirely open or entirely proprietary (West, 2007). This is also due to
the fact, that a standard can be open along two sub-dimensions, i.e. whether other parties can
contribute to its development and whether others can freely implement the standard.
If a standard is open in terms of development, it will incorporate the demands of different
stakeholders. This might even imply an ongoing adaptation of the standard as the base of
stakeholders expands and/or demands change. For the success of Blu-ray, USB and WiFi, it
was shown that standard adaptation - and subsequent expansion of the circle of supporters was essential (van den Ende et al., 2012). If a standard is open in terms of implementation, it
can be used by all interested parties at low (or no) costs, i.e. access is not restricted by high
license fees.
From a strategy perspective, the openness of a standard directly affects the possibility of
standard sponsors to generate returns. Increasing openness makes generation of returns more
difficult (Garud et al., 2002) and might therefore decrease the incentives to engage in standard
development (West, 2007).
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3

Smart metering in Europe

Smart metering is a novel technology in the electricity sector. Smart meters are equipped with
two-way communication technologies, which enable them to send and receive data. They are
installed in residential buildings for a variety of functions including metering, network
monitoring, load management or the integration of renewable electricity production (Depuru,
Wang, & Devabhaktuni, 2011; Farhangi, 2010).
As of 2012, more than 50 Mio smart meters were installed in Europe, which means that about
every 5th household is equipped with a smart meter.7 Diffusion of smart meter technology
varies significantly across countries. Italy, Sweden, Finland and Denmark already exhibit
diffusion rates of 80-100% while in Spain, France and the UK smart meter roll-outs are under
way with diffusion below 20% (Giordano et al., 2013). The diffusion of smart meter
technology is – to some extent – driven by regulation. The EU targets an 80% penetration of
smart meters in European households by 2020 (2009/72/EC, 2009). Several governments
have translated this goal into national legislation, mandating so-called smart meter “roll-outs”.
Others have not made smart metering mandatory.

7

These figures are comparable to the US electricity market with 43 Mio smart meters installed in 2012 and a

penetration rate of about 25% (http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=108&t=3, accessed June 30, 2014).
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Figure 2: Cumulative diffusion of standards in Europe until 2012 and projection until 20208

For operating smart meters in a larger network, communication standards are essential. They
define rules for the information exchange between meters, data concentrators and back-end
systems and the underlying communication technology. Since 2000, different smart meter
standards have been developed and diffused in Europe. Telegestore (today Meters&More)
was the first. As of today, it is the standard with the largest installed base (cf. Figure 2). In
addition to Telegestore, five further smart meter standards (LON, PLAN, GSM, Kamstrup RF
and Meshnet) were developed and applied in the early years of smart metering. So far, they
have not diffused widely. Meanwhile, another four standards (PRIME, G3, SMETS and FNN)
have been developed and will be deployed in significant numbers. Figure 2 shows the
cumulative diffusion of standards in Europe until 2012 and a projection9 until 2020.
Key actors in the field of smart metering encompass technology providers, complementors,
users, governments and standard development organizations (cf. Table 1). Technology
providers and complementors include traditional meter suppliers such as Landis+Gyr,

8

Does not include Germany, since roll-out not decided so far. Counts meters as “SMETS” if deployed in UK

regardless whether they are based on GSM and MeshNet.
9

Such a projection is possible for those cases where utilities have already announced which technology and

standard they will use and when their roll-out will be completed.
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Kamstrup or Siemens, chip manufacturers like Texas Instruments or STMicroelectronics, and
telecommunication service providers such as Vodafone or Telefonica.
Electric utilities (in their function as distribution system operators) are the technology users.
They buy smart meters in large numbers and install and operate them at the premises of their
customers. Governments play a role in the field as some have mandated utilities to roll-out
smart meters. These mandates typically leave open which communication standard to use. In
the UK and Germany though, governments have prescribed a mandatory communication
standard.
Table 1: Actors and their roles in the field of smart metering
Generic types of
key actors

Technology provider

Smart metering case
Meter vendor,
communication solution
provider, chip manufacturer

Examples
Landis+Gyr, Kamstrup,
Echelon, Vodafone,
Telefonica, Connode

Complementor

Software solution vendor,
service provider (e.g.
installation)

SAP, Accenture, IBM

User
Government
SDOs

Utilities (mostly DSOs, in
UK retailer)
National Governments, the
EU
National, European and
international SDOs

ERDF, Iberdrola, Enel,
E.ON, Vattenfall
DECC in UK, BSI in
Germany
CENELEC, ETSI, IEC, ITU

Finally, standard development organizations (SDOs) have an impact on the field. Standards
have been endorsed by CENELEC (European level) and IEEE or IEC (international level).
Also ETSI and ITU, two SDOs for telecommunication, are involved in smart meter
standardization. In 2009, three SDOs (CEN, CENELEC and ETSI) received a mandate from
the European Commission to develop guidelines for smart meter standards (EN, 2009).

4

Methodology

The influence of users on standardization battles is a complex, contemporary phenomenon,
which is so far not well studied. We therefore chose a case study set-up with a longitudinal
analysis (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). It provides a rich source of
empirical observations from which we can generalize in a process of induction (Eisenhardt &
Graebner, 2007). This is achieved by iterating between empirical data and theoretical
constructs (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
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4.1

Research site and scope of analysis

Given our research interest in the role of users in standardization, the field of smart meter
technology is a suitable case for two reasons. Firstly, the field is characterized by sub-set of
national electricity markets with very different structures (cf Table 2). They differ in overall
market size (number of meters per country) and user structure. Some have many small users,
while others have large, even nation-wide users. Furthermore, there are some countries with
government intervention in standardization and many without. This variety allows us to
compare the strategies of standard sponsors across different contexts, or settings.
Secondly, the field is characterized by an almost sequential, country-by-country diffusion
pattern. This pattern occurs because of government mandates for nation-wide smart meter
roll-outs that were issued at different points in time. This allows us to compare changes in
standardization strategies over time and to link these changes to the ‘activation’ of different
types of settings.
Table 2 provides an overview of the different national markets, their size and structure and it
shows when smart meter activities started. Italy, France and Spain are countries with very
large, dominant users, whereas markets in Sweden and Finland are characterized by many
small users. In Germany and the UK, governments decided for mandatory standards.

Table 2: Key characteristics of most important national markets for smart meters in Europe

Start of smart
meter standard
activity
2000
2003
2003
2007
2007
2011
2011

Countries
Italy
Sweden
Finland
Spain
France
Germany
UK

No. of
users
1(+5)
158
80
3
1
800
6

No. of meters
of largest user
32 mio
1 mio
0.6 mio
13 mio
33 mio
7.6 mio
7.5 mio

Total number of
meters
Characteristics of country
36 mio
Early adoption, large country, large user
5.3 mio
Early adoption, many, small users
3.3 mio
Early adoption, many, small users
28 mio
Large country, large user
33 mio
Large country, large user
44 mio
Large country, government decision
28 mio
Large country, government decision

Our study covers all major smart meter standards in Europe. ‘Major’ means that we have
included actual and planned installations larger 50’000 meter endpoints. In a longitudinal
design, we analyze standard development in the field from its beginning (2000) until today
(2013). Table 3 provides an overview of the ten standards included in the scope of our
analysis.
We have argued before that standardization strategies encompass two dimensions,
development mode and openness. We classified standards as developed in single firm mode,
12

when a firm develops the standard individually. This includes cases in which the firm
commissioned the development of parts of the specification to third parties. If, in contrast, a
standard sponsor created a formal alliance (e.g. indicated by statutes), which owns the
standard and governs its development, we refer to this as alliance mode. The SDO mode,
finally, refers to cases in which either an SDO is the standard sponsor or a standard developed
by a firm or alliance was endorsed by an SDO.
Furthermore, standards were classified as proprietary, if only the standard sponsor decides
about the standard content and if implementation is not possible for third parties (at
reasonable costs). In contrast, if - at least - alliance partners (or committee members) are
allowed to participate in the development of the specifications and if both partners and third
parties can implement the standard (at no or non-prohibitive license fees) we regard a
standard as open. If participation in the development was not possible but specifications were
available for broader implementation we refer to it as semi-open.

4.2

Data collection and analysis

This study builds on unique access to primary data sources including ‘in situ’ observations,
archival material and experts (informal discussions and formal interviews). This data was
complemented by a comprehensive analysis of publicly available documents.
4.2.1

Data collection

Data gathering comprised three main parts: ‘In situ’ observations, document analyses and
expert interviews. Personal observation was possible thanks to the access to a leading firm in
the field and to the major industry conference. Between 2011 and 2013, one of the authors
regularly attended strategy meetings of the aforementioned firm. Moreover, this author
attended the three-day European conference on smart metering in three consecutive years
(2011-2013). Both venues also offered the opportunity for many informal discussions with
experts in the field. These discussions were particularly helpful to check and challenge the
information from interviews and from secondary data (see below).
The second part of our data collection consisted of a comprehensive analysis of documents
that helped us to understand the current situation and to trace earlier developments. We
started with a systematic review of the websites of all ten standard sponsors and
standardization alliances. These provided us with insights into the current standardization
strategy. We continued the analysis by reviewing archival documents including articles from
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specialized industry journals, industry reports, conference presentations and scientifc studies.
These documents allowed us to trace back changes in standardization strategies between 2000
and 2013. Particularly helpful were conference presentations held by standard sponsors at the
leading European industry conference, which were available from 2006 to 2013.
The third part comprised a total of 26 expert interviews. These interviews pursuing two goals:
(1) to uncover how large users realized their interests in standardization and (2) to reveal the
effects on the field and more particularly on the standardization strategies of other standard
sponsors.
We conducted a first series of eight expert interviews with a more explorative nature. As
interview partners we selected experts that were involved in the development of these
standards for many years, ideally from the beginning (i.e. CTOs, members of alliance boards
and standardization committees). Moreover, we selected several experts who were involved in
the development of several standards (e.g. in PLAN, PRIME and G3). These experts could
not only trace the historic developments, they could also compare standardization strategies of
different standards.
Building on this foundation, we conducted 18 interviews with managers from all three large
users (ERDF, Iberdrola and Enel), from technology providers sponsoring competing standards
and from technology providers participating in SDOs or standardization alliances. We
selected managers responsible for (or involved in) strategic decisions around standard
development and deployment. These included CTOs, heads of standardization alliances,
heads of strategy, product managers and standard development professionals. We interviewed
at least two experts for each standard under analysis.
For each of these interviews, we developed tailored interview guidelines based on the insights
of the document analysis and on the first series of interviews. In the interviews with users, we
put a particular focus on their motivation to sponsor own standards instead of using existing
ones. In the interviews with technology providers we focused on the reasons why they
changed their standardization strategies. In all interviews we asked not only about the firm’s
own standardization strategy, but also about competitors’ strategies. The latter was
particularly effective to reveal actual strategies around proprietary aspects of standards.10

10

Firms often claim that their standards are open and hide the proprietary aspects of the standard in their external

communication. Triangulation, interviewing competitors or independent experts allowed us to overcome this
bias.
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All 26 interviews were conducted between October 2012 and October 2013. They lasted
between 60 and 90 minutes. If possible they were conducted in person (16 of 26), otherwise
by phone. If informants agreed, the interviews were recorded (10 of 26). In all cases,
extensive interview notes were taken during the interview and a protocol completed
immediately after.
4.2.2

Data analysis

We applied analytical induction to derive theoretical insights from the interviews (Manning,
1982). In line with the recommendations for this approach, our data analysis was
characterized by iterations between empirical findings and theoretical constructs. For this
purpose, the members of the research team reviewed the interview protocols, identifying
statements relating to the theoretical constructs. They extracted quotes in the interview notes
that either revealed reasons why users chose to sponsor new standards and reasons why
standard sponsors changed their standardization strategies. In the few cases where the results
of the review of the interview protocols yielded contradictions or unclear points (e.g. about
the openness of the standard), we went back to the interviewees for clarification. These
clarifications were done by phone.

5

Results

This section consists of three parts. First, we present the initial standardization strategies and
how they changed over time. Then we explore how and why users developed their own
standards and the impacted this had on the field and the strategies of others.
Over time, a total of ten different smart meter communication standards have been developed
by different types of sponsors (cf. Table 3). We concentrate on the eight standards developed
particularly for smart metering starting from 2000 to 2013 but we also include two older
communication standards, which were initially developed for other purposes and only later
used for smart metering.
Interestingly, not only technology providers and governments acted as standard sponsors but
also large utility companies in their role as technology users. Most of the standards developed
in the early years of smart metering (2000-2004) were driven by technology providers. Enel, a
user that also became technology provider (see below), was the exception at that time. In
2007, ERDF and Iberdrola, two further large users got involved in standard development.
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Regulation played a role in this but did not very much affect standardization until very
recently, when governments in UK and Germany mandated national standards.
Table 3: Overview of sponsors and type of sponsor for each standard

Start of
standard
development
1990s
1990s
2000
2001
2003
2004
2007
2007
2011
2011

5.1

Type of Sponsor

Standard
GSM
PLAN
Telegestore
LON
KamstrupRF
Meshnet
PRIME
G3
FNN
SMETS

Sponsor
Telco firms
Meter firms
Enel
Echelon
Kamstrup
Connode
Iberdrola
ERDF
German Gov
British Gov

Technology
provider
x
x
x
x
x
x

User

Government

x

x
x
x
x

Standardization strategies and their changes

Table 4: Comparison initial standardization strategies vs. strategies in 2012

Start
standard
development
1990s
1990s
2000
2001
2003
2004
2007
2007
2011
2011

5.1.1

Starting strategy

Standard
GSM
PLAN
Telegestore
LON
KamstrupRF
Meshnet
PRIME
G3
FNN
SMETS

Sponsor
Telco firms
Meter firms
Enel
Echelon
Kamstrup
Connode
Iberdrola
ERDF
German Gov
British Gov

Type of Sponsor
Tech provider
Tech provider
Tech provider/user
Tech provider
Tech provider
Tech provider
User
User
Government
Government

Development
mode
SDO
SDO
Single firm
Single firm
Single firm
Single firm
Alliance
Alliance
SDO
SDO

Openness
open
open
proprietary
proprietary
proprietary
proprietary
open
open
open
open

Strategy in 2012
Development
mode
SDO
SDO
Alliance
Alliance/SDO
Single firm
Alliance/SDO
Alliance/SDO
Alliance/SDO
SDO
SDO

Openness
open
open
open
semi-open
proprietary
semi-open
open
open
open
open

Initial strategies

Standard development for smart meter communication started in 2000 with the decision of
Italy’s dominant electric utility Enel to roll-out smart meters to its entire electricity consumer
base with more than 30 Mio meters. For that purpose a communication standard was needed
but there were no products and standards readily available in the market. PLAN was a
technical specification, which was not tested nor implemented in any product and
GSM/mobile phone technology was not yet applied for machine-to-machine communication
and too expensive back then. Enel therefore decided to develop a new wire-based
communication standard (Telegestore). It commissioned parts of the development with sub
suppliers, including chip and meter manufacturers or IBM as system integrator (Rossi,
Bertossi, Gurisatti, & Sovieni, 2009). Initially, Enel also partnered with Echelon (see below)
but discontinued this relationship in 2003. Enel kept the technology proprietary and acted as a
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single sponsor. In 2004, Enel decided to sell its Telegestore technology to other utilities as
well. From then on, the firm also became technology provider next to being a user.
Echelon, a communication technology provider from the US with experiences in building
automation, developed its LON technology into another proprietary standard suitable for
smart metering. In 2003, it acquired know-how from a small metering firm so that it could not
just offer communication technology but also a complete smart meter. From then on, Echelon
pursued a dual strategy of selling entire smart meters as well as LON chips and licenses to
other meter manufacturers. Echelon and other meter vendors successfully sold LON-based
meters to many Swedish, Finnish and Danish utilities between 2003 and 2007.
Kamstrup, a Danish firm with a long tradition in heat metering, developed a proprietary
wireless standard in 2003 to address the emerging Danish market for smart meters. Kamstrup
sold meters with its own communication standard, but also offered meters that use mobile
phone/GSM technology. Unlike Echelon and Connode (see below), Kamstrup did not license
the standard to other meter manufacturers. The KamstrupRF standard was successfully sold to
Danish and Swedish utilities.
Connode was founded in Sweden in 2002 with the goal to respond to the demand for smart
metering in the Nordic countries. Its Meshnet standard was a proprietary wireless standard,
directly competing with Kamstrup and Echelon. Unlike Kamstrup, however, Connode did not
offer meters but focused on selling Meshnet to other meter manufacturers or directly to
utilities, if the communication technology was tendered separately. Connode was successful
in Sweden and even more so in Finland.
Iberdrola, a large utility in Spain, developed its own smart meter standard in 2007. By that
time, Iberdrola was under pressure because of a mandate from the Spanish government to
roll-out smart meters until 2018 and because of another large Spanish utility (Endesa) moving
ahead with its roll-out.11 Iberdrola developed PRIME as an open standard. At first, Iberdrola
cooperated closely with ADD, a Spanish chip manufacturer and ZIV a Spanish meter
manufacturer and other partners. In 2009, it also formed an alliance with technology providers
and complementors with three goals: to further develop the standard, to perform conformance
testing and certification of products and to market the standard to other users.
ERDF, the dominant nation-wide utility in France, decided to roll-out smart meters in 2007,
after a mandate of the French government. ERDF asked Maxim, a technology provider, to
11

Endesa is owned by the Italian Enel and therefore used the Telegestore/Meters&More standard.
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develop the initial specification of the so-called G3 standard. ERDF then published the
specification to promote an open standard. In 2010, it invited other technology providers and
complementors to form an alliance with much the same goals than previously Iberdrola.
The two government-driven standards in the UK and Germany, finally, were developed as
open standards by governments and national standard development organizations.
Governments assumed a coordination role inviting technology providers and users to jointly
develop a standard. The standards were then handed over to national SDOs. So far, these
standards are foreseen for deployment in the respective country. To our knowledge they are
not actively promoted for use in other countries.
In comparison, the initial standardization strategies of technology providers, users and
governments differed quite a lot. While technology providers pursued proprietary strategies,
users and governments sponsored open standards. In terms of standard development mode,
technology providers (including Enel) started with a single firm mode, while Iberdrola and
ERDF sought support in broader alliances and the two governments used national SDOs for
standard development.
5.1.2

Changes in standardization strategies

In later years of field development, these initial strategies saw major changes. The sponsors
that started with proprietary strategies opened up their standards and many also sought
support by broader alliances as well as endorsement by SDOs.
Enel was the first to change its standardization strategy in 2010 as it opened up its so-far
proprietary Telegestore standard into the open Meters&More standard. Moreover, Enel
founded the Meters&More alliance with other users (Endesa and E.ON), chip manufacturers
(Renesas and ST Mircoelectoronics), meter vendors (Sagemcom and AEM) and
complementors (CESI and Siemens). The goal of the alliance is to maintain and promote the
communication standard; alliance partners are also involved in developing the standard
further.
Echelon opened its standard in 2010. It did so by releasing the specification of its LON
standard to its user group. In the same vein, they re-branded the standard, to be called Open
Smart Grid Protocol (OSGP). The user group was consequently re-named from Energy
Services Network Association to OSGP alliance. This alliance promotes the standard and
facilitates exchange of knowledge and experience among users of the standard. The user
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group, however, does not have the explicit goal to directly contribute to further development
of the standard.
In 2012, Connode started to develop an open version of its Meshnet standard. It did so in a
particular way. Instead of releasing the specification of their Meshnet standard, Connode
defined the next version of Meshnet entirely based on specifications of several existing, open
communication standards. The new version is based on a tool kit of global open
(sub)standards such as 6LoWPAN /IPv6 and CoAP. Connode also joined the standardization
alliances that develop these (sub)standards.
Kamstrup remains the only sponsor that did not open its standard. But the firm emphasizes its
flexibility to sell meters that employ other open standards such as GSM or M-Bus. Moreover,
Kamstrup launched Omnia as a platform concept in 2012. This platform can accommodate
several different communication standards – including Kamstrup RF. Kamstrup seeks to win
complementary partners for their platform.
Finally, in 2011, PRIME, G3, Meters&More, PLAN and GSM/GPRS were certified to be
compliant with the requirements of the EU OPENmeter project and its M/441 mandate. In the
same year, PRIME, G3 and OSGP sought acceptance in SDOs. PRIME and G3 became a
standard in ITU (and IEEE) and OSGP was successful in ETSI.
By 2012, it seems that some of the basic rules for standardization have changed over time.
The early years (2000-2006) were characterized by a ‘classic’ competition of technology
providers on the basis of proprietary standards. Enel, the first large user, was a special case in
this regard because it turned into a technology provider itself and – from a strategy
perspective – blended in with the strategies of other technology suppliers. From 2007 onwards,
the game changed when ERDF and Iberdrola, two large users, launched open standards and
managed to set up broad alliances of supporters with the intention to diffuse their standards
internationally. Those that initially pursued proprietary strategies subsequently opened up
their standards and also set up alliances. This development was even accentuated with two
national governments stepping in (phase 3) and demanding open, SDO based standards in
their countries.

5.2

Motivations of users promoting open standards

Below we take a closer look at the strategic interests of Iberdrola and ERDF, including the
motivation to become standard sponsors and the reasons behind their standardization
strategies.
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With regard to strategic interests, three main points were highlighted in the interviews: The
two firms wanted an interoperable standard that could be implemented at low costs, they
wanted to avoid lock-in with a single meter vendor and they were looking for a standard that
fulfilled their technical requirements (cf. Table 5). Neither ERDF nor Iberdrola had initially
planned to develop a new standard. They only decided to do so, when they found that none of
the existing standards matched their interests. The existing standards were either proprietary
or otherwise not suitable: PLAN and GSM being the only open standards in 2007 were found
to have technical limitations and to be too expensive (GSM). In addition, GSM implied the
outsourcing of the operation of the communication network, which creates dependence on a
third party.
Table 5: Quotes explaining strategic interests and the decision to become standard sponsor

Issue

Quotes from interviews

Strategic interests
with respect to
standards

“We wanted a cheap solution and an open solution where we can choose from multiple
vendors … We thought that such a proprietary solution does not help to bring the
prices down. People were talking about 100 EUR per meter at that time [which was too
expensive].”(Iberdrola)
“…[we want] to choose from many suppliers and prevent lock-in with a single vendor.
Secondly, we want a robust standard and we want a modern standard.” (ERDF)

Why not adopt
existing standards?

“The […] problem was that all solutions on the market were proprietary in 2007. That
means you have one vendor behind the solution … We should be challenging the whole
situation in the market.”(Iberdrola)
“In a first step we looked at what other utilities had done. But everything we found was
proprietary. The Swedish utilities had 3 different standards in their distribution grid.
Enel had a proprietary standard - first based on Echelon later on ST Micro
chips.”(ERDF)
“They [existing standards] are all proprietary or old and we did not want S-FSK
[PLAN]… Yes of course we looked into [GSM]. It is simply too expensive and not
reliable. Even though the prices will come down I have not seen a positive business
case with GSM. The telco companies tell me that GSM will soon be replaced by UMTS
and there will be a new generation every 5-10 years. But our meters need to be in the
field for at least 20 years.” (ERDF)
“Those standards from the 1990s, [esp. PLAN], were more based on paper not … on
solutions for taking them to the real field … that’s assuming that something you have
written on paper is going to work which is not always the truth. And our approach was
the other way round. Let’s try to produce something that is working and let’s try to
convince people later on as it is working that it is good to have it as a
standard.”(Iberdrola)
”Yes we considered [GSM], but it is expensive and it has technical difficulties if the
meter is in the cellar. PLC OFDM is a cheaper and more straightforward solution for
us [since we own the distribution grid].” (Iberdrola)

With regard to their standardization strategies, Iberdrola and ERDF pointed out three main
reasons why they chose an open, alliance based strategy (cf. Table 6). Firstly, an open
standard was expected to initiate competition among technology providers, thus promising
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lower prices and preventing vendor lock-in. Secondly, an alliance was seen as a way to
overcome their lack of technological competencies and to ensure that equipment vendors
implement the standard in their products. Finally, they saw advantages for the quality of the
standard as it benefits from the input of many parties.
Respondents from Iberdrola and ERDF also highlighted, why the promotion of the standard
outside of Spain and France was an important cornerstone of their strategy. Suppliers were
expected to benefit from a larger market for their PRIME and G3-based products, while the
users themselves benefit from lower prices thanks to economies of scale and competition
between vendors. In the interviews, this was depicted as a win-win situation.
Table 6: Quotes explaining choice of standardization strategy

Issue

Quotes from interviews

Open standards
initiate competition
between
technology
providers

“Openness is the main characteristics for allowing real competition avoiding any
proprietary design and definition or solution…. Utilities are in front of the roll-out of
millions of meters, any single Euro that utilities can save in Meters has to be multiplied
by millions….” (Iberdrola)
“We [wanted] a solution that can be performed by any chip manufacturer and any meter
manufacturer, with real competition – that is really the saving…” (Iberdrola)
“…an open standard allows us to choose from many suppliers and prevents lock-in with
a single vendor” (ERDF)
“In the end, [the technology providers] are all alligators. All collaborate in the alliance,
but they are competitors.” (ERDF)

Overcome lack of
competencies

“If you need products and if you cannot buy them on the market [then] you need to find a
solution. You have the choice to invest in R&D or you subsidize something or you try to
convince partners to work with you and split costs (everybody covers their own costs)
and work towards a common goal. We chose the latter… We recognized that we do not
have all necessary capabilities and we needed others to implement the standard.”
(Iberdrola)
“As a utility we knew what we wanted, we knew how it could be done but we did not have
the ability to do that. We engaged with silicon manufacturers. For the prices to go down
we understood that we needed mass production of chips. We engaged with academic
experts to know about OFDM tech and the physical side of system. We also engaged with
companies with extensive communication technology know-how esp. in the media access
layer. And finally with meter manufacturers who need to integrate this technology in
their meters.” (Iberdrola)

Benefit from input
of many
organizations

„For us, the rationale for an open standard [developed in an alliance] was mainly to
benefit from the developments of others. The open standard allows us to get many
contributions from many parties. You get more back than you gave away (in form of the
initial specification).”(ERDF)
“…we benefit if [the technology providers] invest in the standard and develop it
further.” (Iberdrola)

Why did you
promote the
standard to other
users and
countries?

“[The promotion of the standard] is in the interest of the vendors involved. They benefit
from the volume. And we benefit if they invest in the standard and develop it further. It is
a win-win situation for all parties if the standard is used in other countries” (Iberdrola)
“G3 should become the world-wide PLC standard. For that you need around 100
million meters installed. 35 million meters [of ERDF in France] are just not enough
volume for a global standard. Chip manufacturers want larger volumes.” (ERDF)
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“The higher the production volume of the G3 chip the lower the cost for the chip (for
ERDF). … the more utilities decide for G3 the higher the volume. Especially in the midto long-term [when the ERDF roll-out is over] chip volumes need to be constantly high
to keep the prices low and to make it attractive for chip manufacturers to produce the
chip.” (ERDF)

5.3

Impact of user-sponsored standards on the market

Next we examine the effects of Iberdrola and ERDF sponsoring open standards in some more
detail. A common impression of the actors in the field is that the two users set in motion a
general trend towards open standards, developed in alliances and endorsed by SDOs. An
interviewee from a meter manufacturer stated: “ERDF and Iberdrola started this trend
towards open standards. They did not accept proprietary standards, they wanted an open
standard that ensured interoperability between products of different technology providers.”
And a manager from ERDF confirmed: “When we started with the open standard, this
triggered a big change in the market. From one year to another at Metering Europe in
Amsterdam [the European fair on smart grids] everybody was talking about open standards.”
More specifically, our analysis reveals different mechanisms how ERDF’s and Iberdrola’s
standardization strategies set in motion the trend towards openness (cf. Table 7). The large
share of the market controlled by these large users served as a lever to convince technology
providers and complementors to join the alliance and implement the standard. As a
consequence, alliances around these standards grew substantially and helped creating
momentum behind these standards.
Table 7: Quotes explaining drivers behind trend for open, collectively developed standards

Issue

Quotes from interviews

Large (expected) market shares
creating bandwagon effect

“If we want to win a metering deal in France or Spain, we had to support
these standards. These markets are too big for us to ignore.” (meter
manufacturer)
“We make decisions based on market evaluation.…. Experience told us
that technologies based on open industry standards [such as PRIME and
G3] are the winners.“ (chip manufacturer)
„We contributed to this trend towards openness quite a bit. We promoted
PLAN, PRIME and G3 as open standards.... and ERDF and Iberdrola
want us to promote their standards“ (meter manufacturer)

Other utilities also ask for open
standards

„today you cannot have proprietary standards. This is not accepted by
users. …Openness is a requirement in many tenders today.” (Echelon)
“… [today] nobody wants to say that I have a proprietary system.
Because I imagine that at the utility level that does not sound very good.
They want to have something that is [open] standards based
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technology…. Of course [utilities] are going to hear about that concept
of standards and will say I need to have a solution based on [open]
standards” (chip manufacturer)
“I don't know of a utility that would accept a proprietary standard,
today”(meter manufacturer)
Open user-driven standards
internationally available

“Tepco in Japan [wanted an open standard], they decided for G3 and
other utilities are about to decide [for it]. Enexis for example is
promoting G3 to other utilities….” (ERDF)
“[competing against G3 and PRIME] you cannot have proprietary
standards. This is not accepted by users.”(technology provider).
“For Enel it was clear that we would not [win against PRIME and] be
selected by the M/441 if we have a proprietary standard” (Enel)

In addition to that, other utilities learned from Iberdrola and ERDF and also asked for open
standards as a mandatory requirement in their tenders. This put even more pressure on
technology providers with proprietary standards. If they did not want to be excluded from
large parts of the markets, they had to open their standards. More importantly, the utilities
could even choose G3 or PRIME as open standards due to the fact that Iberdrola and ERDF
promoted them internationally. As a consequence, several European and international utilities
decided for these user-driven standards. EDP in Portugal and Energa in Poland decided for
PRIME, Tepco in Japan has decided for G3.
Technology providers, sponsoring proprietary standards, had to react. An informant from Enel,
for example, pointed out that it opened its Telegestore standard and founded the
Meters&More alliance primarily as a reaction to the competition with PRIME in the context
oft the initiative of the European Commission (M/441 mandate) to recommend a European
standard for smart metering. He explained that despite its large installed base, strategy makers
at Enel thought they could only win against PRIME if they would open up their standard as
well.

5.4

Summary

In our study, we observed three users taking a lead in standardization and becoming standard
sponsors. They had different reasons for that. At the time, when the Italian Enel moved ahead
with smart metering, no working communication technology was available yet, which is why
Enel developed it from scratch. When the other two large users entered the field some years
later, four smart meter standards were available but all of them proprietary. Both users were
afraid of becoming locked in with a particular standard and vendor and both wanted to bring
the costs down. Similar to Enel, both had the financial and human resources and a large
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enough consumer base to develop their own standards. Dissimilar to Enel, Iberdrola and
ERDF decided for an open standard to stimulate competition among technology vendors.
The users becoming standard sponsors had a significant impact on field development. Enel
demonstrated the viability of its technology early on and today its standard has the largest
installed base in Europe. From a standard battle perspective though, Enel’s strategy was not
game changing. For many years, its Telegestore standard was one among other proprietary
standards vying for advantage. The strategies of Iberdrola and ERDF in contrast, did change
the rules of the game. The two users controlled large market shares, which allowed them to
refer to a large expected installed base and to convince a sufficient number of meter suppliers
to comply with their standards. Moreover, the new standards enjoyed a high level of
legitimacy due to the fact that they were user-driven. Finally, the alliances they built exerted
pressure on the other actors in the field, which is why they were soon mimicked by Enel and
Echelon, the two early movers.
However, it was not just the new user-driven standards that changed standardization strategies
in the emerging field. Also the initiative of the European Union to foster harmonized
standards (e.g. through its M/441 mandate in 2009) and the government-driven standards in
Germany and the UK contributed to the trend towards open standards endorsed by SDOs.
As a consequence we see the standards in the field of smart meters over time moving across a
‘strategy landscape’ made up of varying degrees of openness and different modes of
development (cf. Figure 3). Up to 2007, the field was dominated by proprietary standards
imposing early structures, although in different regions (markets). This early configuration
was disrupted when PRIME and G3 were launched. Open standards became a new kind of
‘meta-standard’, triggering a re-orientation of the early standards. Moreover, the
technological field grew in size with originally separated national sub-markets starting to
amalgamate.
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Figure 3: Moves across landscape of standardization strategies

The bigger picture that emerges here is that the institutional structures for standardization in a
technological field may vary across regions and change over time. In the early stages of
development, field and standards may well be fragmented. As the technology matures and the
field grows in terms of size and space, originally separate markets converge and structures
become more and more aligned. We will come back to this below.

6

Discussion

Our analysis has shown that users may very much change the dynamics of standardization in
a technological field. But users becoming standard sponsors are not very common (Hawkins,
1995; West, 2007). Below, we therefore discuss the conditions under which we observed
users playing an active role in standard development. Next, we point to field level conditions
and the even broader issue of different settings in which standards emerge.

6.1

Critical issues for user involvement in standardization

In many cases, users have little or no influence on standard development because they do not
possess the necessary resources and competences. These include financial resources,
technological competences (Bresnahan & Chopra, 1990; Hawkins, 1995) or the social skills to
forge larger coalitions (Foray, 1994; Koehorst et al., 1999). Private users and small firms are
typical examples for users facing high barriers in this regard. Another reason for users not
getting involved in standardization occurs if the technology is of little strategic interest for the
user (Hawkins, 1995).
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In the case of smart metering, all three user-sponsors expressed that they had a strategic
interest in developing and applying the technology. Moreover, they were all large incumbent
organizations commanding the financial and human resources to launch and sustain a standard
development process. Iberdrola and ERDF were also very successful in attracting many
partners, which points to their social and political skills in terms of alliance building (cf.
Garud et al., 2002).
Our findings also support the importance of technological competences. While the users had
detailed insights into how the technology would be installed and what performance was
required, they lacked specific competences in communication technologies, electronics, meter
design and systems integration. Close co-operation with different kinds of technology
suppliers was therefore crucial for them and a primary reason for Iberdrola and ERDF for
alliance-based standard development.12
Finally, all three user-sponsors have significant buying power. Both, Enel and ERDF are
responsible for more than 30 million meters in their national markets and Iberdrola is going to
roll out 13 million meters. This home base allowed them to send strong signals into the
market in terms of future deployment prospects and credible commitment (cf. Foray, 1994).
From the perspective of many meter suppliers, the market shares controlled by the usersponsors were too large to ignore, which is why they had to give up their initial position(s) on
proprietary standards. This is different from the MAP standard failure, where GM and its user
partners could convince only a few technology providers to deliver compliant products, while
the majority of suppliers did not follow (Dankbaar & van Tulder, 1992).
In summary, we can expect that users get involved in standardization if the technology is of
particular strategic importance and if they have the resources and competences to develop a
standard, including the ability to team up with organizations that hold complementary
competences. Moreover, fields characterized by users holding large market shares seem to be
conducive for user-driven standardization. We will explore this in some more detail below.

12

At the same time, co-operation with technology providers could not become too close or even exclusive as this

would have created a dependency the users wanted to avoid in the first place.
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6.2

Different settings for standardization

There are conditions at the field level that can be expected have an impact on user
involvement.13 These include whether the interests of different users in a field are overlapping
or rather fragmented (Dankbaar & van Tulder, 1992; Hawkins, 1995), whether there are users
(or technology providers) that control large shares of the market (Dankbaar & van Tulder,
1992) and whether there is fierce competition or not (Suarez, 2004).
Based on these insights and our findings, we propose to distinguish between three ideal-type
settings for standardization (cf. Table 8). These are assumed to have an impact on how
competition among standards unfolds and what kind of standards emerge.
The ‘classical setting’ is characterized by a large number of users (and/or users with
fragmented interests) and little or no government intervention. In such a setting, the standard
battle is fought between competing technology providers each trying to establish a large base
of early adopters and to win complementors that support their standard. This setting is
prevalent in most of the standardization literature (Cusumano et al., 1992; West, 2003; van
den Ende et al., 2012). In the classical setting, users typically play no or just a marginal role in
standard development and have little influence on the technological options made available.

13

Some of these issues obviously overlap with success factors identified for classical standard battles among

technology providers (cf. Suarez, 2004).
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Table 8: Relationship of field structures (settings) and standard development processes

Classical setting

Government-dominated

User-dominated setting

setting
Influence of

Marginal (fragmented user

Balanced (governments ensure

High (small number of large

user

base with little resources and

participation of all stakeholders)

users that control large shares

know-how)
Influence of

Low

government

of the market)
High (central standardization

Low

process by gov. authority)

Competition

Standards compete in the

Competition plays out in the

Standards compete in the

and standard

market; adoption characterized

standard development process;

market; batch-wise adoption

adoption

by bandwagon effects

one mandatory standard for the
region of policy influence

Standard

Technology providers as

SDO mode most likely

Users play key role in

development

standard sponsors; users play

standard development;

hardly any role in development;

Alliance and SDO mode most

all three modes

likely

Openness

Proprietary and open

Rather open

Rather open

Regions

Nordic countries

Germany, UK

Italy, Spain, France

VCRs, Computers; DVDs

Mobile phone or environmental

Mobile phone (1G), MAP,

standards

Freshcrate

(smart meter
case)
Further
examples

In a ‘government-dominated setting’, standard development is driven by governmental
authorities, often with the help of SDOs. One standard is finally made mandatory. 14
Environmental or safety standards are often developed under such conditions (Brunsson &
Jacobsson, 2000) but also technology standards have been driven by governments. In mobile
telecommunication, for example, national governments and the European Commission have
played a crucial role in standardization (Funk & Methe, 2001; Lyytinen & Fomin, 2002). In a
government-dominated setting, competition among technologies plays out to the extent that
technology providers vie for advantage in the committees of SDOs (Brunsson et al., 2012;
Leiponen, 2008). User interests may be accommodated through committee participation.
A third type of setting is the ‘user dominated’ setting. It is characterized by a few, resourceful
users that control large shares of the market and governments not exerting much influence.

14

We have to note that the influence of governments is regionally constrained, which means that we might still

see competition among standards at the international level.
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User dominated settings can be expected in infrastructure sectors such as electricity, gas or
water with utility companies serving thousands or millions of consumers and acting as central
buyers of technology. But also in the oil industry, the aircraft industry, in the military sector,
in the car industry (Bresnahan & Chopra, 1990; Dankbaar & van Tulder, 1992) and in
telecommunication (Funk & Methe, 2001; Lyytinen & Fomin, 2002) we may see similar
conditions. In a user-dominated setting, technology is adopted in larger batches and users can
well be expected to enforce their interests already in the process of standard development.
Standards tend to be open.
Against this background, a technological field can be viewed as an assembly of existing,
regionally dispersed institutional structures which over time become more and more
intertwined and eventually develop some degree of overarching structural coherence (in the
form of technology standards, among others). In the case of smart metering, the different
settings were activated sequentially. The early years of smart metering resembled a classical
setting with competing proprietary standards sponsored by technology providers. Later, large
users became dominant promoting open standards. In recent years, finally, also two
government dominated settings added to the development of the field.

7

Conclusions

Our study makes three contributions to the literature on standardization and research on the
formation of technological fields more generally. Firstly, we could show that users becoming
standard sponsors and promoting open standards may have a profound effect on a
technological field. In the case of smart meter technology, existing proprietary standards had
to be opened up and their sponsors had to build up alliances and seek support from SDOs. Our
analysis also provides first insights into the conditions for user involvement. All usersponsors were large firms that controlled significant parts of the market and all needed
strategic partners to compensate for their lack of technological competences. These issues and
conditions require further inquiry though.
Secondly, our findings support the distinction of three ideal-type settings for standard
development: The ‘classical setting’ characterized by large numbers of users with potentially
fragmented interests, the ‘government-dominated setting’ in which regulatory authorities
guide standardization, and the ‘user-dominated setting’ characterized by users that control
large shares of the (emerging) market. In each of these settings, standardization processes
unfold differently and both government- and user-dominated setting seem to be conducive for
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open standards. While scholars have already highlighted the basic differences of market- and
committee-based standardization processes15 (e.g. Brunsson et al., 2012; Funk & Methe,
2001), we suggest that these are linked to more general field level characteristics including
market concentration (supply and demand side), fragmentation of interests and the execution
of governmental authority, among others. Moreover, with our focus on influential users we
add a third basic configuration to research on standardization struggles.
Thirdly, our findings point to the larger issue of institutional structures in technological fields
shaping the conditions under which actors work towards the change of these very structures.
Where existing market structures or resource distributions favor some actors, standards will
more likely reflect the interests of these actors thus strengthening their position in the field
even more. As a consequence, technological paths (e.g. Garud & Karnoe, 2003) may emerge
that shape further developments in the field. In our case, some field structures (e.g. user
market shares) were very much stable while others (technology standards) changed repeatedly,
thus constantly challenging actors and their strategies.
Novel technological fields do not emerge in an institutional void but on the basis of existing
structures (e.g. markets), which may very well differ across (regional or national) contexts as
our case has shown. In fact, different sub-field structures (settings) may co-exist, generating
different kinds of standards that reflect the actor- and power-constellations in these sub-fields.
These standards will then compete at some point, eventually contributing to a ‘general’
formation and structuration of the field and an amalgamation of sub-fields.
As organizations engage in struggles over standards they seek to improve or maintain the
position they hold. Battles over standards, in other words, are struggles over the maintenance
and change of institutional structures (Bresnahan & Chopra, 1990; Garud et al., 2002). Where
technological fields grow and span different settings these battles get all the more complex.
Influential users may have a game changing effect in this regard and further analyses will be
necessary to better understand the interplay of different actors, formation of interests and
strategic action directed at standardization and field formation more broadly.
Of course our analysis also has its limitations. Firstly, we studied a technological field that is
still very much emerging. While this allowed us to make first hand observations and increases
the practical relevance of our findings, we can say little about the success of the different
standardization strategies: It is open which standard(s) will prevail and whether the observed

15

These resemble what we found in the classical and government-dominated setting.
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influence of user-sponsors will last. Moreover, we can expect further internationalization, and
perhaps further convergence of the field, especially with the ongoing smart meter roll-outs in
the US and Japan.
Secondly, our study analyzed standardization in electricity supply, a highly regulated sector
with large national differences and users (utility companies), which were not competing until
the recent introduction of market liberalization. While the national differences enabled us to
contrast different settings for standardization and to study their interaction over time, sector
specifics certainly limit the transferability of our findings. Further studies on the
standardization strategies of users in other sectors are therefore needed.
Thirdly, we focused on the few large users sponsoring standards, leaving aside the many
smaller users applying existing standards. Analyzing their strategies (e.g. to join existing
alliances, to adopt a specific standard or not) and comparing their views on the development
of the field is certainly a worthwhile opportunity for further research in the area of smart grids.
Finally, our research concentrated on how strategies shape technology standards and we also
explored the impact of broader field structures (settings) on standardization strategies to some
extent. However, we did not look into how technology standards affect other structures such
as market positions or collective growth expectations, thus again changing the conditions for
strategic action (cf. Figure 1). Such an analysis would even more contribute to our
understanding of the dynamics of technological field, actor working towards structural change
and the particular role standards play herein.

8
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